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Council approves
annual city audit
By CYRUS AFZALI
Murray Ledger & Times Matt Writer

SPORTS:
Tom Henke saved
David Cone's 3-.1
victory for Toronto
that tied the American League playoffs
at one game each
Thursday night.
Page 8
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The Murray City Council
approved the city's annual audit
at a regular meeting Thursday
night.
E.L. Howe Jr., a certified public accountant with the firm of
Richardson, Howe and Wilson of
Murray, said the figures contained in the audit represent the
fiscal year which ended June 30.
"It's our responsibility to
express an opinion on these
(accounts) through normal
accounting procedures. During a
time when a lot of cities had
troubles with their finances, your
revenues increased more than
expenses which puts Murray in
the minority. Growth in the general
fund was due to the fact that
GINA HANCOCK/lodger & news photo
in expenses was held to
growth
Spirit
of
as
the
part
school's
Day
Murray High Homecoming Queen candidates dressed for Graffiti
growth in revenues,"
less
than
Week activities. The Homecoming court includes (left to right) Tyiesha Crouse, Amelia Davis and Howe said.
Shannon Farley; the queen will be announced before tonight's football game at Ty Holland Stadium.

According to the audit, the
combined assets of all city
departments is $35,836,629,
which includes the general fund,
special revenues, water and sewer, natural gas, sanitation, internal service, pension trust, cemetery and general funds, as well as
fixed assets.
The city's actual expenditures
were $164,000 less than budgeted
while revenues were $244,000
more than budgeted, Howe said.
"I think the finances of the city
have been excellent in the past
year and I set nothing but positive indicators," he said.
The council's public works
committee and the full council
both passed a resolution in support of proposed improvements to
Chestnut Street, which include
widening the road to three lanes
from 12th Street to Fourth Street
(Coned on page 2)

WORLD

KIRIS SCORES
BOSANSKI BROD, BosniaHerzegovina — Hundreds of
Serb fighters cheered and
danced in the streets to celebrate the fall of the last major
Bosnian government stronghold in the north. Page 3

SPORTS
The Murray High Lady Tiger
soccer team beat Marshall
County 6-3 Thursday night
while the Lady Lakers shut out
St. Mary 3-0. Page 8

PERSPECTIVE
WASHINGTON— Associated
Press writer Barry Schweid
says it would come as no great
surprise to find out — possibly
in the presidential debate Sunday or at least before Nov. 3
— that George Bush has more
information than he has disclosed on Bill Clinton's 1969
visit to Moscow. Page 4
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PADUCAH — The Internal
Revenue Service says it has
identified 900 Kentucky residents who it knows haven't
filed income tax returns for
three years. Page 3
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cloudy with a 30 percent
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45 to 50. Southwest around 10
mph. Saturday: Mostly cloudy
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showers. High near 70.
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Calloway: No excuses for low assessment scores
By MICHAEL BANKS
Murray Ledger & Tame Staff Writer

Giving no pardon for a poor
showing, school officials and
members of the Calloway County
Board of Education would have
preferred better scores from students in the system who took the
state assessment tests last spring.
After seeing many of the district's scores fall below the state
average at the elementary and
high school levels, local school
officials said they have already

targeted areas where they would
like to see improvement.
"We have nothing to brag
about on this," board member
Ray Dunn said after reviewing
the first round of scores from the
Kentucky Instructional Results
Information System (KIRIS).
Calloway County Superintendent Dr, Jack Rose agreed at
Thursday's monthly board
meeting.
"I'm not looking for excuses
and I have a lot of confidence in
our teachers and faculty, but if

these standards are what Kentucky is shooting for, then we're
not in focus," said the district's
top school official.
Close to 140,000 fourth, eighth
and 12th graders across the state
were tested on reading, math, science and social studies subjects
last spring under the one-of-akind program gauging the state's
students against world-class
standards.
The new assessment method,
which was included in the Kentucky Education Reform Act of

1990, involves four performance tice level (a student has gained
levels which serve as the lone more understanding and can do
measure of a student's progress some important tasks) and the
on KIRIS and which are designed proficient level (where a student
to show what students can do understands important concepts
and can do almost all of a task).
with what they've learned.
It's the proficient level which
The levels range from novice
(which means the student is the state has set as the target
beginning to show an understand- area, Rose said.
For good news, the proficient
ing of new information or skills)
to distinguished (where the stu- level was an area which the disdent has a deep understanding of trict's eighth-graders had little
concept or process and can com- trouble attaining as they had a
plete all important parts of a
task). In between is the appren- (Cont'd on page 2)

Murray: Program will prepare students for tests
By MICHAEL BANKS
Murray Ledger & Mass Staff WrNer

Practice makes perfect.
That's what the Murray city
school board hopes after agreeing
Thursday night to an
$8,000-a-year testing program
which will prepare students for
the new Kentucky Instructional
Results Information System
(KIRIS) testing method.
"I feel we're really getting our
bang for the buck," said Murray's
assistant superintendent for
instruction, Dr. Bob Lewis. He
made the recommendation that

the local district go to the continuous tests, instead of the traditional CTBS exams, in preparing
students from the second grade
on up.
Unlike the CTBS tests, the new
"scrimmage" tests, which are voluntary, will be designed and look
much like the major KIRIS
exams which are given each
spring to students in the fourth,
eighth and 12th grades. KIRIS
was included as part of the Kentucky Education Reform Act
passed by the state legislature in
1990.
"CTBS served a purpose

another time, but it just doesn't
meet our needs anymore," said
Murray Superintendent W.A.
Franklin.
Lewis said it wasn't the performance by Murray students on last
year's first-time KIRIS tests
which prompted the recommendation, but rather the chance for
teachers to use the continuous
structure as a model in developing strategy in their classrooms.
Plus, Lewis said he had a "gut
feeling" that those schools who
use the scrimmage tests will do
better on the KIRIS exams.
"We were better than the state

average on nearly all of the increase over the $3 charged by
categories on KIRIS last spring," CTBS. But it's a cost which
Lewis said. "But this will let us board members feel is warranted.
"It would be very short-sighted
get our foot in the door and the
us not to do it," said board
of
surin
come
students will not
prised when they take the KIRIS member Doris Cella, who added
that the Murray board has traditests."
tionally elected in the past to do
contithe
with
bonus
An added
nuous tests, Lewis said, will be a more testing than the state
breakdown of the scores by indi- mandates.
Board chairman Sally Alexanvidual student, class and school
agreed with Cella.
der
— data which teachers will be
don't think we have much
"I
child's
a
able to use to explain
performance to his or her parents. choice in order to keep up with
However, the continuous tests the rest of the schools across the
will not be cheap. They'll cost
$7.25 per student — a substantial (Coned on page 2)

Congressional candidates debate issues
By GINA HANCOCK
murray Ledger & Times Staff

Writer

There was a little mud slinging, some compliments and some
laughter, but make no mistake
that the three candidates for Kentucky's First District Congressional seat are as different...well
as different as a Republican,
Democrat and a Reform candidate can be.
Steve Hamrick, a Hopkinsville
Republican, Tom Barlow, a Paducah Democrat, and Marvin Seat.
a Reform candidate from Fulton,
held a debate at the Curris Center
Thursday night.
By the end of the month, the
candidates will have met in such
forums in all 31 counties of the
district. Murray made it their
23rd stop.
By now they all three know the
others' stand on the issues. What
they don't know are the questions
they will be asked by the panel
and the audience.
One surprise came from a Murray State University television
reporter who, pointing out Democratic presidential candidate Bill
Clinton's trouble, asked the three
if they had ever smoked marijuana and if so, did they inhale?
After the laughter died down,
Hamrick said he had never
smoked marijuana here or in
Moscow.
Barlow said he had never taken
any illegal drugs. Seat said with a

GIRA ILANCOCIL/Leager & ma« photo
The three candidates for Kentucky's First District congressional seat took part in a debate Thursday
night at MSU's Cords Center. Candidates are (left to right) Marvin Seat of the Reform Party, Tom
Barlow of the Democratic Party, and Steve Hamrick of the Republican Party.

laugh, and an unmistakable
twinkle, that he would not answer
such personal questions.
In answering what would be
his top priority in the First District if elected, Barlow said slaying in touch with his
constituency.
"I will be back in western Ken-

tucky every weekend. I will be
here to listen and to attend meetings," he added.
Seat said he knew that he
would be a representative of the
people in the First District in
Congress, but that he also feels it
is important to think of what is
good for the rest of the country

when passing laws.
Hamrick said he would not
meddle with Murray State University or any local government
in his district.
Concerning reinvigorating
western Kentucky's economy,
(Cont'tI on pep 2)

American grabbed
by Iraqi troops in
demilitarized zone
KUWAIT (AP) — An
American munitions expert
working on the Kuwait side of
the Kuwait-Iraq boder has
been seized by Iraqi security
police, a U.N. spokesman said
today.
American contractor Chad
Hall was taken Thursday afternoon 1.2 miles from Camp
the old Iraqi naval base
that now serves as a base for
the U.N. Iraq-Kuwait Observer
Mission.
"We are trying to do whatever we can for his release.,"
said mission spokesman
Abdul-Latif Khabbaj. "We
know the border is not
marked: that is why we have
those problems around here."
The area where Hall was
seized is inside the demilitarized zone that spans both sides
of the Kuwait-Iraq border.
Klabbaj said both the Iraqi
liaison office at the Umm Qasr
headquarters of the U.N.
observers and the head office
in Baghdad had been
contacted.
Hall was waking with two
Pakistani employees of &teltOliniental Heil* Research and
Testing. as American firm
working to clear hundreds of
thousands of tons Of Ordnance
'AR hoot the •Innt occupation.
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Attorney says chip mill lease violates state law
EDDYVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The Lyon County Pon Authonty
voted 4-3 to rcapprovc a lease for
a controversial wood chip mill,
but disruptions from opponents
forced the auttwity to postpone
the remainder of as meeting.
About 50 people crowded into
the trailer where the meeting was
held, most of them opposed to
the proposed mill. Outside, others
beat on the sides of the trailer
and taunted the authority chairman as he went to his car Thurs-

day night.
The authority rescinded as
original agreement to lease land
on Lake Barkley because it felt
the action was taken in violation
of the state's Open Meetings
Law.
A lawyer for the authority
recommended that the agency
reapprove the lease.
G.L. Ovey, attorney for the
Lyon County Port Authority,
issued an opinion about the port
authority's July 30 meeting, when

4 Needfree information on

studentfinancial- aid?
Contact:
Commonveisaah of Kentucky
Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority
1050 U.S. 127 South, Suits 102
Frankfort Kantucky 40601-4323

Dr. Jay Wells,
Family Dentistry
Office Hours:
Monday-Thursday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Call For Appointment

1111

—

753-1572

201 N. 5th Street

Get Ready To Save
On...
Over $22.00 04PIN

a lease was awarded to Alabamabased Parker Towing Co. for 20
acres of land at the riverport.
That meeting was in violation
of the Open Meetings Law
because proper public notification
was not given under provisions of
the law that took effect July 1,
Ovey said in a memo obtained by
The Paducah Sun.
Ovcy recommended in the
memo that the board should vote
again to award the option lease
because of the potential for a

lawsuit against the board by
Parker Towing.
The site is the proposed location of an $8 million wood chip
mill to be built by the South Carolina based Canal Wood Corp.
Patter Towing, which is working
in concat with Canal to build the
plant, would eventually handle
transportation of chips from the
mill.
A citizens group called Help
Alert Western Kentucky pieseined the port authority with a

petition with the signatures of
about 3,000 people opposed to
the mill Thursday night. Dozens
of residents filled the trailer
where the meeting was held, and
some chanted "No more chips!"
as they stormed out after the
board voted to award the option
on 23 acres.
Jim Atchison, the co-chairrran
of HAWK, said the group will
also try to have the contract declared invalid because he said it
did not include all the attach-

ments it needed to be legally
binding when it was signed.
Ovey wrote in his memo that
"Parker Towing relied on the
Port to conduct the meetings
according to law," and that was
not done. Ovey said in light of
that, "Parker Towing has a legal
right to expect the Board to again
award the option lease."
He said that if the board fails
to do so, "Parker can, and in all
likelihood, will file suit and be
successful."

Congressional candidates.

••

(Coned from page I)
Seat said he doesn't believe in
grants but would try to obtain
U.S. Treasury interest-free bonds
to loan to businesses and
industries.
Hamnck wants to remove the
burden of regulation "from the
backs of all of us."
He continued, "Environmental
groups have caused us more harm
than good. Ten years ago we
were talking about global cooling, now we're talking about
global warming. I think the only
hole around here is in the heads
of those who come up with all
this.
"Once we know the full impact
of the Clean Air Act, I think we
will rise up and rescind it."
On the issue of jobs and
improving the earning power of
average wage earners, the North
American Fret Trade Agreement
drew much attention.
Barlow opposes the agreement.
"We've got to have dialogue
with the Central American countries who have lower wage rates
than we do. Their people can't
organize to raise wages like we
have due to their oppressive
societies. It could be ironic that
the United States could be subsidizing low wage earners," he
said.
Hamrick said the agreement
would "improve our lot in life.
We must expon in this country.
The European nations and IndoChina are all banding together.
We need to do it too."

Seat said he couldn't "shed
much light" on the issue.
"I can tell you this. It can't be
changed by the Republicans or
the Democrats. I do know that
the average person can't afford to
buy a house or even a car. I can't
do a thing about it unless you
elect me," he said.
One panelist asked what made
each of them a better candidate
than the others.
"I listen," answered Barlow.
For Seat the answer was,"I
don't owe anybody anything. A
lot of people would be afraid to
say the things that I do. But I'm
not. Steve Hamrick will be a tool
of the Republican party.
"And I believe Tom Barlow is
a conservative Democrat but
when he gets to Washington Tom
Foley (Speaker of the House of
Representatives) will twist his
arm too," Seat said.
Hamrick said the voters have
already experienced the status
quo and now it is time for fundamental change.
Concerning what budget cuts
he would make, Hamrick said
without a constitutional amendment to balance the budget and
the implementation of the lineitem veto, it will be difficult to
make changes.
He would support across-theboard cuts except in military
funding.
"This is the wrong time to
make any massive military cuts,"
he said.
Barlow said he would support

Clinton's budget package, which
calls for major cuts across the
board.
Barlow opposes a balanced
budget amendment and the lineitem veto.
"Here we are making generalities again. But what are you really telling people about a balanced
budget amendment. You aren't
saying where those cuts are going
to come from. It's empty rhetoric.
"You've got to look at the military and space budgets. If you
wiped out the education and agriculture budgets, ou still
nough
wouldn't come up wi
money," Barlow said.
Seat said government in olvement in such things as social and
educational programs has to be
cut. "Those are issues for the
states."
Their positions on health care
also vary. Barlow supports a
national approach to the issue
while Hamrick wants to continue
the open market system.
"We need caps on charges.
Young families can't afford the
high premimums of health care
coverage," Barlow said.
Hamrick said making the government the sole source of health
care is wrong.
"I'm for reforming the regulations that put the burden on the
industry. We need malpractice
insurance reform," he said.
Seat said that the population is
five times greater than it was 90
years ago while at the sametime
the federal governement has

grown 500 times.
"We don't need another department in Washington. They can't
run what they've got. If you give
me a health insurance card from
the government, I'm going to use
it a lot. There will be a gridlock
in the hospitals," Seat said.
On the environment, all three
took a conservative approach.
Barlow said it is time to put
some common sense back into
the system.
"We need to swing back to reason. The regulations are harassing business owners. We can and
must have a clean enivronment.
We can do that in a reasonable
way," he said.
Hamrick attacked Barlow's
work for 13 years with the Natural Resource Defense Council,
which he said lobbied for such
environmental regulations.
"We've had regulations put on
the backs of all of us. We definitely don't need to send anybody
back again to cost us jobs in
western Kentucky," he said.
Scat also said he was concerned about the environment but
that there is too much governemental regulation.
They all three agreed on the
issue of abortion. Their exceptions for the use of abortion
include a case of rape, incest or a
danger to the mother's life.
Hamrick added that he would
support a life amendment to the
constitution to let the people
decide the issue.

Calloway: No excuses.

•
•
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Sixty-four percent of the
individual schools on a year-to(Cont'd from page I)
fourth-graders fell into the novice year basis, as they strive to meet
higher average than the state on
area of mathematics, while 54 the state's six learning goals —
all four subject areas. But, the
percent were at the novice level basic communication and math
results were in stark contrast to
in science. Statewide, the results skills, core concepts, selfthe numbers put up by the seniors
were 59 and 48 percent, respec- sufficiency, becoming a responsiand fourth-graders taking the
tively. The complete list of ble group member, thinking and
tests.
results and performance levels proble,m solving, and integration
"My biggest concern is at our
were included in the district's of knowledge.
high school," Rose said.
However, Calloway board
performance report, which was
The majority of the seniors at
published in The Murray Ledger chairman Rick Murdock said the
Calloway County High School
local district should focus on the
and Times Sept. 28 issue.
were at the novice level in both
The test results are designed to initial learning goals before
mathematics (49%) and social
form a starting point for gauging jumping ahead to the final steps.
studies, while they were at the
apprentice mark in the reading
(48%) and science categories.
The biggest gap came in the
social studies area where 59 percent of those taking the tests
summer andeready by the beginwere at KIR1S' lowest perfor- (Coxed from page I)
ning of school next fall.
state."
mance level.
'Was told that enrollment over
Lewis said the "scrimmage"
CCHS Principal Jerry Ainley
the
district was up 40 students
same
the
at
given
be
will
tests
said in Thursday's meeting he
from
last year to 1,336. After the
Feb.
exams;
KIRIS
the
as
time
could
seniors
the
believe
doesn't
first month of school, the third
8-19 for students at the high
have given their full attention to
school and April 19-30 for the grade had recorded the highest
the tests taken in February with
attendance rate as overall the rate
remainder of the students.
graduation and other end-of-thewas 95.25 across the district.
In other action, the board:
year activities approaching.
*Heard that the school system
renovafor
plans
that
*Heard
the
rade
level,
At the fourth-g
tion in the school district are will be participating in the annual
biggest concerns are at the math
going along smoothly. Franklin drug-free awareness week Oct.
and science areas, said Dr. Nancy
said he expects the construction 24-Nov. 1 with a Red Ribbon
supenntendent
Lovett, assistant
projects to be completed over the campaign.
for instruction.
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(Coned from page I)
and adding curbs and gutters.
Tommy Marshall, director of
public works and city administrator, said the city has spoken to
representatives of the five property owners who would be affected
by the project.
"Everyone we talked to had
reservations, but they feel it's
good for the community. We
have no ides of a cost at this
time. Our responsibility would be
relocating utilities plus the
acquisition of property," he said.

753-2571 or 753-411e

No specific fund for that purpose has been established.
Mayor Bill Cherry said it is
hoped that work will begin in
mid-summer or late August of
1993, although preliminary
designs will be completed in the
spring.
Mac Fitts, director of engineering, said he spoke with the state
highway department Thursday
and was told that the timetable
for the project depends on how
state money is scheduled. He said
the state has made no definite

.11r. i ti.i fit 4.

plans beyond this fiscal year.
In other business:
*The council passed a resolution
commending Murray High School
students Peter Johnson, Shawn
Kellie, Melissa Muscio and
Christie Walters, semi-finalists in
the National Merit Scholarship
Competition.
•The low bid by Aratex Services,
Inc. of Bowling Green to provide
uniforms for the water, wastewater and gas divisions at a weekly
cost of $4.45 per person was
accepted.
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In 1991-92, the district totaled
a little over $13.2 million in
receipts, which was a $1 million
increase over the 1990-91 figure.
The largest percentage of expenditures in the '92-93 budget will
be for instructional salaries (totaling $6.5 million).
*Approved an order for four
buses totaling close to $150,000.
Two of the buses will be 78-passenger diesel vehicles costing
nearly $50,000 apiece, while the
other two will be the smaller
18-passenger types, each running
a little over $22,000. The smaller
buses will be used mostly for
transporting preschool students,
said transportation director Johnny Bohannan.

Rf!‘',, Discount Pharmacy

Need Auto Insurance?
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s
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"We need to make sure that
academics is still stressed... that's
what this business is all about,"
Murdock said.
In other action, the board;
'Approved the working budget
for the 1992-93 school year totaling approximately $13.6 million.
With the addition of grants and
carry-over, Rose estimated that
the figure will probably rise to
S14 million before the year is

753-0489
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Debate expectations: No iceman, maybe a loose cannon
TURE
ENERGY BILL AWAITS SIGNA
energy reforms

to clear ConWASHINGTON - The biggest package of
gress in a decade awaits President Bush's signature. But it reflects hundreds of hours of give-and-take and avoids some of the toughest questions:
whether to impose energy taxes, allow new oil drilling or demand better auto
fuel efficiency. While the bill approved by the Senate on Thursday was
praised widely for promoting energy conservation and for touching on myriad energy programs, some of the most controversial measures were
it
absent. There were no energy taxes, although economists widely agreed
would be by far the best way to curb consumption. There was no suggestion
to open new lands to drilling, though oil companies said it was the only way
to spur domestic production. And there was nothing to make cars run farther
on a gallon of fuel, though transportation gobbles up more oil than any other
activity. These measures were jettisoned early - or in the case of energy
taxes, not even considered. They were deemed "killer issues" that
threatened to doom the prospects of any energy bill getting to Bush.

SERBS CHEER FALL OF BOSANSKI BROD
Serb fighters

BOSANSKI BROD, Bosnia-Herzegovina - Hundivels of
cheered and danced in the streets to celebrate the fall of the last major Bosnian government stronghold in the north. They swigged liquor and fired their
machine guns into the sky. "Bosanski Brod is ours now, the Croats and
Muslims are gone forever," 2nd Lt. D)ordje Rogic said Thursday as he
watched his men stuff six motorcycles into an army bus. He said Bosnian
government forces had offered almost no resistance in the last two days
before the city of 15,000 people fell Tuesday. Their victory in Bosanski Brod
gives the Serbs virtually undisputed control over a wide swath of territory
linking Serbia proper with territory they hold in Krajina, the western part of
Bosnia.

TS
ABORTION RIGHTS ON STATEforBALLO
Arizona voters come

PHOENIX - Abortion will be a matter of choice
Election Day, when they will be asked to enact a virtual ban on abortion. On
the other side of the country - and the debate, for that matter - Maryland
residents will vote Nov. 3 on a measure that would bar the state from interfering with a woman's decision on abortion. The Arizona measure would
amend the state constitution to outlaw all abortions except to save the
mother's life. However, the measure would allow the Legislature to enact
exceptions for rape and incest. "This is the most extreme and punitive and
restrictive ballot measure any state has seen," said Berry Sweet of Arizona
Right to Choose. "If it is enacted, it will be the most restrictive constitutional
prohibition in the nation."

Y
VISIT HEIGHTENS COLUMBUS CONTROVERS
his first trip

ROME- John Paul II's visit to the Dominican Republic today,
abroad since undergoing surgery in July, heightens the controversy over
celebrations marking the landing of Christopher Columbus. While in the
Dominican Republic, John Paul will open a regional bishops' conference
that will set the direction of the church in Latin America over the next
decade. The 72-year-old pontiff has been slowly regaining his strength since
doctors removed a benign colon tumor on July 15. But the Vatican cut back
the itinerary of his five-day Dominican trip, the Polish-born pope's 56th foreign pilgrimage. Mexico, Nicaragua and Jamaica were dropped, and only two
events are planned each day - in marked contrast to trips that have taken
John Paul to as many as three countries on the same day.

ED
WILLY BRANDT MOURNED, PRAIS
mourned

By TOM RAUM
Aseeels1•41 Press

WritOr

WASHINGTON - President
Bush and Arkansas Gov. Bill
Clinton come to the debate stage
with mixed reviews for past performances. Ross Perot comes as a
loose cannon.
"Wouldn't it be nice to be the
iceman so you never make a mistake?" Bush asked during his
first 1988 debate with Democrat
Michael Dukakis in a backhanded
tribute to Dukakis' presumed
superior debating skills.
But history shows mistakes
abound in such a pressure-cooker
environment. And sometimes the
best that can be hoped for is just
to get through unscathed.
Some mannerisms of the debaters facing off Sunday night for
the first of three debates are wellknown.
Bush can wave his arms too
much and can seem strident and
inarticulate; Clinton can drone on
with long-winded, multipart
answers, and can seem irritable
and evasive.
Perot, although he hasn't had
any recent debate experience, can
sometimes appear thin-skinned
and prickly when confronted with
questions he doesn't like at forums such as news conference.
Bush and Clinton have had
their share of uncomfortable
moments, as well as a few political triumphs, in past debates.
Debate experts said Bush came
across as shrill and patronizing in
his 1984 vice presidential debate
with Democrat Geraldine Ferraro;
although some of the same anal-

and lauded
BONN, Germany - Politicians and diplomats today
Willy Brandt, the former West German chancellor whose overtures to the
Soviet bloc bridged the East-West chasm and sped the unification of Germany. Brandt, 78, died of cancer at his home in Unkel outside Bonn on
Thursday afternoon, said his top aide, Klaus Lindenberg. Brandt had been
suffering from intestinal cancer for more than a year. Lindenberg said funeral arrangements will be announced in the next few days, and said Brandt
1974, Brandt
will likely receive a state burial. As chancellor from 1969 to
with the
initiated Ostpolitik - overtures to the East. He normalized relations
Soviet Union and Poland and improved ties with East Germany.

AFRICAN REFUGEES CAMP IN PARIS
with babies strapped

PARIS- Through narrow, muddy pathways, women
on their backs lug water to crowded, makeshift tents. It locks like an African
refugee camp- yet across the street is a pleasant Parisian cafe. For nearly
five months, more than 1,000 African immigrants have camped on a dirtcovered plot beside the historic medieval castle of Vincennes. They are protesting the scarcity of decent low-income housing in Paris. Their campaign
has embarrassed officials across the political spectrum, sparked antiimmigrant protests by the far-right National Front, and spotlighted the bleak
lodging alternatives that confront many poor people in and around this prosperous, expensive capital. "We're not here to demand financial aid," said
one of the tent camp's leaders, Kunte Serinte of Mali. "We're workers.
We've got jobs. What we want is housing."

BUCK
DEMOCRATS WINNING BATTLE OF THEThe
Repu-

WASHINGTON- Call it the great reversal of political fortunes.
blican fund-raising machine had to pull its sitting president from the campaign trail Thursday and beckon two former presidents from retirement to
raise sorely needed money. Less than a month before Election Day, the
GOP has yet to air a single of its trademark "Vote Republican" ads, which
four years ago effectively boasted of "seven years of jobs, peace and economic growth." Meanwhile, Democrats continue setting fund-raising records
and are so unusually awash in cash they're bankrolling_ advertising and getout-the-vote campaigns they used to only dream of. Republicans acknowledge they're behind their 1988 fund-raising levels, but blame it on the difficulty of finding time in Bush's busy presidential schedule to raise money for
his primary campaign. But Democrats insist the fund-raising simply reflects
nominee Bill Clinton's lead over Bush in the polls. They also credit a fouryear program to improve fund-raising, fueled by a hunger to regain the
White House. After trailing Republicans by $95 million in the first 18 months
of the 1992 election cycle, Democrats have out-raised the RNC $43 million
to $26 million since July. The DNC even set a single-month record with
$17.4 million in August.

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP)- The
Internal Revenue Service says it
has identified 900 Kentucky residents who it knows haven't filed
federal income tax returns for
three years.
But the IRS has announced
those delinquent taxpayers won't
be prosecuted if they turn themselves in to the agency later this
month.
Extra agents will be present at
most IRS offices in the state
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Roasted Pecans, 12-9 Oz. Cans (3.60 per can)
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27.20

Case •HiDensity Frozen Orange Juice, 24-12 Oz. Cans

33.20
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17.85

Case "Lemonade Concentrate, 24-12 Oz. Cans

14.95

Bluebird Grapefuit Juice, Ready to drink 48-6 Ox Cans.

between Oct. 19-23 to help the
delinquent taxpayers fill out tli
forms, said Stephen Whiteaker,
group manager at the IRS's Paducah office.
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"We have identified in western Kentucky 200 people who
have not filed, and after that
week we're going to send out
notices that we're coming to get a
return and all bets are off," Whittaker said.

While those who come
untarily won't go to jail, they
may have to pay penalties of up
to 50 percent of their delinquent
taxes and will face interest of 7
percent per year, he said.
The offer is part of a nationwide plan to encourage about 10
million people and businesses
who owe an estimated $7 billion
to pay up. The IRS has assigned
2,000 agents nationwide to help
collect overdue taxes.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) The U.S. attorney's office for
Kentucky's western federal district said Thursday it recovered
$7.6 million in the fiscal year
that ended Sept. 30.
The money included criminal
fines and restitution, civil collections in bankruptcy, foreclosures
and defaulted student loans, and
forfeiture of assets and recoveries
for civil fraud, a statement from
the office said.
The total was $3 million more
than in the previous year.
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On CNN's "Larry King Live"
this week, Bush said: "You can
get your mind cluttered up with
facts, factoids, and I don't want
to do that."
Perot debated at the Naval
Academy in the early 1950s and
schoolmates said he was a
standout.
"Perot is very strong at articulating what the problems are. I
think he could steal the show,"
said Duke University political
scientist David Paletz.
Still, Paletz said, "there's kind
of a whiny quality that comes out
of him."
Debate strategy for both sides
can be distilled into a single sentence, suggested Wayne Fields,
an authority on presidential rhetoric at St. Louis' Washington
University: "Play it safe and
hope the other side screws up."

tus during the Vietnam War and
assertions he had an affair with
former lounge singer Gennifer
Flowers.
In an hourlong debate in Chicago in March, Jerry Brown
accused Clinton of involvement
in a "scandal of major proportions" and said the Arkansas
governor was funnelling slate tax
dollar's to his wife's law firm.
Clinton exploded that Brown's
charge was a "lying accusation"
and suggested his Democratic
rival was not worthy to appear on
the same stage as his wife,
Hillary.
Clinton turned the tables on
Brown in a debate in Buffalo,
N.Y., the following week when
he accused Brown's law firm of
taking $178,000 in taxpayer dollars for lobbying against California's contribution limits. That
prompted Brown to angrily jump
up and grab the microphone and
demand more time.
And Clinton didn't reserve his
harsh words for Brown, once
accusing former Massachusetts
Sen. Paul Tsongas of wanting to
pound the middle class "into the
dirt."
Still, Clinton suggested at the
time: "Nothing we've done
remotely compares to the kind of
vicious hits that George Bush
will apply."
Bush, down between 9 points
and 15 points in most national
polls, desperately needs to recoup
lost ground.
He has never liked or excelled
at debating, and tries to lower
expectations by telling audiences,
"I'm no Oxford debater."

IRS to prosecute 900 delinquent taxpayerin svol-

FARM BUREAU FLORIDA
FRUIT PROGRAM

From

ysts said she did, too.
In a 1980 presidential debate in
Nashua, N.H., Bush was clearly
outfoxed by Ronald Reagan,
whose "I paid for this microphone" line became more
memorable than anything either
candidate said on the issues.
In his first debate with Dukakis
in 1988. Bush made a narrow
escape after suggesting women
seeking abortions - as well as
the physicians who perform them
- should be held criminally
liable under anti-abortion laws.
Sensing that the comment
would backfire if it wasn't
retracted, Bush's campaign chief
James A. Baker III came out early the next morning to say Bush
misspoke and didn't really think
such women should be
prosecuted.
Bush's greatest debate success
came from a blunder by his opponent: Dukakis' flat response in
the second 1988 debate to a
hypothetical question on whether
he would support the death penalty for someone who would rape
and kill his wife, Kitty.
"No, I don't," Dukakis replied
without emotion.
Dukakis was done in my his
own "iceman" image. Bush, by
contrast, looked less mechanical,
more human.
Clinton underwent his trial by
debate fire last winter and spring,
when he engaged in more than a
dozen debates and mini-debates
in the rough-and-tumble primary
season.
He was battered with questions
on his playing golf at an all-white
club in Little Rock, his draft sta-
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Letters to the Editor
Reasons for voting or not voting
•

Dear Editor:
Some of the reasons offered for voting or not voting for a political
candidate are indeed very strange. In fact, they smack of just plain
ignorance. For example, there was once a congressman from my district of Tennessee whose name was Ross Bass. He had a very pretty
wife. A neighbor said he had to vote for Bass because he had a pretty
wife. A few days ago a lady said to me that she is going to vote for
"Slick Willie" Clinton because "I like his face." I have friends whose
faces I like and they have pretty wives, but, no thanks, they are not
presidential material.
One of the seemingly important issues now being bandied about is
the economy. Are these old eyes deceiving me? On a trip to the Lake
Erie area of Ohio last week I couldn't help but notice the following:
there are bumper crops on every available acre of land. If farmers are
so hard pressed and losing their shirts why do they continue farming?
Every mall I visited was packed with shoppers including Ky. Oaks
Mall in Paducah. Poor younguns this day and time are restricted to
driving S20,000 cars and plain old faded S50 blue jeans and $120
pump-up shoes. Motels and hotels doing a brisk business. At least
their parking lots mostly filled. The interstates are packed with trucks
by the hundreds hauling freight, recreational vehicles by the hundreds
costing $40,000-S80,000. I saw lots of "help wanted" and "now hiring" signs. Restaurants packed at all hours. Then there's the stock
market hovering around the 3200-3300 mark, indicating a strong faith
in the economy. On and on we could go. So there may be some unemployed. There's always the bunch that chooses to be. There's some
who want to start at the top who are not working. You say, "just look
at the bankruptcy rate;" that's what the plastic will do for you. Just
present the plastic and then when the load gets too heavy, take the
easy way out. Just find yourself a lean, hungry lawyer.
When one travels several hundred miles alone he has time for a lot
of reflecting. My mind wandered back to a hillside farm in middle
Tennessee. Born in 1921, the third of five children, I was helping my
daddy, a sharecropper, plow, and cut wood, bale hay, kill hogs, gather
corn, etc. When I was 8 years old, in 1929. Duck River flooded and
we lost the cash crop. Corn was what we depended on for a little
money and stock feed and meal for bread. The next year was almost
as disastrous. A severe drought took its toll. Do you think for a
minute my daddy waited for the federal government or any. other government to bail us out? Nape! We worked harder. We survived. Those
were the days when a $20 bill looked like a fortune. At age 18 after I
had finished high school I hit it lucky. My uncle employed me. His
name was Sam. I had been making 75 cents-a dollar per day and they
were 12-hour days, when I could get a job. But Uncle Sam said he'd
guarantee me work every day and pay me $21 per month. I thought
that was a pretty good deal since I could avert the draft at the same
time. I stayed with that job — the U.S. Marines — for six years, top
pay $99 per month.
Now friends, I am no economist but I do know when times are
tough. It seems now that many folks think times are tough when they
can't have two cars and a pickup plus a $20,000 bass boat and three
TV sets.
Our materialistic, humanistic values have led us down the primrose
path-Nothing, absolutely nothing short of a return to spiritual and
moral values is going to cure the ills of this country including the
imagined weak economy. In the final analysis, the one who actually
controls the purse strings has something to say to us in Proverbs
14:34, Matthew 16:26, Matthew 26:11 and 1st Timothy 6:10.
Finally, as to why I would not vote for a particular candidate for
president, following are only three reasons which I consider to be
adequate:(1) Sanctions and condones the killing of unborn babies;(2)
sanctions homosexuality (keep in mind one of the three candidates
went to California and joined them on a fundraising banquet); (3)
willfully and intentionally turned his back on military service to this
nation, an act considered by many as cowardly.
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Tom Meacham
1585 Mockingbird Lane, Murray
Mr. Meacham — Thank you for your letter. Presidential politics
why do they continue
aside, your careless question about farmers
fanning?) and callous dismissal of the unemployed ("so there may be
some unemployed") seem to reflect more upon your own personal
financial comfort rather than that of the nation as a group. Having
lived through a period of national economic troubles may teach one
the value of spiritual strength and moral values, but it doesn't give
one the right to suggest the present hardships of others is a pretend
problem which can be resolved through Chose means alone.
— Daniel T. Parker

•

The 'spirit' of discovery
The ghost of Christopher Columbus stopped in to see me the
other night, waking me in the
middle of the night with that particularly clammy touch that only
ghosts and politicians can
manage.
Chris's
I had first Met
spectre the night after an anchovy
pizza and before a high school
history test, and commented then
upon the many anchor chains he
wore around his neck. Columbus
had said they were the chains of
inflatated reputation he was
doomed to wear, since so many
historians had re-written history
to give him credit for more than
was deserved.
So I was surprised to see Columbus' ghost the other night.
With all the Columbus-trashing
that has been going on in connection with the 500th anniversary of
his arrival in The New World, I
figured those anchor chains had
melted from Chns' shoulders like
sea-foam in the tropic sun.
Instead, he was wearing even
more chains.
Chris, I said, what's with the
heavy metal fashion accessories?
Surely your reputation has been
wrecked sufficiently to allow you
to shake a link or two!
"No," Columbus said, courteously speaking in English. "Sure,
my name is being dragged
through the mud now, but that's
made my burden even heavier.
My TepUIZU00 now is even more
inflated than ever — inflated in
an evil way, to be sure, but as yet
the simple truth about me has
eluded the public."
Yeah, Chris, you and Madonna, I said.
Well, that got him upset (he
thought I meant a different
Madonna), so I explained about
modern music and public relations, apologized for my 4 a.m.
lack of manners and asked him
what he meant by "the simple
truth."
After all, I told Columbus'
ghost, there's little simple to be
said about a legendary figure

Dear Editor
The Murray Family YMCA would like to take this opportunity to
thank you and all the staff in your organization for the contribution of
allowing us a forum to get our messages to the public. We are encouraged when organizations like yours graciously offer assistance to us.
OUT community is a much richer environment because of the hand
of fellowship you and your organization extend to us. Again, thank
you for your time, concern and assistance.
If we at the Murray Family YMCA can ever be of service to your
organization, please call us at 759-9622 or 759-9699.
Franck Ray, executive director
Murray Family YMCA, 7th & Poplar, Murray
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Bush plays his strong suit
By BARRY SCHWEID

•

"I discovered exactly what I set
such as he.
"Aye," he said. "But we can out to discover, exactly what I
start with two terms that almost took King Ferdinand's and Queen
everyone applies incorrectly
Isabella's money to discover."
when they're referring to me and
Can't have it both ways, CC.
my trips across the pond."
You just said you didn't even
I hope you're not referring to
know America existed.
"America, slamerica. India,
latitude and longitude, I said.
schmindia! I was a merchant
"No, the terms most often used
mariner, sir! I set sail to find an
incorrectly are discovery and
easier, more profitable route with
civilization."
which to conduct trade and,
Gosh, Chris, I'm intrigued. Go
on. What's wrong with
therefore, to make more money
"discovery"?
for my mercantile-based employ"People seem to think that I
ers! And is that not exactly what
believe I discovered America, or
I did?"
that I discovered that the world is
Has anyone ever told you
round. Others want to believe the
you're ethereal when you're
only thing I discovered was a
angry?
way to further European civiliza"Sorry," Columbus said. "But
tion by exploiting the natives of
that's exactly why these chains
the land that got between me and
are around my neck. People want
me to be what I wasn't, and
India."
won't allow me to be what I was
Most scholars today, I said,
— a very successful sailor who
agree that other Europeans and/or
made tons of money for his
Africans and/or Orientals had
sponsor."
been to the "New World" centuWell, I said, as you mentioned,
ries before you, and that many
other people had said the world is
many now say that was blood
round long before you asked Fermoney — that you ruined a parady and Izzy for federal funding. dise by exploiting both the land's
"Correct, sir," Columbus'
resources and its natives who
ghost replied. "I will admit that I
were sacrifices on the altar of
thought those tales of a western, civilization.
fertile land with strange inhabit"Yeah, right," Columbus said
ants were referring to Asia, but, sourly. "Your age has a lot of
while I didn't think we'd find a
room to talk about exploiting
resources and people, doesn't it?
so-called new world, I knew my
Well, I know you've studied
crew and I -wouldn't fall off the
American Indian history, so you
edge of the old one. I may not
have known where I was going, tell me: were the natives kind and
but I knew what I was doing." gentle before my ship arrived?
Did my men invent slavery?"
Okay, Chris, so you're not a
Well, no. The natives were,
discoverer.
well, barbaric. In fact, they even
"Belay that talk, mate!" Columbus' ghost rose- -off-the—bed
enslaved other natives — those
and circled the room a few times. they didn't slaughter in combat or
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YMCA says thanks for support
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in religious ceremonies. And they
slaughtered a bunch of your men
who stayed behind while your
ships returned to Spain.
"Right," Columbus said. "And
I took revenge, because those
men were my responsibility! And
because I could take revenge, for,
with our technology, the natives
— even the conqueror tribes —
were outclassed.
"Civilizations swallow up
other civilizations, that's what
civilizations do to survive," Columbus added. "The Romans
exploited and enslaved the peoples they conquered, as did the
Persians before them and the
English after them. And as one
Native American civilization
would do to another Native
American civilization, time after
time after time.
"Hey, I'll admit we lived in
crude, cruel times by your standards today, but your people do
crude, cruel things even today,
and manage to justify them just
as we justified the actions we
took some 500 years ago."
Columbus stood up and suddenly displayed the strong, fearless image of a man who stared
across uncharted oceans in search
of unknown shores. "My crew
and I sailed across the Atlantic in
order to improve our civilization's way of life, to preserve its
values and to protect our sponsor
country's standing in international politics. Now, exactly why did
your country send its ships,
troops and superior technology to
the Persian Gulf a few years
back?"
Hey, Chris, why bring up
ancient history, I asked. But I get
your point. So when Columbus
Day sails around on Monday, I
won't worship you as a noble,
God-inspired saint of sailing, nor
will I condemn you as a
depraved, demonic pollutant of a
paradise. I'll simply take note of
the courage shown by you and
your crew, and raise a silent toast
to people everywhere who are
willing to act upon their beliefs.

LEFT IIANI)I.:1) GLANCE

Assecielod Pesos News Analysis

WASHINGTON — In the
uptight Nixon era, it was not
unusual for government agencies
to keep track of anti-war protesters or other Americans whose
patriotism was considered
questionable.
Demonstrators were photographed. Reporters' telephones
were tapped.
So it would come as no great
surprise to find out — possibly in
the presidential debate Sunday or
at least before Nov. 3 — that
George Bush has more information than he has disclosed 30 far
on Bill Clinton's 1969 visit to
Moscow when he was a student
and on his participation in antiwar rallies.
Urging Clinton to "level with
the American people" could turn
OW to be part of a clever strategy
designed to corner the Arkansas
governor.
"You can remember who you
saw in the airport at Oslo. but

you can't remember who you saw
in the airport in Moscow?" Bush
said Wednisday on CNN's "Larry King Live."
Passport and visa applications
then, as now, do not require specific information of the sort Bush
is demanding that Clinton provide. Nor was the young Oxford
student a likely target of U.S.
surveillance.
Clinton has said he visited
Moscow for five days as part of a
40-day tour of European capitals.
He has spoken of people he met
in the Norwegian capital and
some of the other cities, but said
he cannot recall those he met in
Moscow.
Bush, hinting he knows more
than he has let on, said Thursday
in San Antonio: "I'll probably
have more to say about that
later."
Attacking Clinton's character
and patriotism may be Bush's last
best chance to reverse the governor's commanding lead. Besides,
there is more opportunity in it for

Bush if he can project himself at
the same time as a foreign policy
expert. It is one of the few areas
in which Bush scores well in the
polls, but not with enough force
to overcome dissatisfaction with
the condition of the American
economy.
The latest, devastating New
York Times/CBS News Poll, for
instance, gave Bush an approval
rating of 54 percent for foreign
policy, and he continued to hold
a slight edge in trustworthiness to
"handle all the problems a president has to deal with." By contrast, only 16 percent approved of
Bush's economic stewardship.
For Bush, this must be enormously frustrating. The Soviet
Union disintegrated on his watch
and he won the war in the Persian
Gulf. The victory over Iraq
strengthened the image of decisiveness this blue-blooded aristocrat has tried so hard to imprint
on the American voter. But alas
for Bush, it has nearly vanished.
Going down to the wire now
against Clinton. the president is

seeking to get some of the aura
back. But witnessing the initialing of the .North American Free
Trade Agreement, as he did in
San Antonio, is not quite the
same as pounding Saddam Hussein with epithets and rockets.
So Bush's strategy as the
debates approach is to forge a
blend of foreign policy expertise
with tough-minded patriotism,
which means attacking Clinton as
inexperienced and leading
demonstrations against his country from foreign soil.
"To go to a foreign country
and demonstrate against your
own country when your sons and
daughters are dying halfway
around the world, I just don't like
it. I think it's wrong. Wrong to
do that," Bush said.
In Little Rock, Clinton
responded: "It's a pathetic ploy
by a desperate man."
• • • •
(Barry Schtveid has covered diplomacy for The Associated Press
since 1973.)
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Venus orbiter falls
out of radio contact
By LEE SIEGEL
Amodded Press ielenee WrIter

The 4-foot-high, 8.3-foot-wide,
drum-shaped spacecraft provided
evidence Venus had vast oceans
3.5 billion to 4 billion years ago
before they were vaporized by a
"runaway greenhouse effect"
that, trapped heat from the sun
and raised the planet's surface
temperature to 900 degrees.
Pioneer 12 also detected
increases in atmospheric concentrations of sulfur dioxide gas --possibly caused by volcanic eruptions — and evidence of lightning. It also studied six comets,
including Halley's in 1986.
The sun's gravity caused the
spacecraft's orbit to deteriorate.
Since last month, engineers had *
been firing Pioneer 12's thrusters
to prevent it from plunging into
the atmosphere, but it ran out of
thruster fuel on Saturday.

Asthma rates rising among children
NEW YORK (AP) — Asthma rates in children ages 1 to 14
doubled and even tripled over 20 years in a new study, and
this speculated that the trend toward tightly sealed, energy-efficie&C
homes may have played a role.
Making homes more efficient by reducing air leakage may WO
more airborne particles like cat dander inside, possibly promoting
asthma. researchers said.
The study calculated asthma rates from 1964 so 1983 for residents of Rochester, Minn. The AMU' rate of new asthma cases
roughly tripled in boys and girls ages 10 to 14 and in girls ages 5
to 9. The rate doubled or nearly so in boys and girls ages 1104 and
boys ages 5 So 9.
No increases appeared 10 other age groups.
The report follows studies elsewhere that indicated asthma was
becoming more common in children during the 1970s and 1980s,
causing more hospitalizations in young children during the 1980s
and causing more deaths.
The Centers for Disease Control reported last week that the
national rate of asthma deaths rose 46 percent during the 1980s.
The study shed no light on the cause of the increase, but proposed explanations besides energy-efficient homes include greater
survival of low-birthweight infants, who may be prone to asthma:
more cigarette smoking by mothers; and greater use of day care,
which could expose more infants to viral infections that may promote asthma.
Scientists have also suggested that part of the increase may be an
illusion, caused by a growing likelihood that doctors will diagnose
certain conditions as asthma.
But Dr. Marc Silverstein, co-author of the new study, said the
research avoided that mistake because researchers assigned their
own diagnoses from medical records, using criteria kept uniform
across the 20-year span.
The work is presented in the October issue of the American
Review of Respiratory Disease by Silverstein, Dr. John Yunginger
and others at the Mayo Clinic and Foundation in Rochester.
The study is important because it adds to evidence of a genuine
increase in asthma, rather than just greater recognition of the disease, said Dr. Kevin Weiss of George Washington University.
The study used medical records for residents of Rochester, which
in 1980 had a population of nearly 58,000. The city's population is
demographically similar to that of the national white population,
researchers said.
Researchers examined records for a diagnosis of asthma or similar conditions and then applied their own criteria to reach a
diagnosis.
From a review of records for more than 18,000 people, researchers found 1,547 people with a tint appearance of definite asthma
and 952 people with an initial appearance of probable asthma during the study period.
The overall rate of new cases, both definite and probable, grew
from 183 per 100,000 residents in 1964 to 284 per 100,000 in 1983.
The change was due entirely to cases at ages I to 14, researchers
found.

LOS ANGELES — NASA's
Pioneer 12 spaceship fell out of
radio contact with Earth and
hurtled toward a slow and fiery
death in Venus atmosphere
today, 14 years after starting a
mission meant to last only 15
months.
"It is indeed amazing that it
worked so nearly perfectly for
these whole 14 years," said Jack
Dyer, deputy chief of space projects at NASA's Ames Research
Center in Mountain View.
The spacecraft continued to
send back valuable data about
unexplored regions of Venus'
cloudy atmosphere until contact
was lost on Thursday, when Pioneer was 79.5 miles above the
planet's surface, NASA scientists
said.
Pioneer's antennas melted or Minister Will Accept Noise Limwere otherwise disabled as the it, Not Time Limit
spacecraft — traveling about
22,000 mph — encountered
KALAMAZOO, Mich.(AP) —
intense friction during its entry A minister accused of violating
into Venus' atmosphere. It was an anti-noise ordinance offered to
plunging lower with each orbit. lower the volume on the gospel
Much of the spacecraft will music, but says ending his revival
burn up in the next few days as services early is pretty much out
its hulk circles the planet, of the question.
although some titanium metal
"When we start, I turn it over
parts might crash to the planet's to the Holy Ghost, and there's no
surface, Dyer said.
telling when he will finish," said
Pioneer 12 was the first space- Bishop Lafayette Davis of the
craft to make a nearly complete Church of God Pentecostal.
radar map of Venus' surface. It
Davis pleaded innocent Wedused the radar to peer through the nesday to the charge stemming
planet's thick clouds and make a from a Sept. 5 gospel concert. He
crude topographic map of 93 per- could be sentenced to 90 days in
cent of Venus.
jail and fined a $100 if convicted.
The radar pictures revealed
He said his church is planning
canyons, plateaus, plains and a 40-day revival, startingelan. 1,
mountains, including 7-mile-high with daily services that will last
Maxwell Montes, Venus's tallest until 10:30 p.m.
peak.
Pioneer 12 was launched from
Cape Canaveral, Fla., on May 20,
1978. Nearly seven months later,
it became the first U.S. spacecraft
non found Miss Schuldt received
to go into orbit around the second
EAU CLAIRE, Wis. (AP) —
planet from the sun.
School officials changed the more than 100 votes. The runnerThe 810-pound spacecraft, results of a homecoming queen up got fewer than 70.
He has called a school board
built by Hughes Aircraft Co., was election so a pregnant girl was
designed to study Venus for 243 denied the crown and then burned session Monday to discuss possidays — the length of a Venusian the ballots in a coverup, the ble disciplinary action. The
runner-up, Elizabeth Weld,
day — and most engineers superintendent said Thursday.
thought it would operate only two
April Schuldt was a landslide served as queen during last
or three years before its equip- winner of the Eau Claire Memor- weekend's festivities.
"It's real important that people
ment conked out.
ial High School homecoming
"Hughes is very proud of the election last week, said Lee finally know the truth," Miss
performance of the Pioneer Ven- Hansen, superintendent of Schuldt. said.
us Orbiter," said Steven Dorf- schools in the city, about 80
man, who was in charge of build- miles east of Minneapolis.
Murderer Seeks Prompt
ing the spacecraft and now is
But Miss Schuldt, 17, who is Execution
chief executive of Hughes Space five months pregnant and wears
and Communications Co. "The drab clothes, black makeup and
OLYMPIA, Wash. (AP) — A
satellite provided excellent value dangling jewelry, was denied the death row inmate who wants a
and quality."
title by "a team responsible for prompt execution has won perThe orbiter was part of a joint the homecoming festivities," mission from the state Supreme
mission with Pioneer 13, which Hansen said.
Court to waive his right to further
was launched in August 1978 and
"In trying to protect the tradi- appeals.
sent four probes into the Venu- tional image of Memorial High
In a 7-2 decision Thursday, the
sian atmosphere before it was School, these individuals court upheld Westley Allen
incinerated. The Pioneer 12 and trampled all over a far more pre- Dodd's 1990 death sentence and
13 mission cost $225 million.
cious tradition, that of the demo- found he understood the choice.
Radar pictures with far more cratic process," Hansen said at a An execution date must now be
detail have since been made .by news conference.
scheduled.
Soviet spacecraft in 1983 and by
Hansen said the incident was
Dodd, who sexually assaulted
NASA's Magellan spacecraft "sordid" and brought shame on and killed three boys in 1989,
from 1990 to 1992.
the district.
said last year that his crimes were
Pioneer 12 made thousands of
He accused school administra- so terrible it makes him sick to
pictures of Venus' clouds and tors he refused to name of lying think of them, and he doesn't
showed they whipped around the to parents and then burning bal- want to spend his life in jail, said
planet at high speeds.
lots. He said his own investiga- his attorney, Darrell Lee.

Pregnant girl denied homecoming queen title

I tried to teach My
child from books
She gave Me only
Puzzled looks
I tried to teach My
Child from words
they passed her by
often unheard
Despairingly, I turned aside
How shall I teach this
Child I cried
Into my hand she
placed the key
Come she said
Play with Me.
Author Unknown

HAPPY BIRTHDAY KATE

"In school you're taught in
some ways to be an individual, to
be your own person," she said.
"But when I am myself am my
own person, I get discriminated
against because of that, and that's
depressing."
School attorney Jim Ward said
the school's four administrators
were involved in the selection.
Assistant principals Brian Kersten and David Morley refused to
comment. Principal Charles Zielin and assistant principal Charlene Gearing were not at the
school and could not be re,achd
for comment.
Krisan Melrose, a teacher
responsible for the ballots, said
she reported to administrative
supervisors on Tuesday, two days
before the coronation, that Miss
Schuldt had won.
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Centers to co-sponsor
various support groups
The Murray State University
Counseling and Testing Center and
the Women's Center will co-sponsor
various support groups and group
therapy sessions this fall in response
to expressed needs by the university
faculty, staff and students.
—Group therapy is offered from
4 to 5:30 p.m.Tuesdays in room 106
of Ordway Hall for adult survivors
of sexual abuse. Designed to help
people who arc suffering from the
after-effects that many victims of
sexual abuse experience, the therapy will focus on helping the individual understand how the childhood
victimization experience continues
to interfere with daily living and
offer suggestions for healing and
resolutions. Interested individuals
need to contact Jane Etheridge at
(502) 762-6851 to schedule an
individual interview prior to attending the first session.
—The Adult Children from Dysfunctional Families Therapy/Support Group meets weekly from 4 to
5:30 p.m. Tuesdays in room 201 of
Ordway Hall. Issues relevant to
adult children of alcoholics, as well
as individuals who were emotionally, verbally and physically abused
during childhood will be addressed
including self-esteem, anger management and various interpersonal
relationship problems. Interested
individuals should call Kim Barrett
at (502) 762-6851 to schedule an
individual interview prior to the first
meeting.
—The Women of Color Support

Group is for faculty and staff females. The on-going free sessions
are scheduled from 12!30 to 1:30
p.m. Wednesdays in room 201 of
Ordway Hall. The purpose of the
group is to help individuals become
comfortable, involved members of
the gaming community. Individuals
will be assisted with interpersonal
and intrapersonal problems by
promoting understanding of differing lifestyles while fostering a positive self-image. Anyone interested
should contact Barrett at the Women's Center at(502)762-6851 for
registration OF additional information.
—An eight-week assertiveness
training group for males and females who want to improve then
interpersonal communication skills
is held from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m. on
Thursdays in room 206 of Ordway
Hall. This training session is aimed
at developing effective skills useful
in handling stressful situations. To
register or for additional information, contact Etheridge at (502)
762-6851.
—Parents of pre-school and
elementary school-age children are
invited to a Positive Parenting group
session on Mondays from 6 to 7:30
p.m. in room 206 of Ordway Hall.
—A therapy group will be offered for people suffering from an
eating disorder when enough interest is shown, Etheridge said. Support groups for victims of rape and
friends and relatives of rape victims
are available as the need arises, she
said.

Norplant to be featured in seminar
The contraceptive Norplant is
auracting the attention of women
everywhere — including west Kentucky and northwest Tennessee.
Information ,on this innovative
form of birth control will be the
focus of the next Saturday Seminar
sponsored by the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The seminar will
be held Saturday, Oct. 24 at 9:30
a.m. in the hospital's third floor
classroom.
Norplant is placed under the skin
of a women's arm during a simple
office procedure and prevent pre-

gnancy for five years.
Dr. Robert Korolevich, a family
practitioner with Hughes and Korolevich Medical Offices and a member of the MCCH medical staff, is
the guest speaker. He has extensive
experience implanting Norplant.
Norplant is much more convenient to women than other birth
control options. It costs about half
as much as purchasing birth control
pills for five years. When the implant is removed, fertility resumes
quickly.
To register for this free seminar,
call (502) 762-1384 now.

SEAFOOD
The coupon that ran in Wednesday's paper should have read:

10-Piece Shrimp Dinner $3.99
Ten hand-breaded fried shrimp, fries, cole slaw, hush puppies and
cocktail sauce.
Expires 10/21/92
We are sorry for any inconvenience this may have caused.

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
AuDfTOR OF PUBLJC Accouttms
A
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141ANR
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To the People of Kentucky
Honorable Brereton C. Jones, Governor
Honorable George H. Weeks, County ..udge/Executive
Members of the Calloway County Fiscal Court
Independent Auditor's Report
We have audited the Calloway County Sheriff's Settlement - 1991 Taxes
as of June 9, 1992. This tax settlement is the responsibility of the
Calloway County Sheriff. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on
the financial statement based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted government
auditing standards, and the Audit Guide for Sheriff's Tax Settlements issued
by the Auditor of Public Accounts,-5aTionwea1th of Kental677-7iT,Fitandards
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance
about whether the financial statement is free of material misstatement. An
audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts
and disclosures in the financial statement. An audit also includes assessing
the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management
as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We
believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
As discussed in Note 1, the Sheriff prepares his financial statement
on a prescribed basis of accounting that demonstrates compliance with the
cash basis and laws of Kentucky, which is a comprehensive basis of accounting
other than generally accepted accounting principles.
In our opinion, the financial statement referred to above presents
fairly, in all material respects, the Calloway County Sheriff's taxes
charged, credited, and paid as of June 9, 1992, in conformity with the
basis of accounting described in Note 1.
As required by Government Auditing Standards, we have reported on the
Calloway County Sheriff's Settlement - 1991 Taxes as of June 9, 1992, its
internal control structure, and the Sheriff's compliance with laws and
regulations.
Respectfully submitted,

a a am....1.,=
A. B. Chandler III
Auditor of Public Accounts
Audit fieldwork completed July 15, 1992
The above transmittal letter accompanied the audit report presented to the fiscal court
and is published pursuant to KRS 43.090(2).
Copies of the complete audit report, including the accompanying financial statements and
of
additional information, are available upon request by contacting the State Auditor
Public Accounts, 144 Capitol Annex, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601..
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MURRAY TODAY
JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
The Children's Book Fair will open Monday, Oct. 12, and continue through Saturday. Oct. 17, in the meeting room of Calloway
County Public Library. The fair will offer a wide variety of quality
children's books at economical prices. Hours of the fair will be from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through Saturday. This event is being
sponsored by the Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club in
cooperation with Calloway County Public Library.
a-7-S

Dexter-Hardin plans celebration

maw
1
1
.
A $360 donation of toys to the pediatric unit play area at MurrayWestern
by
presented
was
recently
Hospital
County
Calk/way
Kentucky Independent Bikers. Pictured, from left, are Kay Satterwhite, an MCCH licensed practical nurse and co-organizer of the
bikers organization; Dennis Scarbrough, co-organizer; Ann
Thornton R.N. and Rands Miller R.N., who both work in the
pediatric unit. The bikers organization raised funds for the toy
donation by sponsoring a blood drive for the MCCH Blood Bank
and receiying donations.

iTHEATRES

'Last of IN,
Mohicans'(K)

•Hero
(PG13)

"Little Nemo"
(G)

(PG13)
Bargain Matinees
Sat. 11 Sun Only
Bargain Night k Thursday
•

„

• M..% •
(
nut • 7:.:3•3:11t
open ii:amI. iii:pm

rit

Dexter-Hardin United Methodist Church, located on Highway 1824 on the
Marshall/Calloway County Line, will hold a 100-year celebration of the original Dexter Church (1891) and the Hardin Church (1892) on Sunday, Oct.
11. Lunch wil be at noon followed by singing, greetings from former pastors,
and fellowship in the afternoon. All friends, relatives or others having association with either church we invited to attend. The church will have revival
services starting Monday, Oct. 12, through Wednesday. Oct. 14. The Rev.
Kevin Conrad will be speaker at 7 p.m. each evening

Fire District Election Monday

Arnett will
speak Sunday
at Coldwater
Charlie F. Arnett will be
speaker at the 10:15 a.m. and 6
p.m. worship services at Coldwater Church of Christ on Sunday,
Oct. 11.
This special occasion is in honor of Arnett's 60 years of preaching which began in October 1932
at Coldwater.
The greater part of his preaching has been in the mission field.
He and his wife, the former Ruby
Herndon, have started nine congregations, the latest being in
Jackson, Ky.
They have supported themselves from dairy farming and
carpentery while working for
congregations that could not
afford to support a full-time
preacher.
Since Arnett retired from regular preaching work four years
ago, the church at Coldwater has
helped in the upport of his mission efforts.
Arnett attended grade school at
Chunn, Coldwater and Lynn
Grove. high school at Lynn
Grove; and graduated from the
Bible Department of FreedHardeman College, Henderson,
Tenn., in 1940.
A potluck meal will be served
at noon, followed by a congregational singing at 2 p.m.

Election of trustees of Firs District No. 5, including Calloway, Jackson,
Kirksey, Lynn Grove and Coldwater, will be Monday, Oct. 12, from noon to 6
p.m. at the Fire Barn No. 5, located off Washer Road off Highway 299, one
mile south of Kirksey. Candidates for trustees are Betty Darnell, Charles
Windsor, Pat D. Orr, Bob Dotson, Steve Sexton, Jimmy Greer, Rob McCalIon and Judy Turner. All voters in this district are urged to vote arid also to
see the new fire barn recently constructed.

Rhonda Lynn Dunn and
Rickey Lynn Morrison to marry

Lodge 728 WOW plans meeting

Dunn-Morrison wedding
vows will be said Oct. 18
Mr. and Mrs. J.D. Dunn of Dexter announce the approaching
marnage of their daughter, Rhonda Lynn Dunn, to Rickey Lynn Morrison, son of Mr. and Mrs. Terry DeFreece of Water Valley and Mr.
and Mrs. Charles E. Morrison of South Fulton, Tenn.
Miss Dunn is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Henson
of Benton and the late Mr. and Mrs. Louie Dunn of Dexter.
Mr. Morrison is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Murray of
Fulton, the late Mr. and Mrs. Hobert Morrison of South Fulton, and
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin DeFreece of Fulton.
The bride-elect is a 1999 graduate of Calloway County High School
and is now employed at Fisher Price at Murray.
The groom-elect, a 1988 graduate of Fulton City High School, is a
member of the 1/123 Armor, Kentucky National Guard, Benton. He is
employed at Fisher Price, Murray.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Sunday, Oct. 18, at 2 p.m.
at South Marshall Missionary Baptist Church. The Rev. Earnest Cox
will officiate.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
Only out-of-state invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends
are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

Cheer ClIlliC 11C1i1

Fire District meeting Monday
Calloway County Fire-Rescue District No. 2 will meet Monday. Oct. 12, at
7 p.m. at the Fire Barn at New Concord. All members of the board and interested persons are urged to attend.

Ladies Tennis play on Monday
Monday Ladies' Tennis play will be Monday, Oct. 12, at Murray Country
Club. The line-up is as follows: Court 2 - Laura Miller, Ellen Harrell, Nancy
Traywick and Kay Mack, and Court 3- Leisa Faughn, Norma Frank, Beverly
Wright and Laura Pitman, playing at 8:30 a.m.; Court 4 - Ruth Pickens,
Elaine Edgar, Nancy Haverstock and Kelly Doran, playing at 9 a.m. Substitutes will be Frances Hulse, Judy Mastera and Vicki Travis.

Lipscomb Friendship Tea Sunday
The newly organized chapter of the Associated Ladies for Lipscomb will
sponsor a Friendship Tea on Sunday, Oct. 11, from 1 to 2:30 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce building, U.S. Highway 641 North. All ladies of the community who are interested in promoting the ideals of Christian education and
supporting David Lipsomb University, Nashville, Tenn., are invited to attend
the tea. Ladies will have the opportunity to learn more about the organization which meets quarterly and then become a member on that day.

Fire Prevention Display Sunday
In conjunction with National Fire Prevention Week, the Calloway County
Fire-Rescue, the Murray Fire Department and the Kentucky Division of
Forestry will have a display set up in the K-Mart parking lot on Sunday, Oct.
11, from 1 to 3 p.m. Sparky the Fire Dog and Smoky the Bear will be there.
Coloring books and stickers will be given to children attending.

Country Ham breakfast on Saturday
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will have its annual fall
ham breakfast on Saturday, Oct. 10. Serving will be from 6 a.m. to 10 a.m.
This will be 'eat all you want* with a donation of $3 per person requested.
The public is invited to attend this breakfast at the lodge located on Highway
121 North (Coldwater Road) at Johnny Robertson Road.

ANNIVERSARY SALE

Ornament Workshop on Monday

Thursday-Friday-Saturday

Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's Club will hold a Christmas Tree Angel Ornament Workshop on Monday, Oct. 12, in the downstairs
meeting room of the club house. This will be an all day workshop so members are asked to bring a brown bag lunch.

25% sTarvviDE

Civitart Yard Sale on Saturday

MADEMOISELLE
SHOP
Downtown • f.lurrdy

These are students from Grades Five through Eight who attended
the Cheer Clinic, sponsored by Murray High School Cheerleaders
recently. The MHS Cheerleaders are pictured with this group of
participants. This is just part of the 66 students who participated
in the event. They will be leading a cheer at half time of the homecoming football game at Murray High Ty Holland Field tonight
(Friday).

off Arcadia Drive
City-County Park
For Reservations
Call:

CALENDAR

759-1752

Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m.
I nfo/753 - TEEN

Cooivs•444.

Games/8 p.m /Murray
Lodge

Moose

•
IP to
Calloway Comity High School
Lakers host Fulton County at
homecoming football game at
Jack Rost Stadium with queen to
be crowned.

Charlie's Safe-f
Discount Pharmacy
753-4175
Glendale at Whitneu
Hours: Mon.-Fri 9-7; Set 9-5:30

Murray High School events
include Homecoming Tigers host
Ballard Memorial in football
game/Ty Holland Field with
queen to be crowned and seniors
to be honored. Dance will follow
game.

MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO
E. Broadway Mayfliold

715
Every SilMurday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 510 P.M. GAME STARTS 700 P.M.
Early 111rda At 6.30
* C.l About Weekly Specials *

Singles Organisational Society
(SOS)/6 p.m./Chamber of Corn
merce to carpool/caravan to
Sportsman's Lodge, Clarksville.
Tenn., with Linda as hostess
Info/Pamela. 753-7638 or Jeanne,
75300224.

247-8537
•

Murray Civitan Club will have a yard sale on Saturday, Oct. 10, at Eva's
Sewing Center at South 12th and Poplar Streets. The group will have this
sale instead of the usual ham and bean dinner. 'All members are urged to
contribute items for the sale and the public is urged to support the club in
this special fund-raising event, said Wayne Williams, president.

Trap Shoot planned Saturday
Westside Baptist Church will have a Trap Shoot on Saturday, Oct. 10,
from noon to 5 p.m. at Beech Grove, located west of Lynn Grove off Highway 94 West. Cost to shoot will be $20 for 100 day targets. First place winner will be recognized. People who shoot will be asked for a donation for
Need Line. Shooters will meet at Roberson's Hihburgar at 11 a.m. to eat
before going to Beech Grove. Everyon• is invited to attend. For more information call the Westside office at 753-8240. This shoot will be to raise
money for Need Line.

Palestine plans Sunday event

Palestine United Methodist Church, located off Highway 94 East, will
have a special service on Sunday. Oct. 10. The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor,
at
"Cheaper By the Dozen"/8 will speak at 11 a.m. with Sunday School at 10 a.m. and a potluck lunch
cold drinks will be furnished with others to bring
and
bread
Barbecue,
noon.
Murray.
p.m./Playhouse in
side dishes. A special invitation is extended to any person who ever
Calloway County Park. attended the former Palestine School in the area, a church member said.
Info/759-1752.
Friday, Oct. 9

Friday, Oct. 9

Where the pnce and service
makes the pill easier to swallow "

Lodge No. 728 of Woodman of the World will meet Monday, Oct. 12, at 6
p.m. at Log Cabin Restaurant, South 12th Street, Murray. Roberta Ward,
president, urges all members to attend.

Need Line Board meeting Monday

"Die Dreigroschenoper", German film/7:30 p.m./Curris Center
theater, Murray State University.
Admission free.

Board of Murray-Calloway County Need Line Association will meet Monday, Oct. 12, at noon at Pagliai's. Kathie Gantry, executive director, will
report on the work of the organization for the fall Mdi Hoffman, board chairman, urges al Timbers to attend.

Murray State University Racer Arts and Crafts Show this weekend
Volleyball Team plays
Village Craftsman's Guild will have its annual arts and crafts show,
Tennessee-Martin/7 p.m./Racer
in the Village, on Saturday and Sunday, Oct. 10 and 11, from 9 a.m
'Crafts
Arena.
to 5 p.m. at Kentucky Dam Vilna State Park, Gilbartsvilla.
National Scouting Museum/
open 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Day Camp
planned. Info/762-3383.

Sigma meeting planned Monday
Sigma DaPartment of Murray Woman's Club will meat Monday. Oct 12,
at 7 p.m. at the dub house. Ashley Thurman and Iliplissa Lampkins of Thurman School of Dance will present the program. Hostess*. will be Jill Courtnay, Shirley loon, Rita Kurz, Lynn Griffiths. Anita Poynor and Karen
McDowell

Land Between the Lakes' events
include The Earth, The Planet/II
a.m and 2 p.m./Golden Pond
Visitor Center: Butterrnaking/2 Education Class scheduled
p m /Homeplace-1850. CompetiMurray State University will sponsor a Community Education Glass called
tive Trail Ride/Wranglers Camp.
Opportunities In Todays Economy with Batty Boston, Certified
Woodlands Nature open. 'Invasion/int
Financial Planner, as Maciver. Cl..... will be from 7 to 9 p.m. on Thursinfo/1-924-5602.
days, from Oct. 15 to Nov. 19, in Room 252 South Business Building, HSU.
Th• fa* will be 630 for an individual and $50 for a coupes To register call
(Coned on pare 7)
762-4150

II
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Children's Fashion
Pre-teens, Etoya sizes up to 20
Menus for the various lunchrooms in the county and city
schools for the week of Oct. 12
to 16 have been released by Joanna Adams and Willie Jackson,
food service directors for Calloway County and Murray City
Schools respectively.
The menus, subject to occasional change, are as follows:
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6
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Murray City
Robertson
Breakfast
Monday - pancakes and sausage
on a stick; Tuesday - Honeybun, Wednesday - peach turnover; Thursday sausage and biscuit; Friday - donut
Cenral, toast, fruit juice or milk ar
available daily.

thhuckwagon sandnc
"
Monday • pizza,
wich; Tuesday - thicken penis sandwich, peanut butter and jelly sandwich;
Calloway County
Wednesday - spaghetti w/Frencti
bread, peanut butter and jelly sandwich; Thursday - hamburger, grilled
cheese sandwich; Friday - Kentucky
fuim sandwich and peanut butter and
East, North, Southwest
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J. Witnesses
plan program
Jehovah's Witnesses from 22
congregations in Western Kentucky (including Murray) and
Southern Indiana will meet Sunday. Oct. 11, for a special
assembly day at the Sports Center, 1215 Hickman Ave.,
Owensboro.
Paul F. Shank, circuit supervisor for the congreations invited,
announced the theme, "Living
With Soundness of Mind and
Righteousness."
"As Christians, we must take a
stand for what is right and understand why we must continue to
do do. But what guidance and
direction is available? And what
standards should we follow?
These questions will, be
answered by means of talks,
experiences and skits. We will
learn how we can strengthen
ourselves to resist ungodliness
even though we live in a world
whose standards are deteriorating," Shank explained.
The highlight of the day will
be the talk. "Cherish Your Blessings Amid a Joyless World" to be
given by A.E. Shuster, a representative from the world headquarters of Jehovah's Witnesses,
Brooklyn, N.Y.
A baptism will also be held for
new Witnesses. The morning session will begin at 2:55 a.m. and
the afternoon program will
resume at 1:30 p.m.
The public is invited to attend,
a member said.

108 South 12th Street
753-0005
Sizes Infant thru 11
Murray. K.
(Hwy.

'

NEW HORIZONS
LIFE ADJUSTMENT
WORKSHOP
(for singles)

OCTOBER 24-25, 1992
Saturday - 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sunday - 1 p.m.-8:30 p.m.
ng
*Developing new positive skills for adjusting to and copi
tions.
with divorced, widowed, or single adult life situa
*Healing for mind, spirit, and emotions.
s from
GUEST LEADERS: Singles Ministry Specialist
Christ United Methodist Church, Tulsa, Oklahoma
Local Co-ordinator and Co-director:
Lee Kern of First Christian Church, Murray
For information, call 753-3824 or 753-4603

SALE 39.90-51.90
QUANTUM*PERMS

Name

Reg.545-590 Haircut, shampoo and

style included. Long hair and desogn
wraps additional charge
$o.pries •Meellve through Thera,Oct 15th.

Address
Phone (

ey
Pengnn
JCStyli
Salon
•
11
2.
ll1
!
gi
li
t

9
eIrs2.

JCP•nnev Cnonnamt Inc

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8;
Thursday & Friday 9-8;
Saturday 9-6; Sunday 1-5
No Appointment Necessary Call 759-9811

ble on request.. Limited tz the first 25
Please enclose check ($25); Scholarships availa
applicants.
Clip and mail to:

First Christian Church
111 North 5th St.
Murray, KY 42071
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SPORTS
Coneheads rise in Toronto as ace shuts down A's
ISPi HOWARD ULMAN
telioSs Wise

TORONTO (AP) — David
Come raised his cap to the cheers
of hard-to-excite Toronto fans as
he strode off the field. The new
kid in town was the biggest hit
around.
A few minutes later, the game
ended and he ran back out. The
slightly -built star hugged tower• ing Toni Henke, who had saved
• Cone's 3-1 victory that tied the

AL playoffs with Oakland at one
game each Thursday night.
The mutual love affair between
the pitcher and the people is raging. It may cool if he grabs big
free-agent bucks elsewhere, but
at least Toronto fans will have
wonderful memories and, perhaps, a world championship.
Cone was sensational, allowing
the A's one run and five hits in
eight innings.
Unless one team wins the next
three games in Oakland, Blue Jay

the Blue Jays' expectations since
they obtained him from the New
York Meta on Aug. 27 to get
them where they had never been
— the World Series — despite
three previous playoff
appearances.
In his last seven games, Cone
has an 0.93 earned run average,
allowing five earned runs and 29
hits in 48 1/3 innings. He struck
out six, walked three and kept the
A's off balance with fastballs and
sliders.

boosters will have another chance
to roar for Cone in next Wednesday night's sixth game.
"What was going through my
mind (as he left the game) was
the Toronto fans and the enthusiasm," Cone said. "All you hear
about is how laid-back they are.
I'll tell you what, they were as
loud tonight as any crowd I've
heard."
That's because Cone was as
good as most crowds have seen.
He has more than lived up to

"What can I say," teammate
Dave Winfield said. "the man
can pitch. He has great stuff."
"We saw a lot of funnylooking swings from our guys
that you don't normally sec,"
A's manager Tony La Russa said.
"He was outstanding."
Cone got all the support he
needed when Kelly Gruber, coming off the worst of his six full
big-league seasons, lined a tworun homer over the left field wall
in the fifth. Two steps from the

Nittany Lions will get
first test versus Miami

Braves not ready
to knuckle under
to Pirates' pitcher

By RALPH BERNSTEIN
AP Sports WOW

By RONALD BLUM
AP Spew% Writes

PITTSBURGH (AP) — They
stood at home plate flailing away,
looking sort of like their fans
waving their tomahawks.
"Whoa! That almost hit me!''
yelled Terry Pendleton, swinging
at a pitch that curled inside.
"That's nasty!" David Justice
screamed. "We got a uniform for
you!"
Bruce Dal Canton, a 50-yearold knuckleballer, was throwing
batting practice to the Braves on
Thursday evening in Three Rivers Stadium. Tim Wakefield, a
26-year-old kriuckkballer, will be
pitching against Atlanta's Tom
Glavine tonight when the Braves
try to extend their 2-0 lead over
Pittsburgh in the NL playoffs.
"If his knuckleball is on, it
will be tough for us to do anything," Justice said. "You just
hope he doesn't have his best
knuckleball."
To help the Braves adjust, general manager John Schuerholz
summoned Dal Canton, the pitching coach for the Braves' Richmond farm team. Dal Canton
threw the knuckler for the final
four seasons of his 11 -year
career, which ended in 1977. He
was 51-49 overall, 13-26 with the
knuckler.
"I just threw it LO the catcher's
face mask," Dal Canton said
before giving catcher Francisco
Cabrera a few problems. "I
didn't know if it would go down
and in, down and out."
Neither did Cabrera and the
Atlanta batters. They found batting practice with Dal Canton an
uplifting — and occasionally
bruising — experience.
Atlanta players were unanimous in telling themselves to relax
against Wakefield. The rookie
pitched against Atlanta on Aug.
16, scattering seven hits in a 4-2
complete-game victory. Otis Nix 011 and Pendleton had two hits
each.
"The thing about his knuckleball is it throws the timing off,"
Ron Gant said. "We're going to
have to make a little adjustment,
wait longer on his pitches."
Dal Canton was home in Carnegie. Pa., when Schuerholt
called him earlier this week.
"I said, 'Sure. It should be
fun.' I live only about 15 minutes
from here," Del Canton said. "I
was surprised they asked me.

plate, he confidently raised his
arms in celebration.
Gruber scored Toronto's other
run in the seventh, when he
doubled down the left-field line,
went to third on a groundout and
came home on Manuel Lee's sacrifice fly.
"It's good to have a game like
this, to come out and take some
of the pressure off these guys
who have been playing so well
all year," Gruber said.
(Coned on pap 9)
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STATE COLLEGE, Pa. (AP) — Even Joe Paterno isn't sure know
if his unbeaten Penn State team is worthy of being ranked seventh
nationally.
Penn State's doubters point to the Nittany Lions' comparatively
easy schedule. They're unbeaten with victories over Cincinnati,
Temple, Eastern Michigan, Maryland and Rutgers.
"I have absolutely no idea whether we've learned anything from
the five wins," Palermo said. "I think we've played hard. We've tried
hard. I'm glad we won the five games. Whether we've got a false
sense of complacency or what, that's why we're going to play Saturday. . ."
The Nivany Lions (5-0) host the second ranked Miami Hurricanes
(4-0) before an expected 96,000 fansin a nationally televised game.
On the other side, Miami has faced adversity against tough opposition and has survived. The Hurricanes in the last two weeks edged
Arizona, 8-7, and Florida State, 19-16, as the defending national
champions ran their winning streak to 22 games.
Penn State leads the 10 game series, 6-4, but Miami beat the Lions
last year, 26-20 in the Orange Bowl, gaining some revenge for a 14-6
loss in a 1987 Fiesta Bowl confrontation for the national
championship.
The Penn State campus is located in an area known as "Happy Valley," prompting Miami coach Dennis Erickson to comment, "it's
obviously very happy for somebody, but not for the people who go in
there to play. I understand it's difficult to get to, and probably harder
to get out of."
So far this season, Penn State has had a balanced offense, with
1,254 yards rushing and 991 passing. Richie Anderson, with 429 yards
on 72 attempts for a 5.6 average, is the top rusher. -
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Murray cruises by Marshals; Lakers win
Staff Report
laurniy Loft*/

Those

DRAFFENV1LLE — Would
Ali and Frazier take a volunteer
referee from the crowd? Would
the National League Championship Series play with two
urnpires?
Would Murray High and
Marshall County play a soccer
game to decide the Second District's top team with two
offic ia Is?
Yes, if the head official
didn't show up.
Thursday night's heavyweight soccer game between
blood-thirsty rivals Murray and
Marshall was won by the
Tigers, but more importantly,
the 4-1 victory clinched a No. 1
seed for the Tigers in the
upcoming Second District Tournament at Ty Holland Stadium.
The game deserved three
officials, but was forced to go
with two when the head official
failed to appear.
Having already worked two
games on Thursday — the girls'

Lady Racer Basketball
Sports Card Show
Saturday, October 10
Racer Arena
(On the MSU campus)

9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

COMICS*CARDS*NASCAR
Admission $1.00 per individual
Door Prizes
Pop-A-Shot Contests
Concessions Available
40 Dealer Tables
All proceeds benefit the Lady Racer
Basketball Program
Contact Vanessa Gray, Assistant Coach, at
(502) 762-3448 for more information
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varsity and boys' JV — the two
linesmen had to stick around
and officiate the night's headline act.
Both teams were annoyed
with this, and it didn't help the
Marshall coach's disposition
that each official was from
Murray.
Did it impact the game?
Probably not. But tell that to
the home crowd.
"We like to have a three-man
system, especially since the two
officials had already called two
games," Tiger head coach
James Weatherly said after the
intense battle. "It was very hard
on these two guys. They were
put in a bad situation."
In the game, Murray struck
first. Unlike the last time when
Marshall blew out to a three-

goal lead, Murray went up 1-0
on a goal by Roman Shapla.
Marshall tied it at 1-I with a
goal from Paul Darst before the
game's first explosion.
Midway through the first period, Marshall's David Mathis
was red-carded and subsequently ejected for arguing with one
of the officials. Result: Marshall played one-man short the
rest of the night and Murray
took advantage.
Shortly after the incident,
David Gressler blasted a long
shot to put Murray up 2-1. They
were in control the rest of the
way, eventually outshooting
Marshall 22-10.
"It was unfortunate that the
Marshall County player got
thrown out," Weatherly
explained. "In games like this I
like the officials to let the players decide the game."
Marshall's emotion carried
them into the second half, but
Russ Adkins' score on a penalty
kick gave the Tigers a 3-1 lead.
Adkins finished with two
(Coned on pate 9)

Racer volleyball squad takes
perfect mark up against Pacers
Staff Report
Murray Lodger 4 Those

The Murray State Racer volleyball team will put its perfect
6-0 Ohio Valley Conference
record on the line Friday against
Tennessee-Martin.
The Racers, who have won six
consecutive matches, are off to
the best start in school history at
10-3.
Leading a well-balanced Racer
team is OVC Player of the Week
Renee Bailey. The senior outside
hitter from Fullerton, Calif., leads
the conference in kills, averaging
3.7 per game, and ranks in the
top 10 in digs per game and
aittack perecentage.
Melia& Webster, a senior from
New Ulm, Minn., is second on
the team in kills, averaging 3.4
per game and is third in digs,
averaging 2.791 per game.
Sarah Dearworth, a sophomore
from Cabot. Ark., is third on the
team in kills, averaging 2.9 per

•

PARXER/L•der & Moos photo

Lady Tiger juniors Sarah Fitts, standing left, and Jill Miller celebrate Fitts' goal while the Marshall goalkeeper agonizes.

Lady Tigers stay perfect
despite Marshall threat
Staff Report
Murray L•drar & Tinos

DRAFFENVILLE — Life at
the top is not always easy. The
Lady Tigers are finding that out
game and is second in digs, avereverytime they go out to defend
aging 2.889 per game. Dearworth
their perfect record.
leads the team in blocks, averagThe wins keep coming, but
ing just over one per game.
each one carries a heavy burden.
Denise Donnelly, a junior from
"It's probably more intense
Mt. Pulaski, Ill., leads the conferthis year with us getting off to a
ence in assists, averaging 9.7 per
13-0 start and having a good seagame. She broke her own school
son last year," Murray High girls
record for assists in a match
soccer coach John Greasier said
against Austin Peay with 64
after the Lady Tigers' 6-3 win
assists.
over Marshall County Thursday
The Racers will be without
night. "Teams just get up for us."
Amy Rhodes, a junior middle hitBodies were flying Thursday
ter from Louisville, who will be
night at Marshall, particularly
in a cast for three weeks after
after the Lady Tigers went up 4-1
fracturing her wrist Friday at
at halftime. With players hitting
Middle Tennessee. Rhodes, who
the ground with each passing
was averaging 2.3 digs per game
minute, Marshall County cut the
and was second on the team in
Murray lead to 4-3 midway
blocks, might be ready for the
through the second half
OVC tournament.
Looking bruised and tired, the
Replacing Rhodes over the
Lady Tigers managed to wrestle
weekend was Sarah Boland, a
the momentum back to their side
freshman middle hitter from
when Jill Miller and April Barksdale hooked up for the third time
Lockport, Ill. In the two matches,
in the game.
Boland recorded 12 kills and four
digs and was named OVC FreshBarksdale seat a long pass up
to Miller and the junior drove
man of the Week.
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towards the Marshall goal and
ripped a shot past the defenseless
keeper. Miller, who scored four
goals, put Murray up 5-3. Barksdale, a junior, finished with four
assists.
Freshman Ellen Uddberg provided the final cushion when she
scored later in the second half on
an assist from senior Amelia
Davis.
"When it was 4-3, you don't
set any argument or dissension,"
Greasier explained after his team
jumped to 13-0 on the season. "It
was just a great team effort."
Murray was playing without
senior Vanessa Sammons, who is
out with an ankle injury. Greasier
has had foul' girls step forward
the last two games: Barksdale,
Maggie Snyder, Allison Cantrell
and Lacey Guth.
on page 9)
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Actions& React lolls
GIRLS BASKETBALL

MSU GOLF
The Murray State Racer golf team travels to Columbus, Ohio Saturday
and Sunday to compete in the 16-team Ohio State Buckeye Fall Classic.
Participating schools include: Army, Boston College, Bowling Green,
Cincinnati, Colorado, defending champion Kent State, Methodist College,
Michigan, Morehead State, Ohio State, Ohio Wesleyan, Tennessee
Chattanooga, Wooster, Xavier and Youngstown State.
The Racers have not competed in tournament action since their thirdplace finish in the MSU/McDonald's Intercollegiate Sept. 19.

Lady Tigers...
(Coat'd from page 8)
Marshall struck first to take a
1-0 lead early in the first half, but
Miller scored two quick goals to
give Murray a 2-1 advantage.
Courtney Christopher assisted the
first goal and Barksdale the second. Sarah Fitts made it 3-1 with
an assist from Barksdale before
Miller closed out the half with a
goal and an assist from Barksdale.
to put the Lady Tigers up 4-1 at
the break.
While playing with everyone
chasing isn't easy, Gressler
believes this team can handle it.
"I think they're up to the challenge," he said. "They've got a
great auitude, they're not cocky
and everything is in perspective.
This team is incredible. Their
character is the key to our
winning."
• • • •
Playing in windy conditions
didn't bother the Lady Lakers
soccer team on Thursday night as
they took control of the ball and
the game on the way to a 3-0
shutout of the visiting St. Mary
Vikings.
With a strong wind in their
face in the first half, the Lady
Lakers matched the visitors
almost shot for shot, with the
edge in accuracy going to Calloway County.
Carrie Bell put in a shot off an
indirect penalty kick from Jennifer Dowdy at the 25-minute mark,
and Stacey Wfst came back five
mitIlltes later to chip a shot out of

AP Beetle Writer

COLUMBIA, Mo. (AP) —
Kordell Stewart thought Colorado
should have scored 50 points.
He'll take the blame for being 44
short.
"If I'd been yanked it would
have been no problem," Stewart
said after the ninth-ranked Buffaloes struggled to beat Missouri
6-0 Thursday night. "I'm the
quarterback and I have to get this
team into the end zone."
Stewart completed 24 of 45
passes for 335 yards for Colorado
(5-0), but got intercepted twice
and couldn't produce a touch-

down against a team that lost for
the ninth time in 10 games. Colorado entered averaging 36
points, but committed four turnovers and ended up with only
two field goals from Pat
Blottiaux.
"That's kind of sad on my
Pan,- Stewart said.
There are extenuating circumstances. The game, the first-ever
under the lights at Missouri, was
played in a steady rain, gusting
winds and 46-degree temperature
at game time.
Also, Stewart, a sophomore,
has been bothered by a .sprained
foot and was replaced by freshman Koy Detmer in the previous

two games.
This was the first time he'd
gone the distance, although
Coach Bill McCartney said Stewart was not close to 100 percent.
Stewart often threw off his back
foot to compensate for his injury
and ran the ball less.
"He's a lot more mobile than
that," McCartney said.
Stewart agreed, in more colorful terms.
"I can do whatever I want, it's
just when I make the serious hard
cuts it was hurting," Stewart
said. "You can't just cut off your
right foot, because you'll only
have one wheel."
McCartney stuck with him as

Murray cruises...
a crowd in front of the net past
the Viking goalkeeper to give
Calloway a 2-0 lead.
In the second half, with the
wind at their backs, the Lady
Lakers totally dominated the
action, getting off 17 shots while
St. Mary managed only one.
When Kellie Williams fired a
shot that the Vikings goalkeeper
stopped but didn't control, West
was their to put it in for the final
score of the game.
Calloway's win over St. Mary
balanced out a close loss the
Lady Lakers suffered at the hands
of Reidland Tuesday evening.
Reidland's April Freeman put
two balls into the Calloway net
and the Lady Lakers could only
respond with one goal by Jennfer
Dowdy. West had the assist on
the second half goal. Reidland
won the game 2-1.
Mitzi Rickman, Calloway's
goalkeeper, had a total of 15
saves in the Reidland game and
six in the St. Mary contest. Calloway coach Joy Waldrop had high
praise for her team.
"They're starting to show
strong team spirit," she said. "It
looks like we're peaking at the
right time of year, and everybody's working together as a
team."
The Lakers, with a record of
5-8-1, have two games left in the
regular season. The next contest
is scheduled for Oct. 12 at Laker
Field.
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Buffaloes'0grounded at Missouri, squeak by 6-0
By R.B. FALLSTROM

Tryouts for grades 3-6 in the Girls Basketball Little League will be held
tomorrow morning at Calloway County High School boginning at 9 a.m.
Kindergarten through second grade tryouts will begin at 11 a.m. For more
information, contact Peter O'Rourke at 753-4182.
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(Coard from page 8)
assists.
Murray goalkeeper Damon
Cohoon was rarely tested all
night, and even less late in the
game.
"Our defense, hopefully, is
playing much better," Weatherly said. "That was a weakness
for a stretch.
"I didn't think we played
exceptionally well, but obviously it was well enough."
Tiger senior Derek Plummer
put the nail in the coffin with a
late goal and the final score.
Gressler launched a long direct
kick to the front of the Marshall
goal and Plummer headed the
ball past the Marshall
goalkeeper.
The Second District Tournament will begin Oct. 26 with
Murray facing Caldwell County
and Marshall facing Calloway
County. Weatherly is full aware
of the advantages of claiming
the top spot.
"We've faced a fairly weak
team in the past, which means
we can rest our players and not
have two hard matches back-toback."
Next, the Tigers will host
Poplar Bluff, Mo. at 7 p.m.
Saturday. The JV game will
begin at 5:30.

• • • •
One half of impressive soccer
led to a 5-2 victory for Calloway County in Thursday's
game at Lone Oak.
Calloway quickly built a 5-1
lead at the half. Jesse Arant
took a Mitch McClain cross and
buried it in the net just 41 seconds into the game. Moments
later, Beau Jones headed in a
McClain corner kick and Calloway was up 2-0.
Lone Oak closed the game to
2-1 midway through the first
half, but the Lakers roared back
with three unassisted goals.
Senior Eric Johnson scored two
of the goals with Jones picking
up his second of the night off a
throw-in from Arant.
Goalkeeper Paul Hart was
helped off the field with a deep
thigh bruise. He is out for an
indefinite period. The defense
was further shattered when both
Eric Rebenius and Brett Miller,
both fullbacks, suffered knee
injuries. Both will be out fnr at
least two weeks.
Calloway moved to 8-7-2 on
the season and is back in action
Tuesday at home against Reidland. The game will kickoff at 5
p.m.

Colorado sputtered its way to
extending its unbeaten streak to
23 games against Big Eight opponents and made it 12 straight victories on the road against conference opponents. The Buffaloes
also beat Missouri, _which also
had four turnovers, for the eighth
straight time.
Colorado survived two big
mistakes by Stewart. Missouri's
Kevin McIntosh stopped Colorado's best drive of the second
half when he intercepted Stew
art's pass in the end zone with
4:43 left in the third quarter.
It was Colorado's first game at
Misouri since the infamous fifthdown game of 1990.

ARD

"See me for all your family imurarsce needs"
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
State Farm insurance companies
Home Moe: Bloomington, Illinois

Like a good neighbor, State Farm is There.

Jane Ro us 753-9627
Oakland at Taboo. 207 pm or 726 pm
neomeary
Tainsday, Oct. IS
Oiii4nd at Toronto /37 pm, 1 necessary

PREP FOOTBALL
Thursday'e Games
Pluwille 14, Jerkins 12
Errant City V. Nei (Vu 20
Weneseirg 52. Bee Layne 0
Bath Co 24, FaiMese 15
Cos Holmes 35. Independence BMW KIM*" 7
22. seraucky
14
''
Gres
'I iwn
el 41. itak (Tsar) 20
Fiusrel 47, Rowan Co 21
Somerset 36. kiddlestero 14
Lees Co 43, Mason Co 6
Reran, Co 20 East Cane a

Dui school

POSTSEASON BASEBALL

League
Tuesday, Oct.
Aunts 5. Pittsburg, 1
VfoilmorMy, Oct.
Atlanta 13. RtetssiA5. Atlanta Wads seise 20
Oct. 9
Atlanta pewee
) a Riebusgb (Wakokid
Sty 737 pm
00. le
Manta (Smolt: 1-01 al Pladairgli (Cirsbek 0-1),
737 pm
fundey, Oct 11
Atlanta at Pr?
9k. 737 p.m, If neciabary
LaMar, 044. 13
Fitsbain al Atlanta. 737 p.m., nsosesary
Walesa/ay, Oct. 14
Fleabag) at Mena, 7:26 p.m., II necessary
WORLD SERIES
fermis,. Oct 17
American League et Nieftrusi Lague, 7 29 p
fluarksy, Oct. al
AL at Pt. 720 pm
Tuesday, Oct. 211
Ni. at AL. 729 p.m.
Warmed's% Oct. 21
Ni. at AL. 721 p.m
Trurwley, Oct. 22
Pt at AL, 726 p.m, S neoseilert
Saturday, Oct. 14
AL at Nt.. 726 pm, 2 nersterry
fluedsy. Oct. 26
Al. at NI. 729 pm. N mown

PLAYOFFS
Arastices League
Wedeseday, Oct. 7
Oakland 4, Toronto 3
Thursday, Oct •
T0101110 3, Oakland 1, awes fed 1.1
Saturday, Cia. 10
TO/0010(Guymon 165)st Oidand (Owing 15-10)
2 pm.
Toronto al Oaktrid
p"
il"Y'
m
, 310
0M
, Oct. 12
Toronto at Oaken
.
111 111)7 pm
Wediardey, Oct. 14

Jane Rogers Insurance
am N. 1211) (Next To Century 21) 733-9627

Coneheads rise...
(Coned from page 8)
Oakland finally got to Cone in
the ninth when he gave up a leadoff triple to Ruben Sierra and
threw two balls to Harold Baines.
Henke came in and gave up a
run-scoring single to Baines,
whose ninth-inning homer had
given the A's a 4-3 win in the
opener. Then the Blue Jays' closer got the next three batters.
"Today was a lot of fun,"
Henke said. "The crowd was
really into it."
The crowd will be on Oakland's side Saturday when Toronto's Juan Guzman faces Ron Darling, another ex-Met, in Game 3.
"I'm pretty happy with a split
in Toronto," La Russa said. "We
tried to make a lot of things happen, but they were good enough
to hold us off."
Whether the Blue Jays will he
equally adept at holding off the
flock of suitors for Cone's services is far from certain. He's
already said he expects the Yankees, Cubs, Kansas City and Philadelphia to woo him.
But he's also said he feels
more comfortable in Toronto
with each passing day.

"Naturally, you think about
being called a hired gun, and
where you're going to be next
year," he said, "but you try to
throw all of that out of your
mind.
"Free agency will take care of
itself. Right now, I have a chance
to be on a team that will go all
the way."
The Blue Jays ended a fourgame playoff losing streak and
ended Oakland's playoff winning
streak at seven. They also beat
Mike Moore, who had been 4-1
with a 1.88 ERA in post-season
play and was 5-1 at SkyDome.
Moore allowed just four hits.
"Any time your starter limits
them to three runs, you have a
chance to win," La Russa said.
The A's would have had a better chance if they had more success running the bases. They did
tie their own AL playoff record
of six stolen bases, including
three by Willie Wilson, but Sierra
was thrown out trying to steal
second in the sixth, and Walt
Weiss was cut down trying to go
to third on a deep fly to left fielder Candy Maldonado in the
eighth.

THE 93'S
ARE HERE!
FEATURE FOR FEATURE — DOLLAR FOR DOLLAR
THE BEST VALUE IN THIS NEWSPAPER, PERIOD.

'93 CHRYSLER NEW YORKER 5TH AVE.
6

3.3 Liter VS

%
FTPr:

*

.

Pure Luxury

$11 493

'93 DODGE DAKOTA LE
H P Magnum
*2
20Cond
Tilt
Cruise
Am/Fosicassens

ALL NEW '93 EAGLE VISION ESI SPORT SEDAN
Revolutionary Cab-Forward Design For More People Space European
Performance And Handling-World Class Quality. Designed And Built In North
America. A Car You Must See And Drive.
4 Wheel Disc Brakes
DrIVOr And Pass Air Bag
Air Conditioning
sobv Windshield
Power Windows
Power Door Locks

TSVCrune
A/s4(FINCasse40
Confer Console
Power Mirrors
Tounnp Suspension
Rear Defroster

917,893*
'93 JEEP WRANGLER
40 Lear
ClIrPIKIn9
Tit
Recleung Buckets
Roar Seat

1••••

MONO

'14,193*

3

'93 CHEROKEE SPORT 4x4

'93 DODGE SHADOW ES

3
0

Au Conditioning
AWFAVCassees
Semmes Gees
Root Rack
Rear Wiper

5 Speed
As Good
Sun Roof
Tilt
Cassel%
Ground Eflecie

1

$16,393*

md

amizatia.

Cu

3t1

ks-

Mir

rothe
on
ha

n't

it

.
•ES-1000
Shred 'N' Vac
Leaf Shredder
clears leaves, small
twigs. pine needles 6.
garden debris from lawn.
walks & decks Shreds
debris into large capacity
bag Ideal for reducing yard
waste for composting

U

ies
ird

5 2 Lew VS
Full Power EctLsprnstro
6500 Lb Trailer Pkg
Sunscreen Glass
Aluminum Wheels
Keyless Entry

'93 PLYMOUTH ACCLAIM
ve

23,993* Ic-Ic'n°011:
12,493*

'93 DODGE CARAVAN
4-bladed shredder
mechanism quickly reduce
yard waste volume by as
much as 12 to 1 ratio
Seasonal $1
Value

99

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut St.

'93 GRAND CHEROKEE LAREDO

'10,993*

753-2571 or 7594110

na3*1
Wu

7 Passenger
TivCrusse
*We Cemmete
Luggage Rook
Arreence's F meanie

ewe Tea. Us, ewers Fes This 0811111111
1114610, N AM I we( Curewit 011eamier
alai Yen
Owner Nereid I Wert Se Illeeldela et KY. Tis, es, amt.

'

Cain's0
CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH-DODGE-JEEP-EAGLE
Murray, KY
Hwy. 641 North
(502)753-6448

-
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MURRAY STATE
vs. Tennessee-Martin
Saturday, Oct. 10 at 7 p.m.
at Pacer Stadium in Martin
OUICKLY; The game is the first in football between the schools with both as mctubers of t hc Ohio Valley Conference.A win
iblc the 2-3 Racers to reach the 500 mark for the first time in three years.

FREE MEDIUM PEPSI

%souk] ,;n

SOMETHING TO KNOW: Murray State has lost sewn consecutive road games. with the Racers last road win being a 314 triple oscrtime decision against Austin Pray in the final game of thc 1990 season. Before that win, NISU had lost nine straight road
.ncounters
Tennekser-Martin is unbeaten at home this !,car, with a 24-0 win against Delta State and a 21)-

SONIETHING TO NOT
7 win against Morehead State.

CALL #1

McClard's
753-9132

With Purchase Of A 2 Pc. Combo
puC°1 n
•
$289
Good Thru

KFC.
•1•,./.1
1S.

Dec. 31, 1992

THE SERIES; Murray State holds a 15-8-1 series lead and the Racers are 7-4. in games played at Martin. AISU won thc last
game played at Martin,24-3.in thc 1989season opener for both schools.
LAST MEETING: Tailback Chris Sy pho ran 35 yards for a touchdown on Murray State's first offensive play and the Racers
went on to post a 40-34 homecoming victory against Tennessee-Martin last year. Quarterback Tremolo Lewis ran for twotouchdowns
and passed for another for the Raccrs, who totaled a season-high 514 yards on offense. UTN1 quarterback Leonard Williams had his
first pass intercepted but then went on to complete 22 of 42 attempts for 384 yards and four TDs. tic also rushed for UTM's other
touchdown.

a

Is

205 N. 12th St. Murray

GOOD LUCK RACERS!

STATISTICAL LEADERj

A Taste of Home Cooking
All Day Fri. & Sat. 3-9 p.m.

Catfish Dinners
3 Pc $5.95
2 Pc. $4.95
All You Can Eat $6.95
10 or. Ribeyes $6.50

'TOTAL ont.NSE
Parley Anagrams (UFM)
Treassia Lenais (MSC)

Au Yds 1Ds YPG
156 743 II 186 3
1)9723 5 1146

PASING
Richey Amara% (UTM
Treanain Lewis (MSU)

An-Comp Yds Int 'Ms YPG
696 2 6 174.0
102-54
77-32
527 6 2 105.4

SCORING
Thesasy Blass/(54SU)
Treusaia Lewis (5.1SLI)

TDs EPa FGs Pts PPG
30 60
5 0 0
36
18
0 0
3

Breakfast Daily
Homemade Biscuits & Gravy, Pies, Sandwiches
Plate Lunches • Carry Out Orders

RUDY'S
Court Square • Murray • 753-1632
Mon.-Thurs. 5:30-2 p.m., Fri. 5:30-9 p.m
Sat. 3-9 pm, Sun Closed

Touch Down at Big B for
all your cleaning needs.
753-9525
Central Shopping Center
In front of Wal-Mart

RLSIILNG
Timmy Bland (MSL
0.,11..int Parses(LIM)
11,nier Patios (MSC)
TrentAin Lewis (MSC)

Au
59
51
41
62

Yds
327
211
229
196

MS 'PG
65.4
5
321
2
451
1
392
3

RE,C11% 1••
Charles 'Malone(LT54)
Da.id Redmond (MSC)
Justin TA)lor (("TM)
P.4p,on( LTM)

Rec
19
13
10
7

Yds
302
298
130
26

ms MPG
2 48
2 2-6
23
1
0 18

ThauLlii"1""'
Bud, Bud Light,
and Bud Dry

221133
Busch
$1199

$669 12

24 Count
Loose Cans

Pack

-2-01 i
kr
Iri
PROBABLE STARTER
SR Mist'

TE
WI
LT
L
R
IT,
WI

QI
LH B
RH B
F

▪ %NESS F.

ST4TE

OFFENSE
13 Xasier Shepherd, 6-2, 225, Fr or
28 Sheldon Smith, 5-5, 155, Fr
44 Sean Coleman, 6.8. 255. So
79 Mike Cutter, 6-3, 275, Fr
57 Mile Gossett, 6-1, 258. So
74 Marcos Perry. 64. 285. Sr
SS Norman Minn. 6.3, 255. Jr
I Daniel Redmond. 6.3, 195, Sr
12 Trensain Lewin, 64. 198. Sr
39 Timmy Bland. 5-11. 196, So
17 SSa>nee McGoo an, 5-9, 170, So
37 Dane Cos, 5-11, 225, Jr

11

DEFENSE
.11 Tim Wrighl,

1. E

Ss. L B
CB
CB
55

90
66
112
50
II
56
21
20
31
11

WIT MART

4RTIN

6.1, 240,

WHEN MINUTES MATTER

Don Shaw-Manager
Hwy. 641 South, Puryaar TN

Jr

Joe Kerning, 6.4, 255, Sr
%lark lipp, 6-1, 250, Jr
14).in Buffington, 6-5, 240, So
JAson %lit Dila), 6-2, 190, So
told S.A.Inks, 5-11, 220, Sr
Bri.in Sspann, 6-1, IX'. So
knthon) Leach, 3-11. 165, Si,
De.a)ne 11.irper, 5-11, 170. So
Todd %1arshall, 6-0, 195, Fr
Tab Voirll, 6-1, 195, Jr

901-247-5599

COMMINIZEZME=11
The Oldest Independent
Repair Shop In Murray

Mott--Fri. 6304 pm., Sat. 6:30-2 pan.
0 LB
I. E
IT
RI
RF
01
11.8
II.8
1.0 B
RC B

DEFENSE
581 Fred Danis, 6-4, 288, Jr
50 Km in Gibbs. 6.1, 240, Sr
,
72 Stott C
255, Sr
92 Stens Rokusek, 64, 2611 Sr
89 Anthony Hotels, 6.3, 255. Fr
113 Mikis Aldridge. 6-3, 218, Sr
26 Marlin Diehl, 5-14, 210, So
Si Allen Johnsow. 6-1, 194, Fr
23 Jermaise Scott, 641 198, s-Jr
7 Michael Rrid, 5-14, 175, Sr
9 Tyrone Young. 6-i. 115, Sr

Ti:
IT
I. G
▪G
T
Ss It
‘s, It
Ss It
Q Ii
R

SPECIALISTS
6 Erik Lanahard, 6-1, 174, Fr
41 Taylor Colby, 5-11, 2411 Sr
74 Marcus Perry, 64. 285, Sr and
61 Chad Mott. 6-1, 230. Sr

S

OFFENSE
25 Justin Taylor, 6.11, 220, so
78 J.B. Noratent, 64. 258, So
62 Roger Brown, 6-2, 290, Sr
52 Treser Borst, 6-1, 225, Jr
71 Joe %%skis, 6.1, 245. Jr
76 Brent 1.attrell, 6.7, 215, Fr
Slidhani, 5-10, ISO. Sr
2 Stott
Charles Nl.ilone, 6-2, IfS, Jr
It Tem Lilian, 6-2, 175, Sr
Rid., 5uniIrong. 5-9, 165, Sr
l'ar.on, 5-11. 100,
36

o ham
• CunAnuintg
Re lair
*
4,

619 S. 4th St. • 753-6831

SI

SPECIALISTS
10 Narokishi Kaiburhi, 5•9, 165, Sr
7 &abbe Beaslky, 5-11, DM. Jr
64 Rusty Barnett, 6.1, 220, Jr

J‘ISU PERSONNEL UPDATE:The Racers plan to make two changes in their offensive line for the UT-Martin game, with
freshman offensive right guard Mike Cutter getting his first start and sophomore center Mike Gossett also getting his first start. Senior
Tremain Lewis,who was held out of the first two scrics against Austin Peay for disciplinary reasons,will open at quarterback against
the Pacers and Dave Co;who missed last Saturday's game,should start at fullback.Junior Jermaine Scott is listed as MSU's starter
at kit cornerback rather than Eric Ingram,who started against Austin Peay. With the injury to Joe Lepsis,senior Mike Svrayda looms
as the Racers'back-up defensive left end.

641 SUPER SHELL
"Service is our business

U•Haul Box Store •
Carrying Everything
You Need To Move

MSU AWARD WINNERS FOR THE AUSTIN PEA Y GANIL Player of the Game -- Das id Redmond,Offense -- Tremain
Lewis, Defense -- Kevin Gibbs and David Leavell, Specialist -- Chad Gann, Big Hit Defense -- Jermaine Scott.
OODMEN of the WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
Home Office: Omaha, NE

MERCURY
LINCOLN

Supporting
Local Sports
and
Serving You
For 64 Years
Since 1928
PARKER
CURY
-LINCOLN-MER
FORD
753-5273

SOLT'II,AST MISSOURI GAM! Offense Timmy Bland. Defense Ream Gibbs,Specialist Allen Joh num,Millie Defense — Jimmy SI ratton.
MISSOC RI-ROLLA(,54F Player of he Game.- Ste., Rokusek.Offense — Timmy Blared, Defense -- Eric Ingram, Specialist — Ant bon) Dotal, hg
Id Offense -- ()mid Redearmat, fl.g 1111 Defense -- Jimmy Stratum.
II J JNOIS CiAME. Offense — Jon Rosa,Defense — Michael Reid,Specialist — Anthem) Butch, 111:11,1 Offe nsc Sheldon South. Rtg 11,1
FACfT
Defense -- Anthony Hutch.

COM-

Murray Slats
%A.wcncad MJic
Tennascc Siaic

20
2 0
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 2
1 2
G I
oI

All GAMS
L FIR OPP
4 0 2112 31

3 I 114 98
2 2 111 61
196
2 2 61
2
I
2
0
0

3
3
3
4
1

711
101
10. 106
99 151
21 1101
49 111

THIS WEEK'S GAMES
SA I1-ADAY
d JIC
'Austin Nay at 51.4.te rcns
Caswell Kentucky/it Sanford
`Tosnaisce %se as Morehead Suie
'Murray State at Tertiorssee•Slartin
lowiheast Mitaosin at Tertian& la*

Sonic
Owe %an al %masaye

•41%'Cpme

SOC lie par •plalM took so wort•
rdraissmi lu. ramp •••Il Ilrw• rgh yoy,
bOliel eMee IA 's.....- efrelk
part
Pi.

dam,IR..
S. 1241

701 Main Street

HERE'S TO
A
GREAT
SEASON!
From All
Your Friends
At

Murray
Electric System
401 Olive Street

217

A Winning Season
Fall Specials
New Tire
Oil Mame &
Filter
*5 Off each
$15•1
The month of Oct.
$10 Intial
Gas with Tune
Up

*10 MIKE
Gas with Complete
Brake Job.

RUTHIE'S
UNIVERSITY BP STATION
Hours: Mon.-Sat. I a.m.-6 p.m.
Five Points, Murray • 753-5782

753.9131

From One
Winning Mani
. to Another:

MIDDLE TENNESSEE STATE GAME No 5clections.

5(11001
Fair to Kentork.
\Lick Talf1tOCC SLPIC
•.-Martin
co wore Tcrn
A auin Pcay

Shell

24 Hour Towing Service
Hwy. 641 S. 516 S. 12th

PREVIOUS WINNERS

OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE STANDINGS

ro.

Please
Support
These
Businesses
That Help
Sponsor
This Page.

Ari V/Lw

-1 ""magveg.""sall"
•769-9885'

REAL
ESTATE

CAR WASH

Each Office Independently
Owned and Operated

* OPEN 24 HOURS
* ATTENDANT ON DUTY 7 DAYS
A WEEK FROM 8 A.M.-4:30 P.M.
* NO WATER
SPOTTING
* FOAM
BRUSH
* HEATED
FLOORS
* 3 SELF.
SERVE BAYS
* AUTOMATIC 04
759- 1544
main St., Murray
BAY
(Acres, Prom Da)

i
SOS NALZY
Broker Assoc
Apprsisrl & Property Nana...form

RF/MAX
,
PROPERTIES, LTD.
Bet-All Center • Murray, Cy.
its. (5024.042118; Mee (1102)752-7558
0

WASH

'
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General Electric announces layoffs

Cumberland Champion

He said some of those facing
Appliance Park, company offi- took advantage of the early
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
have seniority dating back
layoffs
layoffs
of
number
the
retirement,
Two hard years in the appliance cials said.
to early 1981.
Norman Mitchell, president of could be reduced.
industry preceded General Electric Co.'s announcement that it was a International Union of Electrilaying off 680 people at its cal Workers' local that represents
appliance manufacturing opera- GE's hourly workers in Louisville, said he was angry that the laytions in Louisville, a spokesman
said.
offs would put workers in unem"We have a very tight way of ployment lines at Christmas time.
looking at, on a monthly basis,
"It's not fair what's happening
what our production rates are, in America," Mitchell said. "It's
Office
what our sales forecasts are ... not fair."
"I want your
Located inside
(but) our forecast had the indusMitchell said that across the
Joe Smith Carpet
real estate business"
try improving better than it actu- country, people are losing their
ally has," company spokesman jobs daily and what was happen'Total Commitment Hal Nance - Broker
ing at Louisville's GE operations
James H. Allen said.
(502) 759-1591
to Service'
The company announced
would be nothing new.
GE employs 12,000 people at
Thursday it would lay off 500
hourly and 180 salaried workers its Appliance Park, including
8,000 the union represents. The
in Louisville.
Most of the workers at the company's employment in Louisville peaked at more than 20,000
Louisville Appliance Park will be
laid off Dec. 11, Allen said. An in the early 1970s.
additional 70 salaried employees
Mitchell said that over the
—BOARDING—
•
will be laid off at other GE operyears, Appliance Park employees
øf
Round Pen • Outside Riding Area
ations around the country, he have grown accustomed to layoffs. He said some members of
said.
the union's Local 761 have been
Although the move was
laid off as many as four or five
prompted by slower than
(502) 753-7702 or 753-6970 Larry Cunningham
times previously.
GE's
of
washers,
sales
expected
Penny Hwy. 783(3 minutes from Expo Center) Murray
Severance benefits would
dryers and refrigerators, the lay"We don't just board horses...we give them a home."
this
include pay for holidays
offs will include employees
earned
year,
vacation
employees'
involved in other manufacturing
equal
operations based on seniority, for next year, and income
year
for
pay
each
a
to
week's
Allen said.
Installation
they have worked for the corn
"There are very difficult
pany, Allen said.
and Service
times, requiring us to balance the
"The way we lay off people is
short-term market conditions with
by seniority and until we run all
our intention to maintain our posthe names and seniority dates, we
don't know who the exact ... peo"We Also Do Window Tinting."
Scott Deshields of Murray placed first in the tall division and first ition as an industry leader," GE's
president and chief executive
ple are," Allen said.
overall for the third year in a row at the Cumberland Classic in
officer Dick Stonesifer said in a
Mitchell said GE also planned
Clarksville, Tenn. Deshields trains at Body Elite.
to offer an early retirement packstatement.
The layoffs were timed to age and as many as 1,200 workcoincide with a normal seasonal ers would be eligible. He said
reduction in operations at the that if a number of those workers

•

Calf Today

Professional
Real Estate

,
!;

_

'

C Stables

v./

7534563

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES

Jones adviser urges businesses
to look at entire health package
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— An adviser to Gov. Brereton
Jones warned business leaders
that if Kentucky faces economic
peril if there is no action on proposed health-care reform.
If nothing is done, the state's
health-care costs also will continue to increase during the next
few years, draining money for
other state programs, said Robert
Slaton, a member of Gov. Brereton Jones' Commission on Health
Care Reform.
The governor's plan to require
all employers to provide health
insurance to all workers has
received much public attention
and criticism since Jones
unveiled the package last month.
Slaton, an official at the University of Louisville School of
Medicine, urged about 25 Bowling Green-area business owners
Wednesday to examine the entire
plan, saying that in the long run
it could help them.
Slaton's talk was part of a
series of Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce meetings for small
businesses on Jones' health-care
plan. Meetings are being conducted across the state through
October.
It was clear from the comments
and questions from the group
here that requiring businesses to
provide insurance isn't popular.
"Some businesses can't afford
this plan," said Billy Carter of
Scottsville. Carter said the
requirement was not among the
ideas advocated during a series of

public hearings earlier this year.
Simon said that many of the
ideas at the forums were included
in Jones' plan and that the governor is committed to making the
insurance affordable for small
businesses.
"If we don't do it, something
much worse is going to happen to
us," he said. He argued that
some of the reforms Jones is
offering should lower the cost of
insurance for businesses.
Carter and a few other business
owners advocated establishing an
insurance pool for people who
either can't afford health insurance or can't buy it because of
bad health.
But Slaton said such a pool
would have to be paid for by the
state with tax dollars. "We don't
want to set up a governmentfunded pool we can't afford," he
said.
Jones has proposed a different
kind of insurance pool — possibly as large as 2 million people,
including public employees,
wards of the state and some
private-business employees. The
size of the pool, Jones argues,
would allow it to negotiate lower
insurance rates.
The governor's plan also
would prevent insurance companies from refusing to sell coverage to people because of existing
medical conditions.
For businesses that could not
afford insurance, Jones has suggested subsidies, although the
details have not been worked out.

•

Child safety seats recalled

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Fisher Price is recalling about
900,000 child safety seats
because of defects that can make
them difficult to buckle or allow
the shoulder belts to move out of
proper position, the National
Highway and Traffic Safety
Administration said Thursday.
The recall involves three models of safety seats manufactured
by Fisher Price.
About 424,000 model 9100 and
9101 seats made between February and October 1989 have plastic on the buckle shield that can
break after repeated use, making
the buckle difficult to fasten, the
traffic safety agency said in a
statement.
"When the buckle is not securely fastened, a child will not be
properly restrained in a sudden
stop or accident and could be
injured," the agency said.
Fisher Price will replace the
shields free of cost to the owners.
About 472,000 model 9101
seats made between February
1991 and January 1992 are being
recalled because the shoulder
belts can move out of their pcoper
position. The manufacturer will
attach a new part to prevent the
problem.
The third recall involves about
14,000 model 9104 deluxe booster seats manufactured between
April 24 and Sept. 4. A red button on the buckle can come off,
preventing the buckle from
fastening.
Fisher Price will either refund
the cost of that seat, replace it or
attach a new buckle assembly
when it becomes available.
"Owners should continue to
use the seats but not delay in
contacting Fisher Price to obtain
an appropriate remedy at no
admiwas supposed to track his cost," said Marion Blakey,
safety
traffic
the
of
nistrator
movements.
The program stopped accepting agency.
Blakey said the recall is one of
new inmates after a consultant's
monitoring
report in June said the
center was understaffed and its
workers poorly trained.
Fauver said last month his
department had made improvements and he wanted to start
accepting inmates again. On
Thursday, however, he told a
Senate committee that the program would no longer be costeffective because lawmakers want
Replacement
to limit the types of inmates
Windows
eligible.
and

Early-release program
dropped after killing
TRENTON, N.J. (AP) — An
early release program in which
prison inmates were monitored
with electronic bracelets is being
dropped six months after a participant allegedly killed a man
while free.
State Corrections Commissioner William Fauver said Thursday
he was scrapping the program,
which was severely criticized by
lawmakers after inmate Tony Palmer was charged with murder in
April.
Officials said Palmer, 21, had
removed the ankle bracelet that

THERMALINE

the largest ever of child safety
seats.
Fisher Price's toll-free number
between 8 a.m. and 6 p.m. EDT
is 800-332-3457 for models 9100
and 9101, and 800-432-5437 for
model 9104. Model numbers and
date of manufacture are on the
side or back of the safety seat.

TIRES•TIRES•TIRES
*New and Used *Lowest Prices!
*FREE Mount and Computer Balance
Owners Gerrald Boyd and Ronnie Melvyn

WAREHOUSE
400 Industrial Rd.
TIRE
753-1111

NADI IN Tin U.S.A.

1=1113EZZIIMICK.

LIVE RACING IS BACK!
AT

Bluegrass Down]
of Paduca
•1•

Racing Days
Oct. 8-31
Thursday through Saturday 7 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
Sundays
°night WKRO,Cairo,Illinois Night
Tomorrow WNGO/WXID, MayfieldGraves Co. Night
Racing At

Vinyl Siding

A & A AUTO
RENTAL
•( l,iii,
•( ill Is

Vivi-1,c iv }rentals.
(
w

Holland Motor Saks
.1‘,( 11.11r)
/1)1
r.):1

a

A-1 GUITERS I
Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commerclel

Asekleneel)

Why pay high prices from
out of state? You can have
clean,
easy
beautiful,
energy-saving Thermaline
windows at Big Savings right nowt

FREE ESTIMATES

c.il 759-4433

Call
753-7020

Free Estimates
Financing Avallabie

[-B uegrass Downs]
of Paducah
It's The Real Thing!

•
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LYNN GROVE
INC.
FEED & SEED.
Chemicals
Bulk Fertilizer &

Seed Cleanings • Feed 8, Farm Supplies

435-44L5

PITTMAN WHEEL
ALIGNMENT
753-6779

408 N. 4th

CHARLIE'S

Communicate Before You t.lecrca.,753-35
Charlie Adams Pharmac st
Glendale At Whitnell (Across From Ledle• & T1r-es,
Closed Sundays

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Ctr — 759-1400

Carro
4edo

Tire Inc.

753-1489 • 1105 Pogue (Just behind Toyota of Murray)

we

753-9383
Chestnut Hills

ma

Yaw-Are

oat. At

711

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
753-2411

201 S. 3rd

WAL-MART
CENTRAL CENTER
FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

701 Main St.

759-9995

Parker Ford
Lincolaercury
753-5273

Murray

Celebrating 17 Years In Business"

Vt 1r1"OS1
753-7715

1301 Main St.
Compliments Of

Belcher Oil Co.
403 L.P. Miller Rd.

804 Chestnut

753-6656

Hoffman's
A
Garden Canter, GM Shop, Landscaping

. 94 E.

759-4512

Murray, Ky.

SIIONEYS
OF MURRAY

This directory is made possible by these firms
who have sponsored this page.
Your business and support would be greatly
appreciated.

Marble
Thornton Tile and Opiett

ADVENTISTS
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sat, It 16 cm.
rabbi Scheel
Sat 1100 am
Warship

BLOOD lUVER
11 00 •m
Mernang Werstup
900 pm
Evening Worohip
CHERRY CORNER
loam
Sail* Scheel
II.. 66pm
Warship
6 pm
Chursh Training
7 pm
Weineedey
CHESTNUT STREET
GENERAL
1000 • m
Sunday SrPmel
11 00 • m
Morning Worship
COLJJW ATER
1100 • m
Weesnip
600 pm
Evening Services
COLD WATER BAPTIST
CHURCH
9 46 •ea
Sunday Saheb
11 00 • m
Morning Services
600 p m
Evening Serve.
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
6.30 pm
Wedneeday Serv
10 00 • m
Sunday School
00 •in
11
Worship SoNVIC•
600 pea
Sunday Night
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
1100 • m
nung Wen.,
945 pm
Evening Warship
EMAIA...4UZL MISSIONARY
1100 • m
Morning Weeship
630 pm
Evening Warship
FAITH BAPTIST
1100 • m
Morning Worship
600 pm
Evening Wendup
FIRST BAPTIST
930 a m
Sunday Scheel
1045 •& & 7 p
Worship
600 pm
Church Training
FLINT BAPTIST
1000 • ro
Sunday School
11 00 • re
Morning Worship
645 pm
Evening Worship
GRACE BAPTIST
945 • m
Sunday School
@JO am . 11 •a.. 6 am.
err*.
EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
10-00• m
Sunday School
1100 • m
Morning Warship
600 psa
Evening Warship
7.30 am
Waineedey Evening
HAZEL BAPTIST
0C/•an
11
Selina
1000• m
Sunday Scheel
500 pm
Church Training
600 pm
Evening Wenhip
700 pm
Wedneedsy Evening
HILLTOP BAPTIST
10 00 • m
Sunday Scheel
1100 am
Worship Service
6 30 p m
Evening Serarme
KIRKBEY BAPTIST
11 00 an,
Warning Warship
730 pm
Evening Worship
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
10 00 • m
Sunday School
11 00 •ni •
Preaching
6 00 p m
700 p rri
Wedneedmy Night
LOCUST GROVE
•m
11120
Morning Worship
700 pm
E./ling Worship
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
200 pm
1s1 Sundey
200 pm
3rd Seindmy
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
10 50 • m
Morning Worship
600 pm
Evening Worship
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
930•en
Sunday Scheel
1100 am
Worship
NEW MT CARMEL
MISSIONARY
1100 • in
Morning Worship
600 pm
Evening Worship
NORTHSEDE
11,00 •m
Morning Worship
7010 pm
Leming Worship
NEW PROVIDENCE
1000•m
Sunday Schaal
1100 • m
Presclung San
OAK GROVE
11 am • 7 pm
Worship
10 •re
Sunday Scheel
OWENS CHAPEL
11)00 • m
Sunday Scheil
11 00 • ni
Ranching
530 p m
Prayer Service
S00 pm
Church
SPR.L'sG
KaPLAR
10 • m
Sunday Saheb
11 am •7 pm
Worship
SALEM BAPTIST
11 00 • m
Morning Worship
7 16 p
Evening Worship
SCOTTS GROVE
1100 • m
Worship Service
600 pm
rerun( Worship

Murray
753-9257

OPB1101.-FR 24 HOURS A DAY; SAT. I SUPt 7 Alt-NDIOGHT
HWY. 641 SOUTH AT GLENDALE

1108 Chestnut

753-3314

SINKING SPRING
11 00 • m
Warning Warship
6000 pm
Evening Worship
SPRING CREEK
1000 • m
Sunday Schaal
1100 •ft
Morning Worship
646 p.m
Evenina Worship
600 p.m.
Training Union
ST JOHN
910 is.
Morning Worship
10:46 a.m
Sunday School
SUGAR CREEK
11:00 • m
Morning Worship
616 pm
Evening Worship
VICTORY BAPTIST
1000 • m
Sunday School
11:00 a m
Morning Worship
EGO pm
Evening Worship
WEST FORK
1100• m
Morning Warship
600 p m
Sunday Evening
7,00 p
Wednesday Evening
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
11.30 a.m
Sunday School
*030 SO & 6 pea
Worship
7 pm
Wednesday

CATHOLIC
ST HENRYS
CATHOLIC CHURCH
503 pm
Saturday
900 • m
Sunday
ST LEO'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
600 p.m Sat.
Masses
1.00•ra. Sunday
1100 aia. Sunday

CHRISTIAN
FIRST CHRIST%
&M.
Sunday Scheel
1046 am.
Morning Worship
MURRAY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
10.30 a.m
Worship
930 am
Bible Scheel
6.00 pm.
Evening Service

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
1634 Mon Si.. Murray
10 30 •
Sunday
10.30 a.m
Sunday School
7.30 pm
2nd Wed.
Drag% law tory Wet 11-3 am

CHURCH OF CHRIST
AL/40 CHURCH OF CHRIST
900 •in
Bible School
950 •in
Morning Worship
600 pm
Evening Worship
COLD.ATER
1016 aea
Morning Worship
600 pm
Evening Worship
DEXTER
10 50 • m
Morning Worship
600 psi
Evening Worship
FRIENDSHIP
1000 • m
Sunday Soho.
1100 • m
Morning Warship
GREEN PLAIN
10.00 • m
Wei Study
1045 • m
Morning Service
600 p m
Evening Warship
7 30 p m
Wed. Warship
HAZEL CHURCH
CHRIST
900 •ni
Baba Study
*60 • m
Kerning Worship
p.m
600
Warship
Evening
700 pm
Mid-Week Worship
HICKORY GROVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
9 am
Sunday Bib. Clans
10-00 am
Morning Worship
7 p.m.
Wedemedwy Mgt*
ICIRKSEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
10-00 • m
Sunday School
10 50 •m
Morning Worship
7 p.m
Evening Worship
(Sunday & Wedneedayil
MT OLIVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
1000 • m.
Sunday Scheel
1100 •.m
Morning Worship
600 p.m.
Evening Warship
NEW CONCORD
930 a.m £6 pm
Worship
9• m
Bari* Clasen
7 pm
Wednesday
NEW PROVIDENCE
•in
960
Serve•
Morning
600 pin
Evening Service
PLEASANT VALLEY
10 45 • m
Morning Worship
600 pm
Evening Worship
SECOND STREET
10 45 a.m
Morning Worship
600 pm
Evening Worship
GLENDALE ROAD
CHURCH OF CHRIST
9 sia
Worship
10 a..
Bible Study
6 p.m.
Evening Worship
7 pm
Wed Bible Study

Of

Dan Miller
Auction Service

641N.

wigglY

Dan Miller - Auctioneer

435-4144
ROY'S
DISCOUNT PHARMACY
•
Roy ficKericirpr,
PI

r-TION SERVICE
Pharmacist
753-2380

MURRAY ELECTRIC
SYSTEM
401

753-5312

Olive

Farris Auction Co.

Jack Marshall - Franchise

"We Do Chicken Right"
Call In Orders 753-7101

STOREY'S FOOD GIANT
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

LAMB PLUMBING &
INC.
MECH. CONTR.
Owner
Jimmy Lamb

753-6168

501 N 4th
4seemesuiesaimuk.
1.1

502)8796
Haul, KY 42049
W. Dan Fan's, CAI

WestVicw
NUme. 740

1401 SOUTH 161,-, SYAFI fvoursRAV • KENYLICK V 440 7 •
OM 502 78 3.1 30 4 =MI

8.10•••

MURRAY MOLD & DIE CO.
Specializing in Metal Stamping Dies
Plastic & Die Cast Molds
Precision Machining and Welding
759-4851
506 Industrial Road, Murray

PALESTINE UNITED
1000• m
Sunday Scheel
11 00 • m
Worship
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
9 45 •
Warship
II 00 • m
Sunday School
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9 45 • m
Sunday Scheel
10 45 • m
Morning Worship
600 pm
Evening
STOREYS CHAPEL UNITED
1100 • m
Morning Worship
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
*000 a..
Morning Worship
11 00 am
Sunday School
WAYM.EN CHAPEL
CHURCH
AME
1000 cm
Sunday Scheel
II 00 a.m
Morning Service
Pastor William J Pratt

UNION GROVE
10 50 • m
Morning Worship
600 pm
Evening Worship
UNIVERSITY
@ 00 • m
Baba Clasen
*000 • m
Worship
60) pm
WEST MURRAY
50 • m
10
Morning Weeship
600 pm
Evening Warship
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
9 00 • m
Morning
600 pm
Evening
7 00 p
Wedneeday

CHURCH Of JESUS
CHRIST OF LAMA
DAY SAINTS
CHURCH OF JESUS CIIRIST
Of LATTER DAY SAINTS
620 5. 16t1 Si
It) uti am
Sacrament Meet
11 20 • m
Sunday Scheel
Relief Society and
12 10 pm
Priesthood

Showroom is
Ihm.-Fri. 8-4:30
Stet u reit.y 8-Noon
753-5719
612 S. 9th St.
)

MILLER
FUNERAL HOME
31i North 4th Mousy,ricY

•
Raul KY
GOLDEN Rtir

SIRLOIMSTOCKADE€
FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
753-0440
Bel-Air Shopping Center

BLALOCK-COLEMAN
7„„.,„I 7(,„„, gm.

MURRAY
CHURCH or SIR
MURRAY CHURCH OF 000
1000•
Morning Worship
600 p.m
Evening Worship

EPISCOPAL
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
IUD W. khan
Sea Holy Butheria II am & 1030 a.m.
Cher* meet 9111 a.
Illeadkap. Eli pa. bear. Pray.
ad Weinmday)

713 S. 4th St.
753-6800
Compliments of

KOPF1RUD

NAZARENE
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
1100 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
600 pea
Evening Worship
MURRAY CHURCH
9:46 a.m.
Sunday School
1045 a.m.
Morning Worship
6.00 pea
Evening Worship
6.30 p.m
Wedneeday Worship

INDEPENDENT
CHRISTIAN
COMMUNITY CHURCH
9 30• m
Sunday School
10 30 am
Morning Worship
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
406 Main Street
9 45 • m
Sunday School
1100 am
Worship
7 pm
Wed nendsy

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
9.30 am
Public Talk
10 30 a.m
Watchuieer Study

LUTHERAN
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday Scheel &
910 a.m.
Bibla Class
1045 a.m.
Worship

METHODIST
BETHEL UNITED
910 a.m.
Morn ng Worship
1030 a.m.
Sunday Scheel
2nd & 4th Sun. Night 600 p.m.
BROOKS CHAPEL UNITED
10:00 ailt.
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Morning Worship
lit & 3rd Sun. Night 700 pw.
COLD WATER
1E00 am.
Worship
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
900 em.
Worship Service
9:45 am.
Sunday School
DEXTER.HARDLN UNiTED
1000e..
Sunday School
1100 a.m.. 600 p.m.
Worship
FIRST METHODIST
10:50 a.m.
Worship
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
1100 s.a.
Worship Service
1000 em.
Sunday Scheel
GOSHEN METHODIST
1000 am.
Church School
1100 a.m.
Worship Service
6.10 p.a.
Evening Ser. Wet.
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
11:00
Sunday Schaal
woo
Worship
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Scheel
1100 a.m.
Morning Worship
UNITED
ICIRKSEY
10:00 am,
Sunday School
11:00 em.
Morning Worship
COO p.m.
Evening Worship
LYNN GROVE
9:46 •.m
Worship Service
1045 a.m.
Church School
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
9:30 a.m
Worship Service
10.30 a.m
Sunday School
MASONS CHAPEL UNITED
1000 a.in
Sunday School
1103 am
Morning Worship
MT CARMEL
1000 •in
Worship
1100 a..
Sunday School
MT 111BROS
1000 am
Worship
1100 •no.
Sunday School

BETHEL CHAPEL
1000 am
Sunday School
11 • m • 7 pm
Worship
CALVARY TEMPLE
1000 am
Sunday School
11 • m £630 pm
Worship
DEXTER HOLINESS
CHURCH
1000 • m
Sunray School
II • m. & 6 p m
Worship
7 p.
Saturday
THE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST-Al.. Heights
10 00 • m
Sunday School
Womhip Sarnia 11 • m. & 7 p.m
FAITH APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
2206 Coldnalar Rd.
Sun Set. 10-11 • m..7:00 pm
FAITH TABERNACLE
3 miles as. M Alme
1000 • m
Sunday Scheel
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
001)
OF
FIRST ASSEMBLY
910 11.a.
Sunday Scheel
10:30 &in & 6 pm.
Warship
7.00 pm.
Wednesday
WORSHIP
PRAISE
HIGHER
CENTER
946 • m
Sunday Scheel
1030 & 6 p m
Worship
JENNY RIDGE
PENTECOSTAL
7:00 pm.
Saturday Loaning
1030 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
MURRAY CHURCH OF GOD
1000 am.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
1000 a.m.
Sunday Schaal
11:00 sm.
Worship
TRINITY MISSION
10010 a.m
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 7 pm.
Worship
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
1000•Ia.
Sunday Scheel
1100.710 pm.
Worship Sera
LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
itr.99
-Sum* Swasss
Sao pa.

PRESBYTERIAN
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
9:30 •.m
Sunday School
10:45 am
Warship
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
1E00 a.m.
Worship Service
MOUNT PLEASANT
1100 • m
Morning Worship
700 p.m.
Evening Worship
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
9,415 as.
Sunday School
11,00
Worship Service
OAK GROVE
1000 •.m
Sunday School
Worship
& 7 pm
1100
Service

1111111UITAGE:

CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH-DODGE-JEEP-EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray - 753-6448

FITTS BLOCK
READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
753-3540
East Main Street
"Your Plumbing Specialist"

PLUMBING
GEESouth
Hwy.

753 3008

641

Arbls

Serving Breakfast
6 cm.-10:30 a.m.
Serving Lunch
10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Midnight on Weekends

507 N. 12th

753-8841

S°Uthilide
Shopping
Center
of murray
"Modem Technology for Today's Printing Needs"

759-4796

BP)

Large Selection
of
Plants, Shrubs,
and Trees
753-1725
407 N. 12th St.

urser
Creative Landscaping

Dunnaway's Body Shop
404 N. 4th St. • Murray, KY • 753-8730

Is/gierray
Ledger ik Times
R/IFTEkS
4
WOODC
GALLERIES
759-4522

Hwy. 641 North
"0414
t;

759-4408
Hwy. 94E11 mi.)
Murray, Ky.

farm,
1 I \‘.

•

d

cBritilt

"The oldest independent repair shop in Murray.'

Cunningham
Auto Repair
Open Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5

619 South 4th St.

753-6831 • 753-3571

—Compliments of--

Purdom Motors, Inc.
121 By-Pass • 753-5315
T he

-1]
)
—
L_GALLER

"Homo of the ultimate in Custom Framing"
301 IL 12th • University Square, Murray • 759-1019
MasterCard, Visa Accepted

Murray Appliance

Cain's 0

rS)

753-1222

711 Main

PENTECOSTAL

JEHOVAH'S
WITNESSES

We Are State And National Certified

KFC

205 N. 12th

MurrarCalloway County
Church Directory

See Local
Church
Announcements
On Opposite
Page

RAPTIST

SAFE-T DISCOUNT pHARmAc\,

(AIL!

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 9, 1992

LTICKPRINT

MURRAY BP

FREE CAR WASH WITH FILL-UP
753-9164
S. 12th & Glendale

753-1588

212 E. Main St.

SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
CALLOWAY SERVICE

)

Industrial Road 753-1423 or 753-0182

Mar-Lane Ceramics
& Gift Shop
Hours: Tues. & Thur.
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
& 6:30 _p.m. to 10 p.m.

pair

-Certified
Teacher
-Custom Orders
-Supplies

Rt. 1, Murray
753-2540

WAREHOUSE
FOODS

623 South 4th
759-1144
Open Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
AUDI-MAZDA, INC.
West Ky Economy Car Center
753 8850
ROO Chestnut St

641 SUPER SHELL
opon 6:30 a.m. - Close 10:00 p.m.
Sunday Open 7:00 a.m.-Close 9:00 p.m
South 12th

Phone 753-9131
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Area churches list music and services for weekend

speak at 11 a m service Mary Conner
with scripture from Galatians 1:1-10 at
ClUt714Plita Eldridge as pianist
Coles Camp Ground
from II Corinthians 9,24-27 and I Peter
Various area churches have
will direct the music with Faye Child11 a.m. service and about 'Joseph
Christian
Trinity
will
United Methodist
Acolytes
service.
am.
11
at
1;1-11
ress as pianist
The Land of Goshen' at 8.30 p.m. serreleased infortpation concerning
Bailee, pastor will
P4.
D
Rev.
The
will
Lee
pastor,
Sexton
Gambien,
Rev
The
Todd
and
be Nathan Doyle
Emmanuel Baptist
vice Ernest Hendricks will direct the
their services Oh Sunday, Oct. 11,
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 pm services
speak at 9 a m service with Samantha
Michael Brunn will be song director
mil Rev Cecil Fayard, pastor, will
song service with Cardin* Allbritton
Baptist
Dexter
as follows:
Hall
as
song
Steleader
and
Dean
as
Parker
with Pat Brunn and Donna
speak about'
The Onl True Gos I' and Jan. BUd'4nafl as
ts
The Rev. Paul Bogard, pastor, will
phenson as pianist.
University Church of Christ
• musicians.
Cherry Corner Baptist
Charley Bszzsll, minister, will speak
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services
Kirksey United Methodist
The Roe Charles Anderson, pastor,
at 10 am. and 6 p.m services. Among
Scotts Grove Baptist
The Rev. Dan Leslie, pastor, will
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. serthose assisting will be Ernie Bailey,
The Rev. Heyward Roberts, pastor,
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services
song leader, Wayne Williams, Jim
vices Cecil Glass will be music direcwill speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p m
Ron Pace will direct the music with
Feltner, Walter ktehr, Jerry 13edwell
services
Clarice Norsworthy and Janice Hays tor with Anna Requarth and Lucy Ann
and Danny Claiborne.
Forrest as accompanists.
New Concord Pentecostal
as accompanists.
Temple Hill United Methodist
Memorial Baptist
The Rev James E. Lewis, pastor,
Christian Science
The Rev. Doug Westmoreland,
The Rev. Lee Gamblin, pastor, will
will speak at 11 a.m and 6 p m
Services will be at 10 30 a m Sunguest evenoeiest, will speak at 10 50
speak at 10 a.m. service. Janne HopkHigher Praise
day and 7.30 p m each second
a.m. and 7 p.m. services. John Wood
ins will direct the music.
The Rev. E.F. Clore, pastor, will
Wednesday
will direct the music with Tonya SimNew Mt. Cannel Baptist
speak at 10:30 a m. and 6 p m
New Life Christian Center
services.
Services will be at 11 a.m and 6
mons and Cindy Ruppel as accompanThe Rev Mark Welch and the Rev
ists. The Church Choir will sing and
p.m. services.
Bethany Baptist
Karen Welch, pastors, will direct the
Todd J. Terry will sing a ado at mormThe Rev David Cunningham, pas11 a.m. services.
Russell Chapel United Methodist
Transportation Available • Call 753-5019 after 4 p.m.
Mg hour. The Choir will sing at eventor, will speak at 11 am and 6 p m
Kirksey Baptist
The Rev Calvin Clark, pastor, will
ing hour.
services
The Rev. Van Russell, pastor, will
speak at 9 45 a.m service with Red
Every Sunday, We Are On
West Fork Baptist
Temple Baptist
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 30 p.m serWoods as song Wader and Dorothy
The Rey. Lawson Williamson, passpeak
will
pastor,
Mayall,
Lynn
Dr
vices. W.A. Erwin will direct the music
Brown as pianist.
tor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
at 10 30 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
with Gela Edwards and Cindy Cossey
New Providence Baptist
services. Music will be directed by
Lighthouse Christian
as accompanists.
The Rev. Odell Colson, pastor, will
Bro. Heyward Roberts, Pastor
Alvin Usrey with Brenda Wyatt and
Phillip Rogers, minister, will speak
Coldwater United Methodist
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m services.
Cyndy Satterwhite as accompanists.
at 11 a.m. service.
The Rev. Eugene Burkeen, pastor,
Independence United Methodist
Special music will be by Youth Choir
Calvary Temple
will speak at 11 am service. Rex
The Rev. Lee Gamblin, pastor, will
at evening hour. Jack Norsworthy will
The Rev. Dwight Jones, evangelist,
Smith will be song leader and Jimmy
speak at 11 a.m. service with Patricia
be deacon of the week.
will speak at 11 a.m. service and 6 30
Wilson as pianist. Beverly Wilford will
Lassiter as pianist.
First United Methodist
p m services.
direct children's church.
Mason's Chapel United Methodist
Dr. Jerry Jetfords, minister, will
Locust Grove
will
pastor,
Parker,
David
Rev.
The
St. John's Episcopal
speak about 'Discipleship Means
Church of Nazarene
speak at 11 a.m. service. The Choir
be at 8 and
will
Eucharist
(
Holy
The
Being Grateful' with scripture from
The Rev. Ercel Carter, pastor, will
will sing with Karen Coles and Sharon
10:30 a.m. with Fr. Andre Trevathan
Luke 17:11-19 at 8:30 and 10:50 a.m
speak at 11 a.m and 5:30 p.m.
Myatt as accompanists.
Assisting
preacher.
and
celebrant
as
services. The Rev. John C. Page,
services
Flint Baptist
will be Laura Price, Ken Tucker and
director of children and youth, will be
Bethel United Methodist
The Rev Ronnie McPherson, pasSchempp. Host families will be
Nancy
music
the
will
direct
liturgist Kim Black
The Rev Charles Morphew, pastor,
tor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m.
and Vied.
Harcourt
Vaughn,
with Joan Bowker as organist. Laura
will speak at 9:30 a.m. service, Greg
services. Music will be directed by
Sugar Creek Baptist
Buhlig will sing a solo at 8:30 service.
Miller will be song leader with Lavonia
Tilghman Barrow Joe Dale Curd. Gina
Bill Miller, pastor, will
Rev.
The
The Chancel Choir will sing an anthem
Rowland as pianist.
Brandon and Karon Johnson will be
a.m. and 7 p.m. services.
11
at
speak
at 10:50 SONI0111. Acolytes will be RobNorthside Baptist
accompanists.
Jack Miller will direct the music with
bie Fitch and Coley Wallis.
The Rev. Scott Bevins, pastor, will
Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Patty Harris as pianist. Karen Kelso
Eastwood Baptist
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
The Rev. Charles Morphew, pastor,
will have children's church.
Services will be at 11 a.m. and 6
Jack Marvin is music director.
will speak at 11 a m. service.
First Christian
p.m. with the Rev. Jim Owens, the
Ledbetter Baptist
West Murray Church of Christ
David Roos, pastor, will speak
Dr
Rev. Randolph Alien and the Rev
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe, pastor, will
Services will be at 10:50 a.m. and 6
about 'A Towel and A Basin" with
Bruce Hutt as ministers.
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m services
p.m.
scripture from John 13:3-17 at 10:45
First Presbyterian
Tommy Bogard will be song leader
Salem Baptist
Lee Kern will be organist/
service.
a.m.
Dr. David Shepperson Jr., interim
and Gertie Sheppard, pianist.
The Rev. John Sheppard, pastor,
director. The Younger Children
choir
pastor, will speak about The Jonah
Chestnut Street G. Baptist
will speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. serwill sing, and a duet composed of
Commission• with scripture from
The Rev. Jerry Bradford, pastor, will
vices. Bobby Fain will direct the music
Karen Chapman and Melanie Dawson
Jonah 1.1 at 10:45 a.m. service. The
speak at 11 a.m. and 5 p.m. services.
with Denise Windsor and Shirley Lamb
will sing. Among those assisting will be
Chancel Choir will sing an anthem with
Union Grove Church of Christ
as accompanists.
Ton Holton, worship leader.
Pat Bomba as choir director and
Henry Hargis, minister, will speak at
First Assembly of God
Good Shepherd United Methodist
organist. Assisting will be Kelly and
11 a.m. arid 6 p.m. services.
The Rev. Jerry Henley, pastor, will
The Rev Richard Denton, pastor,
Sallie Guy and Roy Helton.
Dexter Holiness
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services
will speak at 11 a.m. service and the
Westside Baptist
The Rev. Elijah Balentine, pastor,
Sinking Spring Baptist
Rev. Thomas Small, former minister,
The Rev. Glynn Orr, pastor, will
will speak at 11 am. and 6 p.m.
The Rev. Russell Miller, pastor, will
will speak at 7 p.m. service. Diana Tatspeak about •Chnstian Involvement In
services.
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
lock will direct the music with Margaret
American Life* at 1030 a.m. and 6
Hardin Baptist
Dwayne Barrow will direct the music
Kennedy and Betty Poole as
p.m. services. Tommy Scott will direct
The Rev. Ricky Cunningham, paswith Laura Paschall and Rhonda Lamb
accompanists.
the music with Patsy Neale, Sherma
tor, will speak at 8.30 a.m. and 10,30
as accompanists.
Coldwater Baptist
Scott and Amy Hall as accompanists.
a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Oak Grove Baptist
The Rev. Jackie Geurin, pastor, will
The Rev. Steve Harper will speak at
Reid Hall will sing a solo and the Unispeak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Murray Church of God
11 a.m. and 7 p.m. services. Jimmy
versity Choir will sing at morning hour.
Bobby Manning will direct the music
Dr. J.H. Lipford, pastor, will speak at
Key will direct the song service with
Mitch Chapman will sing a solo at
with Marge West and Mary Geurin as
10 a.m. and 6 p.m. services. Marie
Jennifer Downey as pianist.
evening hour when the ordinance of
accompanists
Lipford will direct the music with DanPoplar Spring Baptist
baptism will be observed. Deacons of
Lynn Grove United Methodist
ny McGrew as pianist.
The Rev. Dennis Norvell, pastor, will
the week will be Herb Denham and
The Rev. Eugene Burkeen, pastor,
Murray Baptist Mission
Jimmy Felts.
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
will speak at 9:30 a.m. service. Judy
The Rev. Parvin Hall, pastor, will
Glendale Road Church of Christ
Mark Hardison will direct the music.
Kelso will be organist and Cathy Crawspeak at 2:45 p.m. service.
John Dale, minister, will speak
Martin's Chapel
ford will be in charge of children's
Ferguson Springs Baptist
about 'What Are Downs?" with scripUnited Methodist
church.
The Rev. Darvin Stom, pastor, will
The Rev. Richard Denton, pastor,
ture from Acts 6:1-7 at 9 a.m. service
Spring Creek Baptist
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
and about 'Because You've Asked'
will speak at 930 a.m. service. Ralph
The Rev. Terry Powell, pastor, will
Roy Skinner will direct the music with
with scripture from I Peter 3:15 at 6 speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. services.
Robertson will direct the music with
Vivian Stom as accompanist.
p.m service. Among those assisting
Palestine United Methodist
will be Jerry Bolls, song leader.
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor, will
First Baptist
Dr. Bill Blackburn will speak at
10.45 a.m. and 7 p.m. services. Kent
Jackson will direct the music with Margaret Wilkins and Janet Finch as
accompanists
Immanuel Lutheran
The sermon theme will be 'One
Target' with scripture from Luke
16:1-13, The Rev. Clarence Helmich,
pastor, will speak at 10:45 a.m. service. Alice Witte will be organist. Cathy
Mallen will direct the choir with Dr.
Larry Mallen as accompanist. Assisting will be Randy Hjetland, George
Friebel, Gary Pribnow and Doug
Helmich.
By James H. Cain
Now Concord
Church of Christ
203 South Fourth Street
Bob Haley, minister, will speak at 10
a.m. and 6 p.m. services
1. God gave us memories so that we might enjoy roses in
Elm Grove Baptist
The David Brasher, pastor, will
December.
speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m. ser2. You can suffocate a thought by expressing it with too many
vices. Music will be directed by Donald
Dr. Bill Blackburn
words.
Smith with Glenda Rowlett and Bobbie
heart
a
become
can
souls
loving
of
capable
is
who
3. Anyone
Kerrville, Texas
Burkeen as accompanists.
specialist
Hazel Baptist
ference Leader
Speaker/Con
The Rev James T Garland, pastor,
4. Storms bring out the eagles,and make the little birds take cover.
will speak at 11 a m and 6:30 p m
5. Christians should be walking Bibles, but some,alas, are walking
Mr. Kent Jackson
services Music will be directed by
libels.
Gene On Miller with Oneida White and
Kentucky
Paducah,
not
does
Lord
the
which
for
you
to
comes
ever
6. No problem
Roger Hutson as accompanists. Willie
answer.
the
have
already
Leader
Music
the
of
Owen Vinson will be deacon
7. It is a proven fact that sound carries much farther when someone
week
South Pleasant Grove
else is "tooting your horn."
United Methodist
The Rev. Jim Alford, pastor, will
Sunday - 10:45 AM and 7:00 PM
speak about 'Reduced to Silence" with
Monday-Wednesday - 7:00 PM
scripture from Mark 9:33-37 at 10:45
a.m. SEKVICO. Doug Cratton will direct
the music with Joan Cooper and Tommy Gaines as accompanists. The
Choir will sing. Assisting will be Myrtle
Cooper, Jane Cothran, Darren Clark,
Mitch Jackson, Kerry Erwin and 'Timmy
Corner 10th and Main Streets, Murray, Ky.
6:00 pm "Disciplining Your Child" for Parents of Preschoolers/Children
Sons. Acolytes will be Krisy Whitfield
Barnes
Holly
and
Grace Baptist
The Rev Robert N Johnson ess.
11:45 am "Relating as Parent & Grandparent" for Senior Adults
tor, will speak at 8:30 and 11 a.m. and
6 p.m services. His morning topic will
5:30 pm "Helping Youth Deal with Social Pressures" for Youth & Parents
be 'Satan is Alive But Not Weir with
Rudicil
Kevin
3:8.
John
scripture from I
will direct the music with Dwane Jones
and Susan Jones as accompanists.
11:45 am "Coping with Marital Stress" for Married Couples
Tracy Pendygraft will present special
music at morning hour. Howard
5:30 pm "Developing Communication Skills" for Married Couples
McNeely will be deacon of the week
Lake-Land Apostolic
The Rev. James H. Cain, pastor,
will present the third in a series of les11:45 am "Developing a Support System" for Singles (fortyish & under)
sons on 'God's Search For a Man To
Make Up the Hedge and Stand in the
5:30 pm Family Fellowship Supper
Gap' at the 10 a m preaching/
teaching session. Evangelistic service
will be at 6 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic
Masses will be at 6 pm Saturday
Sunday, Oct. 11th through Thursday, Oct. 15th
and 8 and 11 a.m. Sunday with Fr
Peter E. Hughes. pastor. in charge
7:00 Nightly
Assisting will be Nathan Reed. Scott
Adults & Youth $3.00
Adults $2.00
Noon Services 12th, 13th, 14th
lAann, ellnda Wood, Joel and Mary
Children $2.00
Reed, Louis Chenille, Men Clemson,
Children $1.00
Churchivide Potluck, Thurs. 15th 600 p.m.
Rob Mattingty, Paul and Lorraine MagDoug Lambert, John Young, Carl
a iek
l
t
Special Music Nightly Nursery Provided
, Karma Holden, R and M
Westphal, David Earnest and Larry
For Van Transportation Call 753-3182
and Judy Krouse
Goshen United Methodist
The Rey. Bob Dotson, pastor, will
speak about Who. Or What, Is In
Control of Your UN?" with scripture

Worship With Us

10 a.m.
11 a.m.
6 p.m.

Sunday School
Morning Worship Service
Evening Worship Service

)Live 6:00 p.m.
WSJ'

SCOTT'S GROVE
BAPTIST CHURCH

Sunday - Wednesday
Oct. 11 - 14

Everyone

Welcome!

Calvary Temple
641 South

FROM THE
PLATTER
PARSON'S
SCRAPBOOK

FIRST
FAMILIES FAMILY
LIFE
A CELEBRATION OF
at

First Baptist Church
OCTOBER 11 - 14

WORSHIP SERVICES

emorial Baptist Church

SPECIAL INTEREST CONFERENCES
Sunday, Oct. 11

and Pastor James Simmons
Welcome You To

Monday, Oct. 12

REVIVAL '92

Tuesday, Oct. 13

A time of praise and thanksgiving to
our Lord Jesus Christ
with

Wednesday, Oct. 14

Evangelist

Bro. Doug Westmoreland

Luncheons:

Suppers:

Call church office for meal reservations 753-1854

before 5:00 p.m.

111111111
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HOMEPLACE FAMILY RESTAURANT
Hwy. 121 North • 769-1844
Saturday
Friday
All You Can Eat

8 oz. Sirloin
Tips

$3.95

Pond Raised
Catfish Steaks

$3.95
.15
Breakfast $3
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FISH - SEAFOOD - BAR-B-0 - SANDWICH - BREAKFAST
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Meetings scheduled to prepare applications
FRANKFORT, KY - Three
meetings are scheduled this month
to asstst public and pnvate nonprofit
schools and hospitals In preparing
applications for matching energy
grants from the institutional Conservation Program. The first meeting will be held on Wednesday,Oct.
21, at 1:30 p.m. at the Departman
for Surface Mining, No. 2, Hudson
Hollow Road, Frankfort. The second meeting will be held on Friday,

MadisonOct. 23,al 9:30 ant at the
ville Vo-Ed Regional Office, 645
West Center, MathS011v111t.
A meeting primanly for Kentuckat
y's energy enginecrs will be held
Mining
Surface
the Deparunent of
in Frankfort at 9:30 a.m. Wednesday. Oct. 21.
Jan. 15, 1993, is the deadline for
receipt of all applications to the
Institutional Con Sers'awn Program.
The program assists Kentucky

schools and hospitals in reducing
their utility costs by saving some of
the energy used to heat, cool, and
light their buildings. Only buildings
completed prior to May 1, 1989,and
owned by public or private nonprofit schools and hospitals we eligible
for the 50/50 matching funds.
The money must be used for
detiukd energy studies or for the
purchase of the energy-saving
equipment specified in the energy

Alumni invited
to help MSU
honor heritage

COLUMBUS DAY

Murray State University alumni
and friends are invited to tour
Scotland and celebrate Murray's
Scottish heritage May 30-June 12,
1993.
Sponsored by the Murray State
Center for Continuing Education
and Academic Outreach in conjunction with the Center for International Programs and the Alumni
Affairs Office, the 14-day tour will
include visits to Glasgow, Edinborough, the Isles of Skye, Mull and
lona, Inverness and St. Andrews.
The tour will also include visits to
Blair Castle and Pitlochry, the home
of the Murray Clan.
"We took a trip to Scotland
during the summer of 1991 and we
would like to do it every two years,"
said Dr. Vi Miller, Dean of the
Center for Continuing Education
and Academic Outreach. "We are
trying to make plans to have high tea
at Blair Castle."
"The last time we went, several
retired faculty members were with
us," she said."The cost for the 1991
tour was $2,150, but the 1993 price
has not yet been set."
For more information about the
trip, call Miller at (502) 762-2185.

SATURDAY THROUGH MONDAY

BRAS. BRIEFS. BIKINIS & DAYVVEAR
COORDINATES FOR LADIES

ASSORTMENT OF MISSES
SWEATERS
Reg. $19.99424.00

Court rejects
suit on jet shot
down during war

25% off Ail Aoonnas lingerie
saw onca. eftectn• through Oct I?In
25% to 32% off De.ic..ates'
$aw WOOD 0/110ctro• thrown Oct 13In

YOUNG MEN'S WEEKENDS'
CASUAL APPAREL
Sale 7.99 Reg 12 99 Mock lee

ATHLETIC FOO1WF.AF1 FOR WOMEN &
CHILDREN & ALL MEN'S BASKETBALL SHOES
Sale 39.99 Reg $55 Men s Nike' point flight

ONLY S10

SAVE ON ALL

Sale 34.99 Reg $45 Women s LA Gear' Trainers

FOR ANY COORDINATING SKIRT OR
PANTS WHEN YOU BUY A JACKET AT
REGULAR PRICE FROM THESE BRANDS
Choose from Worthinglon• LIZ Baker*

DENIM JEANS FOR MISSES,
PETITES & WOMEN'S SIZES

OUTERWEAR FOR MEN, WOMEN & CHILDREN
Sale 49.99 Reg $79 Ladies 3-in-1 jacket
Sale 129.99 Reg 179 99 Weekends" leather bomber jacket
Sale 34.99 Reg 39 99 Apparatus' color block parka for boys

SAVE ON ALL
LEVI'S' JEANS
FOR BOYS

SAVE ON ALL
ALL PLAID FLANNEL SHIRTS
FOR MEN
Sate 9.99 Reg 14 99 Towncraft" flannel

Sale 23.99 & 25.99 Reg $32 & $34
Lee' Relaxed Roder jeans
Sale pima aillmant Orem.October Mt

Diversity* or Sag Harbor*
Offor •••cen.roan* °ewe., I3e,
(Jacket and tart must be the tame brand

25% OFF ALL

25% OFF

SAVE ON ALL

20% OFF

BLOUSES $25 & UP FOR
MISSES, PETITES &
WOMEN S SIZES

WATCHES FROM SEIKO AND
PULSAR°
30% OFF STERLING SILVER
JEWELRY AND PEARL JEWELRY

LEE' & RIO* JEANS
FOR GIRLS

NFL & NCAA
TEAM APPAREL

Sale 17.99 Reg $25 Girls Lee' jeans

SALE 8.99

30° TO 50% OFF

SAVE ON

NOW 139.99

LADIES' SOLID
COLOR TURTLENECK Reg. 10.99
Sale 14.99 Reg $24 Woven plaid shirt
Sale 21.99 Reg 39 99 Longstreet•

14K GOLD JEWELRY
30% OFF GEMSTONES

MEN'S & YOUNG MEN'S
SWEATERS
Salo 24.99 Reg $32 St Johns Bay'

HAGGAR* IMPERIAL SUITED
SEPARATES FOR MEN
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seen

Now 97.99. Single breasted coat
Now $42. Pleated trousers
'Wm'pips represent arrinse on ropubm prices
sae plow Geeceve tPcnu. Oct I311,

SALE 9.99 TO 19.99

25°: OFF ALL

SAVE ON

SAVE ON ALL

Rog. $16 to $24.99. LADIES'

VANDEMERE* SLEEPVVEAR
& ROBES FOR LADIES

MEN'S DOCKERS* APPAREL

JEANSWEAR FROM THE ORIGINAL
ARIZONA JEAN CO.1* & LEE* JEANS
FOR MEN & YOUNG MEN
Salo 16.99 Reg $22 Pigment twill pants

PANTS FROM DONKENNY",
WOR TH INGTON* OR
WORTHINGTON ESSENTIALS*

••••••••_j
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611110115
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Office Phone
759-1400
Catalog Phone.
759-4080
1-800-222-6161

V.

Store Hours.
Mon -Sat. 10-9
Sun 12:30-5:30

Now 26.99. Long sleeve solid twill
shirt or basic twill pant
No prices noisnosit• swine,on roppolir pines

Salon Hours.
Mon.-Tues.-Wed. 10-8
Thurs & Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6; Sun. 1-5

•

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)- A
law that protects the government
from being sued for combatant
activities during wartime also
applies to undeclared wars, such
as the United State's role in protecting Iraqi-bound oil tankers
during the Iraq-Iran war, an appeals court ruled.
The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals on Thursday rejected a
negligence lawsuit filed by families of some of the 290 people
who were killed when the U.S.S.
Vincennes shot down an Iranian
passenger plane in 1988.
The captain said he mistook
the plane, flying from Tehran to
Dubai, for a military jet. U.S.
ships had been patroiing the Persian Gulf for for months and had
clashed several times with Iranian
forces.
Judge Stephen Reinhardt said
undeclared wars have become
more common than declared
wars.
Since war has many innocent
victims, he said, it would make
little sense "to single out for special compensation a few of these
persons - usually enemy citizens - on the basis that they
have suffered from the negligence of our military forces"
rather than intentional violence.
Bruce A. Bailey, lawyer for the
families, was in trial and unavailable for comment, his office said.
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To make reservations for the
meeting or 10 receive more information contact Jim Noland or Beuy
Yates at the Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection Cabinet,
Division of Energy, 691 Teton
Trail, Frankfort, KY 40601. The
phone numbers arc(502)564-7192
or toll free in Kentucky (800) 2820868.
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Explosion injures 17
Mrs. Ruby Lee Oakley

Steve Tidwell

PAGE 15

Stock Market
Report

were in the plant when the exploLOS ANGELES (AP) — A
sion occurred at 9:45 p.m. were
oil
an
at
explosion
powerful
Prices as ol 9 AM
Mrs. Ruby Lee Oakley, 57, of husband, David, and Rose Ann refinery rocked a wide area of accounted for, said Bill Sahy, a
The funeral for Steve Tidwell
Murray, died Oakley, all of Murray; stepson, south Los Angeles, injuring 17
Rt.
103-B,
spokesman.
Box
3,
Texaco operations
will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
Chg
Price
Company
Thursday at 11:01 a.m. at Bobby Dale Oakley and wife, workers and chasing at least 600
Most of the injuries were
chapel of Blalock-Coleman FunCadiz.
Karen,
County
Murray -Calloway
minor, said Carolyn Cohen, a
people from their homes for several Home. Henry Hargis will
Also surviving are three
Hospital.
for St. Mary Medispokeswoman
eral
hours.
officiate.
brothers, Billy Lear, Indiana, and
Princeat
25,
Born
1935,
Sept.
of 17 people
Fourteen
Center.
cal
The blast Thursday night
Burial will follow in Murray
ton, she was the daughter of the Felix Lear and Donnie Lear, both occurred in a 6-by-10 foot tank
injured were treated at hospital.),
Dow Joss lad. Avg..--— .19.15
City Cemetery.
late Todd Lear and Opal Lurlene of Princeton; two half sisters; one that mixes oil with hydrocarbons
she
said.
DJ1A Previous Close --317.13
funeral
Friends may call at the
Oliver Lear. One brother, Robert grandchild; 14 stepgrandchildren; to make gasoline, but the cause
One worker, Lynda! Mize, who
Air Products -.--.-.--42%
home after 4 p.m. today (Friday). Lear, also preceded her in death. six stepgreat-grandchildren.
minor injuries, said
with
41'/...c
escaped
AT&T----Chief
Fire
wasn't
Deputy
known,
Mr. Tidwell, 22, Rt. 2, Murray,
Survivors include her husband,
%
The funeral will be Sunday at Davis Parsons said.
him through the
pitched
Bell South
blast
the
died Wednesday at 10:15 a.m. at Bobby Gene Oakley, to whom 2 p.m. in the chapel of Blalock Brigp & Wanes-- 463/4 sac
air.
on
windows
The
shattered
blast
Murray-Calloway County she was married on Aug. 4, 1974; Coleman Funeral Home. The
21% %
Chrysler —
"I was literally catapulted — it
cars, homes and businesses two
Hospital.
Deaa Foods
one daughter, Mrs. Tina Scott Rev. Howard Copeland and the miles from the Texaco refinery in
12 feet," he said.
about
me
blew
Survivors include his parents, and husband, Shannon, Rt. 3, Rev. Randolph Allen will
•%
"I tumbled in midair, did kind of
suburban Wilmington, 20 miles
Clyde Dale and Carolyn Tidwell, Murray; one son, Terry Boyd and officiate.
Fisher Price
I
roll
shoulder
rsault
half-some
a
south of downtown. The explo343/. • 3
Rt. 1, Murray; his maternal wife, Vickie, Princeton; five stepFord Motor
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Introduces...II New Item!

Walter's Pharmacy

Breast cancer
relatives have
greater risk of
prostate cancer

LONDON (AP) — Close relatives of women with breast
cancer have a 40 percent greater
chance of getting prostate cancer,
according to a study of nearly
30,000 people in Iceland.
The finding suggests a genetic
basis for prostate cancer, which
may be closely related to a gene
causing breast cancer, said Dr.
Hain Tulinius, professor of preventive medicine at the University of Iceland.
"This really is a shift in our
thinking," said Dr. Curtis Mettlin, chief of epidemiologic
research at the Roswell Park
Cancer Institute in Buffalo, N.Y.
"In the past few years we have
been looking at environmental,
hormonal or dietary factors, said
Mettlin, chairman of the American Cancer Society's Committee
on Prevention and Detection.
"Now our attention is being
'refocused" to study genes.
The study is published in
today's issue of The British Medical Journal.
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Keep your kerosene heater
working all winter.

1. New Wick
2. New Batteries
3. New Ignitor
4. Clean tank
For Kerosun•AIladin•Corona•Hallmark

$19.95
to $24.95

All For Only

Murray Home & Auto

Tie the Season to be Healthy
•The helideye are :lust around Um weer,and
that can mean overindulging, especially in highmare, high-fat bed. Overeating often remelts
I,, weight gain and poor antral of diabetes
•Before the hatideys enive, tabs the time le
discuss with family and friends your diabetes
end the importance of weight control.
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weak nets or Bever If yea as reale, ouch a
gift. keep It sealed. Proems it if neeemeary, and
it III
kcal charity or feed bank_
•bmehre your Mealy as well in koreearta.
healthful gift chime
•Lewealerie gifts include epecialty teas ter eat
Mee. Mille, unshelled nuts, popcorn. fine produce, spaces, peurmet vinegars se mettenle
Appropriete kitchen Items include • vegetable
easomer. wok, air earn pepper, feed ecals nonstick pots and pare, larealerie er vegetarian
teak beam. Mitten in•larealeris cooking dams
•gift rertlftcate tor fruit trees
ntabiern.
orw.
er e.a
e..g.
oesde
include tickets te• maim Pi.)•
ballet ái lift bekets; skating pewee.
ar tickets te a, ether liperta!le Mai* haebY
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•Diebetice need net feel limited by IMO 11111•08.
With • little bit of planning,the holiday seaumn
sr be • tale of geed eating and enterable
lidtlee, while eseilibt and diabetes ene
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:
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Through Oct. 31
"Your Kerosene Heater Headquarters"
Chestnut St. Murray

753-2571 or 753-4110

519 S. 12th • 753-7688
'We accept Elko OOPS Ow Shaoki
PCS and others

• ••
4
.
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2 All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza & SpaGatti
Buffets
Osty

$599

2 All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza & SpaGatti
Buffets

01699

II ea 2 pa.
Ms. 14.
112 pa

1-I 10 par

ft-ma Only
*Gad One 10,15#92
clist geed wieb
aim mesa

'Demo Oaly
Osud hi. 10/1S#V2
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7534656
Chestnut St.
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Classified

DEADLINES

Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
y 10 a.m.
Saturda
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
ay 3 p.m.
Wednesd
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
MERCHANDISE
k NM:N(111EN I S
For Sale Or Trade
130
Legal Notice
010
Want To Buy
140
Notice
020
Articles For Sale
•
150
Personals
025
Appliances
Card of Thanks 155
030
ngs
Furnishi
Horne
160
Memory
In
040
Antiques
165
Lost & Found
050
Vacuum Cleaners
1717
NI
ES11'1,til
Sewing Machines
180
Help Wanted
060
Sports Equipment
200
Situation Wanted
090
Firewood
'
210
Business Opportunity
100
,Musical
220
Instruction
.TV. & Radio
110
260
•ts & Supplies
izaz
s
ilwamml
FARMERS MARKET
Public Sale
Farm Equipment
410
190
For Trade
540
Livestock & Supplies
370
Free Column
Poultry & Supplies
560
390
Wanted
Produce
570
400
Miscellaneous
240
Feed & Seed
550

ADJUSTIONTS
Advertisers are requested to Gladioli the first insertion a their ads
le for
for any error. The Murray Ledger•Times will be responsib
only one Incorrect Insertion. Any error should be reported immediately so correction& can be made.

1) PLACE AN AD CALL,

753-1916

Classified Ad Rates
Effective

OFFICE HOCKS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

40% Discotunt 2nd Run. 60% Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Dry Penod
81.75 par column inch antra for Tuesday.

SERVICES

REAL ESTATE

...

Days
Rental
280 ......Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
300
Want To Rent
310
Apartments For Rent
320
Rooms For Rent
330
!louses For Rent
340
For Rent or Lease
360

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

-

6"

9"

8"

7"

10"

1

6.00

10.00

15.00 20.00

25.00 30.00

40.00

2

8.00

16.00

24.00 32.00

40.00 48.00 54.00 64.00

72.00 80.00

35.00

70.00

80.00 90.00 100.00

1

10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00

50.00 60.00

4

15.00 30.00 41.110 40.00

75.00 90.00 105.00 120.00 135.00 150.00

5

18.00 36.00 54.00 72.00

90.00 108.00 126.00 144.00 162.00 180.00

8

20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 100.00 120.00 140.00 160.00 150.00 200.00

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:
25s per word 45.00 minimum lot day.
5e per word per day for asch additional consecutive day
Guide
$1 76 extra for shopper Muss. Classifieds go into Shopping
52.00 extra for blind box ads.

LAO
Notice

060

060

020

010

nil

5"

4"

3"

2"

1"

45.00 60.00

TRANSPORTATION

Sales
Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

270
365
420
430
440
450
460

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
•
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

120
230
250
290
530

Jan 2. 1991)

Display Ads

Help
Wonted

Help
Minted

Notice

Norm
LAS VEGAS

PUBLIC NOTICE

PUBLIC NOTICE

a
The Murray Planning Commission has received a request to rezone
Road
k
Utterbac
of
aids
south
the
on
located
land
49.1186 acre tract of
west of Highway 641 from Agriculture to R-4(Multi-Family Residential) and B-2 (Highway Business).

The Murray Planning Commission has received a request to rezone a
tract of land located at 1620, 1626, 1628 and 1630 from R-2(Single
Family Residential) to R-4 (Multi-Family Residential).
A public hearing will be held on Tuesday,October 20, 1992 at 7:00 p.m.
in the Council Chambers, City Hall, Fifth and Poplar Streets. All
interested persons are invited to attend. A descnption follows:

p.m.
A public hearing will be held on Tuesday,October 20,1992 at 7:00
in the Council Chambers, City Hall, Fifth and Poplar Streets. All
interested persons are invited to attend. A description follows:

PROPERTY DESCRIPTION

Certificate
October 2, 1992
LEGAL DESCRIPTION
PROPERTY: Paul Garland to be zoned B2
Legal description ofa tract ofland situated in the City of Murray,State
of Kentucky, being parts of the Southwest and Southeast Quarters of
Section 15, Township 2, Range 4 East, and being further described as
follows:
Beginning ata 1/2" diameter rebar located 25'south ofthe centerline of
Utterback Road and approximately 1950' west ofthe centerline ofU.S.
Highway 641(North 12th Street)and 300. west&the HalfSection line
between the Southeast and Southwest Quarters of Section 15;thence,
25 from and parallel to the centerline of Utterback Road north 81° 04'
14" east 1273.14' to an iron pin found, corner of Lot 01 of the Joe M.
Raspberry Plat of Subdivision,(see Plat Book 4, Page 77, Slide 277);
thence;

with the west line of said subdivision south 11'20' 17"
east 245.22 to a point;

thence; south 81° 04' 14" west 1298.42' to a point in the east
line of the Herbert Cochran property(Deed Book 167,
Card 1877);
thence; with Cochran s east line north 5° 2553" west 245.46'to
the paint of beginning.
This tract contains 7.2318 acres.
Certificate
October 2, 1992
LEGAL DESCRIPTION
PROPERTY: Paul Garland to be zoned R4
Legal description ofa tract ofland 'situated in the City of Murray,State
of Kentucky, being parts of the Southwest and Southeast Quarters of
Secton 15, Township 2, Range 4 East, and being further described as
follows:
Commencing at a 1/2' diameter rebar located 25' south of the
centerline of Utterback Road and approximately 1950' west of the
centerline of U.S. Highway 641 (North 12th Street) and 300' west of
the HalfSection line between the Southeast and Southwest Quarters
ofSection 15,corner to Herbert Cochran (Deed Book 167, Card 1877);
thence, with Cochran's east line south V 25' 53" east 245.46' to the
point of beginning,
thence; from the point of beginning along a line 270'from and
parallel to the centerline of Utterback Road north 81°
04' 14" east 1298.42 to a point on the west line ofLot 2
of the Joe M. Raspberry plat of subdivision (see Plat
Book 4, Page 77, Slid* 277);
thence; with the west line of said subdivision and continuing
past, south 11° 20' 1T east 1080.58' to an iron pin
found, corner to Lot 045 in the north line &Lot 046 of
the Stadium View Subdivision (see Plat Blook 3, Page
80);
thence; with the north line of said Stadium View Subdivision
the following calls:
south 82 01' 57" west 628.43' to an iron pin
in the east line of an unnamed street
south 81' 52' 34" west 733.93' to an iron pin
in the east line of Bourland Lane;
south 81' 41' 46" west 548.28' to an iron pin
in the east line of Ows WMI, Communications, Inc.
property (see Ned Book 180, Card 2238);
thence; with said WML Communications, Inc. east line north
5° 38'25" west 750.0T to an iron pin found in the south
line of the Herbert Cochran property (see Deed Book
167, Card .1877);
thence; with said Cochran's boundaries the following calls:
north 81° 05' Or east 504.99' to a
1/2" diameter rebar
north 5' 25' 53" WEST 304.61' to the
point of beginning.

OAK MANOR APARTMENTS
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH

A 2.277 acre tract of land as surveyed by the firm of F. T.
SEARGENT AND ASSOCIATES,of Murray,Kentucky,on October 5,
1992,located at the northwest corner intersection of Main Street and
Broach Avenue in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
and being more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at a 04 rebar (found) 30 feet north of the centerline of
Main Street(Kentucky Highway 94)and 15 feet west of the centerline
of Broach Avenue, and being the southeast corner of the herein
described tract of land;
THENCE South 81 degrees 40 minutes 01 seconds West for a
distance of 201.03 feet along the north right-of-way of Main Street to
an iron pin with cap 0687 (found) 30 feet north of the centerline;
THENCE South 81 degrees 15 minutes 01 seconds West for a
distance of208.24 feet along the north right-of-way of Main Street to a
2" iron pipe (found)at the southeast corner of the Christian Science
Society of Murray property;
THENCE North 04 degrees 30 minutes 50 seconds East for a
distance of291.72 feet with the east boundary ofthe Christian Science
Society ofMurray property to a 04 rebar(found)on the south side of an
undeveloped alley;
THENCE South 87 degrees 09 minutes 01 seconds East for a
distance of 198.96 feet along the south side ofsaid undeveloped alley to
a 04 rebar (found);
THENCE South 85 degrees 41 minutes 20 seconds East for a
distance of 196.67 feet continuing along south side ofsaid alley to a 04
rebar (found) 15 feet west of the centerline of Broach Avenue;
THENCE South 03 degrees 38 minutes 23 seconds West for a
distance of205.75feet along the west right-of-way ofBroach Avenue to
the point of beginning.
This property is subject to all previously conveyed right-of-ways and
easements.

Robert Dunn, Chairman
Murray Planning Commission

Don Elias, City Planner
aty of Murray

CLASSIFIEDS

$179.00

1-800-477-9864
Amor; Tnnel

I, Randy Manning, am no
longer responsible for any
debts other than my own
060

Help
WINOS
ACCOUNTS Manager, deIrvery, sales, serf motivated.
Apply in person. Mon.-Fri.,
9am-6pm, at Coloytyme,
408 N 121h St.
COIN laundry attendant,
full and/or part time position Apply in person,
Boone's Laundry, 605 Main
St. Murray
JERRY'S Custom Kitchen
Cabinets now accepting
applications for workers
Prefer experience 409
Sunbury. behind Bunny
Bread, Murray

LPN's
Come join our
team of health
care professionals in caring for
the elderly. Britthaven of Benton
has a full time
and part time
availposition
able. Salary &
benefits comparable.
Hwy. 641 South
Diana LPN, SDC

Don Elias, City Planner
City of Murray

Robert Dunn, Chairman
Murray Planning Commission

QMA's
CNA's

Double Osengsiney
Uhl Ono Yaw

If further information is needed, please contact the Department of
Planning and Engineering at 762-0330.

SHOPPING FOR
HEALTH OR LIFE INSURANCE?
We represent several top rated companies
to give you the best possible rates, benefits. and service.
MAJOR MEDICAL
4 companies
INSURANCE
7 companies
MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
NURSING HOME INSURANCE _6 companies
3 companies
CANCER INSURANCE
3 companies
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
companies
5
CE
INSURAN
LIFE
companies
4
S
ANNUITIE
Please call us the next time you need anyof
the above insurance. Over 2,000 people
already have their insurance with us and
we appreciate their business.

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsville Federal Say. Bldg.
7th at Main, Murray. Ky
"Our 29th year of service"
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AURORA Pizza Magic Genuns hand tossed pizza,
fresh salmis, sandwiches.
gyros Open all yew at
5pm Closed Mon and
474-8119.
Tu•s
1-8C0-8119-34104

ATTENTION
HEART PATIENTS
AND
PEOPLE WHO DON'T
WANT TO BE
HEART PATIENTS!

SON OR DAUGHTFit
AGE 19?
Unless still in School
or College, their
family group hospital
insurance may have
expired due to age.
Our most popular Major Medical Policy offers comprehensive
benefits at reasonable
rates. For free information call:

These figures were taken from
the U.S Dept. of Agriculture
,Asndbook 98,
"COMISosition of Food"

753-1713

beef has
3/4 the cholesterol of chicken

The LEANEST

The LEANEST beef has
1/5 the fat of regular beef
The LEANEST beef has
less calories than tuna

The LEANEST beef I...
BEEFALO

inn kcal

due ssrnas"

FAT
per 3.5 ozs.
or 100 grams

CALORIES
per 3.5 ozs.
or 100 grams

70

.3 grams

78

60

1 .9grams

117

70

19.6grams

352

CHOLESTEROL
per 3.5 ozs.
,

\'('R Service
11 a rd•E lkins

GOOD NEWS!

Jerry McConnell
Insurance 753-4199

Rent-A-Car
515 S. 12th St 7534255

This tract contains 41.8868 scree.
of
If further information is needed, please contact the Department
.
762-0330
at
ing
Planning and Engineer

Reung Trip Airfare
3 days andi 1 nights

DO you need a JOB, or do EXPERIENCED waitress
you need heip in malting Apply in person, Hong
positive advances for the Kong Restaurant, Murray
future? We have 22 JOB
OPENINGS for people between the ages of 16-22
years, if you are not in
school. Call 753-9378 five
days a week between
8.00am-3.00prn . We are an
EOE. This protect is funded
If you're interested
by the Western Kentucky
in
working in a carPrivate Industry Counciling & loving enviJTPA
you'll
ronment,
HOLLAND Medical has imbe
at
Britto
want
mediate opening for full
thaven of Benton.
time delivery technician.
Come talk to us abMust have excellent driving
record. Apply in person,
out what we have to
905 Arcadia Circle, Murray.
offer. Applications
October 12th thru 16th,
also being taken for
9.m- 1 pm No phone calls
for those who
class
plasm
certified.
aren't
No
.
HOUSE Inspectors
Hwy. 641 South
exp neoessary. Up lo $800
wkly Cal 219-769-8649,
Diana LPN, SDC
ext. H-239. 9ern to 9pm, 7
days

A TRIBUTE TO AN tit.
OLDER WOMAN
'MD AND CREAKY,' BUT STILL MERRY
IS A PERFECT DESCRIPTION OF PAT CHERRY
WITH THE PASSING OF TIME
THERE WENT THIRTY-NINE
NOW WHAT FORTY DID APPEAR
YOU MUST KNOW THE END 18 NEAR el
HONEST, PAT TO TELL THE TRUTH
ITS NOT 80 BAD LOSING YOUR YOUTH
SO HAVE A MG l'OU AND A HAPPY DAY
BECAUSE NOW YOU KNOW FUTTI8 ON ITS WAY

4614

ly

•
( SKINNED)

Pr*

BEEFALO

47 4.2trem• It@
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CLASSIFIEDS
Illiaillea

Raided

RN Charge
Position
7 a.m.-7 p.m. 12
hour shifts Sal. &
Sun. with bonus
pay. Excellent salary and benefits.
Apply at
Milis Manor
Nursing Home
Mayfield, Ky.
or call
247-7890

SEWING iots ~Ned, including formal wear
753-1061
140

Wei
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece Of
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm

NEEDED, RN to work
weekends, 7am-7pm.
Cornpetatrve salary, excellent benefits including dental plan. Apply in person,
Mon -Fri., 9m-5pm, Haws
Memorial, Holiday Lane,
Fulton, KY.

ress

iong
nay

11111111.11•11

ted

arviUll

riton.
abtO

ons
for
iho

th
DC

ties
en-

rites
nits
nits
nits
nits
nits
flies
iy of
)ple
and

PARK RANGERS. Game
wardens, secunty, maintenance, etc. No exp necessary. For information cal
219-769-6649, ext 7159,
9am-9pm, 7 days

klesslenewis

DININGROOM table w/3
leaves and 6 chairs. Sears
rowing, skier machine.
Sears wood, coal stove
with Mower. 753-0468.
FRESH Kentucky Lake catfish, Wye or dressed Murray
Bait Cc, 753-5693

GUN SAFES by Liberty, the
best on the market. Model
CASH paid for good, used on display at Simmons
rifles, shotguns, and pis- Security Systems, 810 Sytols Benson Sporting cortex. St., Murray, KY
Goods, 519 S 12th, 753-9403. Bring this ad and
receive 8103 off any safe
Murray.
Expires 10/20/92. 144-F,
furniUSED and antique
9:00-2:30.
ture, glass, tools, quilts.
GUNS, new, used, buy,
474-2262, 031-642-6290
sell, trade. Large selection
WANTED: Dead IBM PC of handguns. Roberts Gun
computers and compati- Shop, 5th and Main Streets
bles Also, will buy some (above Frame Village) MurPC service equipment Cal ray. 753-3066
1-11pm to set up a time for
us to come look at your MUMS FOR SALE. All colequipment
ors, Huge 'Beautifur, RE1-800-382-3277.
DUCED FOR FALL, $3.00
Take 94 West to
WANTED. meddium sized each.
Charley Thurman Rd., turn
chest freezer 436-5383 afright, first house on the
ter 5pm
right Yell come 435-4020
WANT to buy, good used to order
piano, no uprights. NEW white standard size
753-1140.
tub and shower unit, $125
753-7901 after 4pm.

POSITION AVAILABLE.
Wanted: receptionist/typist
for position in law office
Most have experience in
using Word Perfect. Legal
writing skill beneficed but
not required Send resume
and cover letter with salary
history to: P.O Box
1040-P, Murray, KY.
RECEPTIONIST for doctor's office. Typing skills
required. 20 hours per
week. Flexible hours. Send
resume to P.O. Box
1040-0, Murray, KY.
RN or LPN needed full time
in busy medical practice
Great benefits Send resume to Route 2 Box 39,
Murray KY
SALES Clerk needed for an
immediate opening Hardware and building material
knowledge desires. Apply
in person at Myers Lumber,
500 South 4th, Murray. No
phone caNs please.
WANTED-. 100 people to
lose weight now 100% natural, no willpower required 100% guaranteed.
CaN 502-554-8730

"'sale

CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
now offers U S and foreign
coins at Hoboes Coin and
Card Shop, 102 North 5th
Street, in Murray. Our
coins, proof sets, paper
currency and coin supplies
we available at Decades
Ago (in Hazel) and at the
Mercantile (in Aurora)
Stamps and stamp supplies are featured along
with our coins and coin
supplies at the Book Rack
(Dixieland Shopping Center in Murray). We appraise
estates and are active buyers of coins and stamps
Call 502-753-4161

PRIVATE Investigator
D.B.A. Confidential Investigations, Southside Shopping Center, Suite *102,
Murray, 753-2641.
270
Moblis
Homes For Sale

2 solid wood desks,
Obis,
bookcase.
couch, heavy duty
paper shredder & cmt
Cal 753-132

753-2964
1610 Kldnvood Dr.

ONE of the Southeast's
Largest and Oldest Dealerships of quality built, energy
efficient homes. Dinkins
Mobile Homes, Inc., Hwy
79 E., Paris, Tn.
1-800-642-4891
280
Noble
Howse For Rent
2BR,2 bath, gas heat/air, 8
miles north, references
$250/mo 753-3942
2BR partially furnished, gas
heat, central air, $200/mo ,
includes water and trash
pick-up, available
10/15/92. 492-8488.
2BR, partly furnished,
country living, large yard,
garden, references
759-1837
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
eiectric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209
265
Mobk
Hems Lots For Rent
MOBILE Home Village,
available now. $75/mo., includes water. Coleman RE,
753-9898

210

Public
Sale

38R house, 1604 Main St,
central gas heat, a/c,
$450/mo, on campus
753-6111 days, 753-0606
nights
3BR, with gas heat,
$360/mo. plus deposit
753-9826.

Tools of all kinds, for inride or outside, antiques,
glassware, just about
anything.

FRESH paint, 3br, 1 bath,
central h/a, brick, deposit
and 1 yew lease. Bob Perrin, RE/MAX Properties,
Ltd. 753-7653.
LARGE 3br, 2 baths, family
and sun room, $400 plus
deposit, 3'/, miles South
641. 492-8120
PANORAMA Shores, 3br,
brick, no inside pets,
$375/mo., appliances furnished, deposit. 436-5663

Yard
Sale
Eva's Sewing
Center Corner
of South 12th
at Poplar

Saturday
Oct. 10
7 a.m. - 2 p.m.

360

1, 2, 3 or 41311 furnished
apartments, nice, new university. 753-6111 daytime,
753-0606 nights
1BR, large, carport,
$215/mo , water and garbage furnished 436-5272
1BR or efficiency apartment, available now Coleman RE, 753-9808.
1 OR 2br apts new downtovm Murray. 753-4109.

CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo. 759-4081
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units available. 753-2905 for more
information
365

For Sale
Dr Loses
313A, 2 bath condominium
753-3293 after 6pm.

Lynn Grove Area
3 BR.,3ba.,vinyl siding on 2 acres, pond,2
out buildings,2car garage,great place for
kids. 6 miles on 94 West on the right of
Jones Sprakman Rd. 5th house on left.
435-4250 or 753-5490.

Yard Sale
Inside Valley DriveIn Hwy. 94 East - 12
miles East of Murray.
Frl. & Sat
8:00 a.m.-7
Something for everyone - everything in
excellent condition.

BALDWIN Spinet
1600 437-4432

piano.

RJR HOME REPAIRS
General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Vinyl Swing and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Roofing and Welding
Robert J.
Rutherford

PIANO tuning and repair,
783-2000

(502) 753-0468

PIANO tiring. expert ow
eke oral wear. in GOOF
7153-9800

•••••••••••- •••••••••••-

4-Party

No Early Saks

Yard Sale
1610 Parttime
Murray
Oct. 10
7 a.m. till ?
Ladies large size
clothes, knock knacks
& some antiques.

Carport
Sale
108 S. 13th St
& Sat.

Oct 9-10
7:30 dl
Mattress & box springs,
sports cards, toys, lawn
mower, clothes, house
plards, wrought iron
glass top table, house

Multi-Party
Yard Sale
Sat, Oct. 10
810111 Coldwater
Road
730 till 7
No Early Saks

•••—••--.•••••••••••••-•
•
.6

Leeks and men's cloth...
S-XL, children's boys and
girlie size 4-10, houshold
Item., toys and small furniture, many 111111C. items,
too numerous to mention.
Don't miss this one.

InsIdelOutside
Sale
Rain or Mane
2206 Coldwater
Raid
(On lell put Nat G Army)
1004:00
Sat, Oct. 10th
75,147%
Coats, ackett, LP records,
ladies' watch, coffee/end
tibia, rain lamp, whits cats,
back Chow & mos.
•

CARPORT
SALE
507 WhItnell
Sat, Oct 10
8 a.m.-12 p.m.
Rain or Shine
No Early Sales
Rtease

Sat., Oct. 10th
9 mites out of
Murray on Hwy.
94 E.
different
Many
items.

4 Party
Carport Sale
800 N. 17th
Fri. & Sat
8 it.m.-5 p.m.
Men's, women's &
children's clothes of
all sues, also dishes
& china set, odds &
ends, microwave.

Yard Sale
Sat, Oct 10
7 am to?
1704 W. Olive
Avon Wearies, 10 volume Etible story Cooks, dishes, Sian portable dishwasher, sisctic blanket
wit due controls, art &
crafts, now quilts and
ethers, some antiques,
corns see and do your
Christmas showing Los
more.

Yard Sale
1581 Mockingbird
Drive
Sat, Oct 10
8 ant-1 p.m.
Toys, boy's clothing
size 6-8,girls' clothing
size 2-31, misc.

YOUR AD COULD IW HERE
CALI. 753-1916

Cid car Imam, muse& nen/nem ousalMWO NO Of
Wass Cashes), cooltedie
asedearia, Cu it odds I
so a
it,, sled* hosier Fes
S
(5ERICY9
r irg
'
good *re 6 morel old teen
CUSTOMS KITCHEN C.AllINETS
CUSTOM W0OOW0RKIM0
AN Types Of:

4 Party
Garage Sale
Sat. & Mon.
Oct 10th & 12th
7 to 5
North 641 edge city
limits.
All sizes clothing, lots
of other things.

Yard
Sale
At Kirksey, watch
for signs.
Sat., Oct. 10th
Only
undl ?
a.m.
7
clothes
Lots of

220 E to Main Road lit house.
Sat, Oct 10th
8 am-5 p.m.

II a.m.?
Tow bete Isms IdolisS.
dehes, Avon. cosi II
clothes all sass and ep
pianos shoes & boots,
sOresterci lor everyons

Sat. Oct. 10
905 Coldwater
Rd.
730
2110 p.m.

Yard
Sale

plants, lors of misc.

121 North next to
Masonic Lodge.
Oct 10
8:00.7
Lots of furniture. washer
& dryer, table & chairs,
misc. isms, bedspreads
& curtains

910AS.
1101, Oa 10

2 miles on Hwy. 94
E, house next lo
First Assembly of
God Church • can
part there.
Set, Oct 10th
8 ant-1 p.m.
Half price on everything after 1130.

Yard Sale

Community
Yard Sale

Corner al Suit & Calloway,
HUM, Ky. Wale* ler

Multi-Party
Yard Sale

Frl. & Sat
8130-7
121 S. 3 miles Fairview
Acres Sub.
Dishwasher, furniture,
baby items, stereo, t.v.,
child's mien, Cab**
Patch dolls, books,
clothes - al sizes, knick
knacks. Something lor
everyone.

Yard Sale

7 Party
Yard Sale

Sias

Yard Sale

For Real
Or Lease

Skewed
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

414 & 91h St
SE, Oct. 10
am-3 p.m.
Gas grill, lamps,
matching bedspread
& drapes, nice ladies
clothes - large, med.
& small sizes, small
boys clothes and
men's clothes, lots of I
odds & ends.

410

South of
Cherry Corner
Church
Fri. at Sat.
Oct. 9 at 10
8 a.m. - 230 p.m.

RENTED

ANTIQUE organ, good
condition. 492-8168

PORTABLE ail metal hunt
wig stands kir sale Can be
seen bided up for easy
carrying 435-4307 after
5017I

LOVE your pet or show
dog" Then feed them the
besti All natural, nutritious
Natural Life Pet Products
759-1519

Garage
Sale
tat house

Antiques

kiwis
a
-

HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes Of private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs. 436-2858

FALL Harvest Sale, Saturday, October 10th,
9am-4pm. Corn shucks,
pumpkins, straw, dried
flowers, vine wreaths, Indian corn, hydrangeas,
gourds, Christmas tree ornaments Free refreshments Graves-Calloway
Co. Line Rd (Hwy 893), 1
1004 MAIN, 2br, 1 bath, mile South off 121.
carpeted, stove, refrigera- 489-2635 for further
tor, freezer, central h/a, w/d information.
hook-up, no pets $360/rno
MOVING Sale, going to
$300 deposit 759-1265.
nursing home. Everything
209 S. 15th, 3BR, 2 bath must go. About 3 miles
brick w/carport, deposit and South of Murray on Hwy
references, $400/mo. No 121. Today until sold Look
pets. 753-4074.
for sign.
2BR, w/d hook-up, near
downtown, no pets, references and deposit required. 753-8463.
3
in

Yard Sale

COCKER Spaniel puppies.
—
black 328-87t5_.

NEW 2br duplex, carport,
appliances, gas heat, deck
$400/mo 753-7457.

LARGE selection of used
homes! Priced to sell. Dinkins Mobile Homes, Inc.,
Hwy 79E, Paris, TN
1-800-642-4891.

BIG stock of vinyl floor covAppliances
ering, $288 sq. yard. 501
dryer, $150 or
Floor
washer,
$15.00.
GE
nails,
USA
tile and hardwood. Paschall best offer for the pair.
753-6116, 436-5810
901-498-8964.
WANTED-sitter in my Salvage,
home, 3P-11P shift, BOGARD trucking and ex- nights
Monday -Friday, Lynn cavating, inc We haul top REFRIGERATOR, washer
Grove-Hazel area. Re- soil, gravel, fill dirt, white and dryer. 753-4684.
ferenes required. rock, rip rap. 759-1828
UPRIGHT freezer, $110
435-4421.
COMIC books for sale, Call 435-4467
WENDY'S is now hiring for 753-9481
day shrft Flexible hours,
160
must be able to work COMPUTER, 8mhz, 40
Nome
monodrive,
hard
meg
weekends Also hiring
Pumisitinsi
$500.
monitor.
maintenance positions, 30 chrome
hours/week, must have Computer table, $50 FIREPLACE insert, $153
3pic living room suite, very
maintenance experience. 435-4567.
Apply in person 2-4pm COOPER tires with mi- good condition. 435-4438
daily, 1111 Chestnut, leage warranty. Lifeline after 6pm.
Murray.
Classic 60,000 miles. HIDE-A-Bed couch, good
Monogram 50,000 miles. condition, $100. Call
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX Trendsetters 40,000 miles 753-5809.
X DOLL HOUSE X Warehouse Tire, 400. In- LOVE seat, gray and white
CA FE
X dustrial Road, Murray, checked, $125 753-6910,
X
753-1111.
, Exotic Dancers
437-4314 after 6pm
A Hey. 79 East Paris, Tenn. A IBM PS/2 model 55 compuX Mon Sat 2.12 Midnight X
ter. 386SX, 40M drive, 4M
X memory .28 DP monitor,
901-6424297
X
NEWS BARGAIN BIN
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX mouse, DOS 5.0, windows
1109 Pogue Ave.
3.1 stacker, software. Lite
750-9940
new. 759-4410.
Ciew Used Furniture, Appliances, and Misc. hems
Situation
KILLS FLEAS! By ENUse Our Layaway Pon
water
FORCER Flea Killers or
Now Renting Nintendo
CERTIFIED nursing assis- pets, home and yard Guartant,nurse aid, would hke to anteed effective. Buy ENsit with the elderly or sick, FORCER at Murray TV
by hour. day or weekend, Home and Auto Hardware,
Handcrafted Oak
and in case of emergency. North Side Shopping
Call 527-1510 after 200. Center.
Table, Butcherblock

WILL stay nights or
weekends with sick or el
dainty No answer, leave
message on answering
service 753-4590 Experaimed and references

units. 502-527-8574 for
more information. Equal
Housing Opportunity.

1980 SHILOH 24x60,3br, 2
2br, utility room
bath, $15,000 obo. Must be NEW large
gas water heater/heat, low
moved. 436-2535.
utilities, appliances, depo1985 MOBILE home, sit, $390/mo Call after
14x80, 2br, 2 bath, 5pm, 753-8828
$14,900 753-1161
TAKING applications for
1990 CLAYTON mobile section 8 rent subsidized
home, 14x70, 2br, 2 bath, apartments. 1, 2 & 3 bednew carpet, outbuilding and rooms. Apply Heck& Apts.
nice landscaping, excellent Hardin., Ky. or call
condition, located in Coach 502-437-4113 EHO.
Estates Will take bank pay
apartment,
off Call 759-9311 after VERY nice 2br
1413 Hilhvood, appliances
8Pm
furnished, w/d hook-up,
CUMMINGS Meter Poles lease, no pets, $325/mo
Specializing in mobile 753-0814
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325.
435-4027.

WANTED barmaids, waitresses, dancers, $500 plus
weekly. Doll House Cate,
Pans, TN. 642-4297, 4-12.

LET us make your clothes,
after and repair. Uniforms
and sportswear, rentals,
gowns and tuxedos Fiuth's
See and Sew, Country
Square, 1608 N 121, MurEXPERIENCED housewife ray. 753-6981
on
will babysit at my home
weekdays, weekends, MATCHING loveaeat and
sofa, low back, blue, beige,
nights 762-4055.
$125 both Snapper front
WILL do ironing in my tine robo tiller, Yip, $125
borne Cal 474-2131, ask 753-4567.
for Betty or leave phone
number
Used office furniture:

REGISTERED American
Saddiebred 7 yew old gelding, excellent bloodlines,
good trail horse, high spirALMOST new 2br apart- ited $1200 firm Serious
ment with garage, central 'buyers only 753-4728
his, appliances Quiet area
$450/mo. 7538096 or
360
753-2633.
Pets
& Supplies
CLEAN 2br, central h/a,
w/d hook-up, no pets, 641
AKC yellow Labs, 8 arks
South 492-8634
old, $150, male 753-5211
HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
CHOCOLATE Lab pupKY, is now renting. You
pies, 1st shots and
must be 62, handicapped,
wormed, $75. 753-5034.
or disabled. New 1 and 2br

2BR, partially furnished, no
pets, references and deposit required 753-8463

1975, 12x70, NICE 2br, 14
bath, with many extras, recently redecorated, must
sell 753-1410.

NINTENDO and games
with 2 controllers
753-4359 after 11am

Rent

BOAR hog, 435-4294
21311 apt, stove, refrigerator, furnished, under BRED gilts and sows. Ex$300/mo Coleman RE, cellent breeding to hirrow
staring October 9. Woods753-9898
gift Farm, Cottage Grove.
213R duplex on 1409 B Hill- TN 901-782-3396.
wood Dr , $325/mo
HUDSON Company. Sad750-4406
dles, Bridles 8 Horse sup28R duplex, carport, out- plies 753 4545, 759-1823
side storage, appl furn- 753 6763
ished, economical heat
pump system, no pets, de- REGISTERED Polled
posit required $400/mo Hereford bull, 2'A years
oicl, 753-2913
753-3778 or 753-5114

Rohm
Sento.*

100 AMP service pole,
$85.00. 759-2570, OFFICE furniture and
equipment,3 desks,3type8am-5prn.
writers, conference table,
10' SHELVING, 354 per seaetary chairs, sofa and
running foot Units of 2x6's, chair, misc. items Call
cheap, decking and more. 759-1803.
Paschal Salvage, Yi mile
from Hazel 901-498-8964. RATS OR MICE? Buy ENFORCER Products GUAR10 STEEL angle, ANTEED! To kill rats and
$1 00/ea , 90* cement, mice. Available at: Murray
$1 99. 'A me. from Hazel, True Value Home and Auto
KY Paschall Salvage, Hardware, North Side
901-498-8964
Shopping Center, Murray,
KY.
boat,
GLASTRON
1989
IT/7', excellent condition, TIMOTHY horse hay
best offer 19 cot( televi- 435-4201 after 6pm.
sion. Exercise bicycle, excellent condition, best offer. TIRES, Tires, Tires. New
and used. Warehouse Tire,
759-2580 after 6pm
400 Industrial Rd., Murray,
ALL BIB Shade Trees'/, 753-1111
price (cash and carry only),
Oct 1st, until they are WHEAT straw, 753-8156 or
gone. 1 gal. fail mums, 753-6401
$2.50. Zimm's Nursery, 45 WHEAT straw, $1 50/baki
ByWast: 'Martin, TN. 489-2436, if no answer
901-587-2440. Mon-Sat, leave message on
9am-5pm.
machine
ASHLEY wood stove,
15S
large, $50 753-1731

CUT this out and save my
number Do house cleaning, call Betty, 474-2131, or
leave message Have
references,

For

Puha*

Pubis
Sale

Livestock
1 audios

wants

Adidas
"sat,

d10

170

320

210

o

090

5 'hewn I rise, Ildrakic
tel IA cordless phut w

mart wend+, laity clothes,
square dim dohs web
Sun hood rarap, 08W
morns. clattre of dsuzii
OS Mel

Yard Sale
121 North turn on
1838 left after Stalls
p 1/2 mile on left
first trailer.
Sat., Oct 10th
I ant to ?
Women's 1 MKS
clothes, newborn to IT
boys & gids, household

Sims, Fisher Pios
kiloton. kis d toys
misc.

Custom Woodworking
s

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by 8 see our showroom
406 SUNBURY-MURRAY (B•Ancl Bunny Bmac
753-5610

1:111
1111,1J',41MAH:411:41,1
air conditioners Service on all brands: window
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
ranges
RMCIOWMVOC - dishwashers - gas & electric

.

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Ketvinator-Emarson-Brown
'All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

.,Steele-Allbrittentp_ Int
AUCTION
Oct. 17 • 10 a.m.
Locatioa: From Murray State University Football Stadium, OR 121 North go 6 miles, turn
right oa Potts Lane, go 1/4 talk. (Watch for
auction signs).
House Om A Good Lot
House has living room. 2 bedrooms, kitchen,
dining room or a den. 2 baths, and a carport on a
good level lot.
Personal Property: Kenmore washer, Sears refrigerator - 14 cu. ft. oak dinette table with 6
chairs, metal table with 3 chairs, Hollywood
bedroom suite. Zenith color t.v ., 2 wooden rockers,
2 recliners, lamps, pictures, planters. aitsch &
chairs, 2 bar stools, coffee tables, pole lamp, old
quilts. Kenmore vacuum cleaner. Hoover floor
polisher, 2 push lawn mowers, 1 Murray riding
mower, old cross cut saw and much, much more

SPECIAL - Ford Greed Torts°
Owner: Ray Lamb Estate
Terms: Real Estate 10% down day of sale, balance
with deed within 30 days.
Personal Property: Cash or good check with 1.13
522-3363

RE/MAX
LAKE BARKLEY
ON
REALTY/AUCTI
Fleed-Aectlessees

Snead. Harper-trete, Gilbert
52241061
522-61711
Jarmo Cs.
136-S436

-

rgltrArsIS`k.'-frArs
;-
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CLASSIFIEDS
Yard Sale
IN mi. west on Hwy.
94 W on right
Sal Only
8 ant-2 p.m.

KOPPERUD REALTY 04
lets a complete rain9e of
Real Estate services with a
wide selecoon of quality
ail prices
homes
753 1222
RE/MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Perrin. Paul Daikey
Bob Haley, Jean Bird BelAir Center 502-753-SOLD,
1 800-3695780

Laskin wear dotes smell
b Xeres relverwor,
wows Wen cabinet.
costume lawery. collect
atie glowers, r
taw nrrored glass coffee
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Yard Sale
Old City Park
Pavillon
Oct. 10
800 to 11:00
Leather coa1 lots of
pod winter clothes,
electric organ, canning )ars & much
more

Fer Sate
5 ADJOINING lots Ion sale
near KY lake Well and
sepoc system already in
place Ideal for mobile
home $8500ra1 Kopperud
MLS04462
Realty
753 1222
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1415 Dudley
Sat, Oct 10
7 a.m.-3 p.m.
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Sale
Saturday
Rain or Shine
1707 Johnson
(Oh Doran Road)
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
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Yard Sale
1542 Mockingbird
Sat., Oct 10th
Only
appliances,
Small
tools, car t.v.. CB radio, Stanley door,
something /Of everyone.

QUAIL Run Subdivision
New subdivision located
lust two moles south of Murray Has sewer. water,
cable and underground
electricity Prices range
from $9.900 to $16.000
Call Kopperud Realty,
753-1222. for plat and resaictions Hwy 641 South
to Torn Taylor Road, 600
teet to subdivision on left
WOODED building lots in
ynwood Heights City we
ter, natural gas cablev
soon, 3 3/10 miles on 94
west from Murray City Limits 6% simple interest 11
nancing available
753-5841 or 753 1566

NICE 3br home, Farmers
Cove, near Hamlin
492-8413
OWNER rekxaeng, 3br, 2
bats brick. CGH/CA Many
extras Quiet neighborhood, in tirwn $67,500
Call 753 1965 after 5pm

1950 FORD Ft slaketied.
Al ongMs/. Relheed V-8
recently rebuilt. Sound
Runs great
body
436-5383 slaw farn.

PRICE lust reduced on this
315( brick Acme on Keen
land Dr Now offered at
$69.900 MIS 04266 Can
Kopperud Realty
753-1222
YOU'LL love the privacy of
this 3 acres in the country
near Aurora Wel built brick
with built ins like you've
never seen before over
1500 sq ft of Irving area,
includes all basic appliances Reduced to
$52.900 Griffin and Assoc.. ERA, Lois Kilda*
362-8753
170

Ikeercydes
125 HONDA 3 wheele
with electric start, reverse
and trailer hitch Also
Honda 70 3-wheeler
492-8516

Awls
Swims
NEW bug shields for pick
ups and vans foreign and
domestic dew and smoke
tint $19 50/ee Pick-up bed
mats $34 50/ea Key Auto
Parts Hwy 121S 753-5500
scon

40 ACRES of top productive farmland New Sinking
Springs 13apret Church and
Southwest Bern School
Tobacco base included,
subdivision potential
$49,500 MLS113895 Contact Kopperud Real Estate
753-1222

Used
C19111 OLDSMOBILE Roy
ale, 2-door, sports model
black and silver two tone
red interior. good shape
runs good. $650
4365263

ATTENTION Hunters 101
acres, 9 miles west of
Hazel, lots of deer and
turkey. $32,000 759-1701

Name
Fee kb
2-38R home within short
walk to lake Now appliances, screened in front
porch, deck $25 000
762-6158 leave message
3BR, I bath, fenced backyard with pool, nicely decorated, good location
753-4148 days, 435-4490
fult1f11
4BR, 2 up 2 down. new
cwpet arid paint throughout. 415 S 9th St In the
s40s 753-6910
FRESH on tie
home, central
central
=hod

Yard
Sale
Frt. & Sat.
Oct. 9th & 10th
Take641 N. to 464 In
Almo to Duncan
Town Rd. Follow
signs.
Clothes. toys baby
items

3 Party
Garage Sale
2 Houses
400 & 404
N. 6th St
Sat. 8 till 7
Rain or Shine
Men's 10 speed,
washer & dryer, truck
topper, gas heater,
toys, kids clothes,
morel

Giant
Yard Sale it
Bake Goods
HOSA LPN
StudentsMurray Vocational
School
MOO Sycamore
St.
Sat. Oct. 10th
7 am.- 1 p.m.

loofftp
lad
Was
Real Estate
Soles. Appraisals, Property
kait RFJMAX 753-SOLD
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POIMECLOSED I REPO
Hostas Below market
value Ferieslic savings
Your wee 1 806 962 9000
Ext H-41156 tor current let

CARPET binding and hinging Enger Custom Design
753 7614
Carpets
anytime
CARPORTS for cm and
trucks Special sizes for
motor homes, boats, RV's
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hel, 759-4664

1967 CHEVY pick-up,6cyl,
new Wes, brakes, $1200
753-7612
1978 EL Camino 306 fully
reconditioned, new tires,
new au shocks, power and
air, come and see this
ruck, Piggy Minty park
mg lot, $4750 Call
753-2079 anyeme

CHARLIE Davidson All
types of roofing and repairs Torch down rubber
roofing 753-5812

CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435 4191
1990 CHEW Suburban, 3
seats, dual air, 36,000 COLSON'S Home Repair.
miles $12,900 753-4445 Remodeling, carpentry,
after 5pm
painting and plumbing
436 2575 after 5pm
1990 TOYOTA extra cab
pick-up, automatic, Cr, CONSTRUCTION, custom
$8200 Call 750-1434
framing, additions, solar
FOR sale or trade, 1971 greenhouses, new homes
Williams 753-0563
Chevy pick-up, runs good, Tnpp
new tires sock shift in floor, COUNTERTOPS. custom.
nice truck $750.436-5263 Homes, trailers, offices.
Wultf's Recovery. Murray.
510
436-5560
1988 TOYOTA 4x4, short
bed, new tires, 56,000
miles, $6700. 435-4443.

1. You are declarer with the West
hand at Three Notrump, North havbevies.
ing opened the bidding with one club.
Offered
North leads the king ofspades, which
you duck,the queen of spades, which
ROGER Hudson rock haul- you also duck, and next the Jack,
ing. gravel sand, dirt. drivewhich you win with the ace. South
w•y rock 753-4545,
played the 3-5-7 of spades in that
753 6763
order,as the suit was led. How would
SEPTIC TANK SERVICE you play the hand?
Repair repiacement, new
EAST
WEST
installation pumping sew+862
4
9
A
*
ers footings basements
Ili A 6 4
K Q 72
Bacinoe loader service
* J 10 9 5 3
BRENT ALLEN, 759 1515 • A Q
+54
•AQJ 10
2.Youaredeclarer with the West
hand at Six Hearts and North leads
Steely
the queen of diamonds. How would
Beckham
you play the hand?
EAST
Service
WEST
4. A K Q 6 5
+73
Soot Tonit & Swan
V A 10 3
V K QJ5
753-61011
•6 4
•A K 82
•A 8 3
•Q 6 2
SEWING machine repair.
Kenneth Barnhill.
1.This is one of those gratifying
753-2674
situations where you are certain to
how the
SHE ETROCK finishing, make the contract no matter
textured ceilings. Larry adverse cards are divided - provided you play correctly.
Chrisman 492-8742.

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
Owe installation and serCall Gary at
vice
759-4754

Campers
23 TRAVEL trailer, self
contained, good condition
1850 or trade 436-5811

DRYWALL. finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761.

530
Seivises

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

A I TOWN/country yard
mowing,landscaping,tree
tnmming.tree removal,light
hauling Free estimates
Tim Lamb 436-2528

FOR bushhogging leveling
dirt or gravel and seeding
yards. call 753 3413

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm 759-9816, 753-0495

1978 TAN Malibu Station
Wagon, V-6. pis, ar, pit,
am/fm stereo, cassette,
runs and looks good, $700
firm 759-1512

Test Your Play
i.30

510

.160

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642

A-1 TREE removal & tree
trimming Light hauling &
odd Fibs Free estimates
436 2102. ask for Luke
AA TREE tnmming and
yard mowing 436-2102
ask for Paul

GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl siding, painting Free estimates 18
years experience Local re
ferences 489-2267

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and comALPHA Builders - Carpen- mercial continuous gutters
1979 OLDS 9e Regency, try, remodeling, porches. installed for your speafica$950 753-4445 after 5pm
roofing, concrete drive- tons Call Sears 753 2310
1980 MALIBU, good ways. painting, mainte- for free estimate
nance, etc Free estimates
shape, can be seen on N
HADAWAY Construction
489-2303
16th extended 436-2135
Home remodeling paintwork,
yard
wallpaper carpentry,
ing.
hauling,
AL'S
1981 CADILLAC Eldorado,
tree removal, mowing Free floor covering No iob too
very good condition
small 436-2052
estimates 759-1683
753-7186 altar 5pm.
building
ANY
remodeling,
HOME Improvement Spe1982 CAMARO IROC.
Refer
roofing
Vinyl siding, win
painting,
cialist
sharp. $2700 437-4432
ences 759-1110
dews, carports, and patio
1983 CHEVROLET Caenclosures. 753-0280.
REPAIRS
price Classic, good condi- APPLIANCE
mapr
3
by
trained
Factory
KITCHEN CABINET REtion 474-2356
manufacarrers. Most parts COVERY existing doors &
1983 PONTIAC T 1000, 4 in stock, on my truck. Al frames with woodgrain forcylinder, standard shift, work and parts warranted. mica, all colors Free estigood gas mileage
Ask for Andy at The Ap- mates Wulff's Recovery
474-2744
pliance Works, 753-2455. Murray 436-5560

bese
at -$49 500
Realty MLS
1,753-1222

1984 CAMARO 228, wn/
In, cassette, t-tops $3500
753-6769
1996 AUDI 5000 very good
condition 753 3293 after
6Firn

GOLFER'S Dream Quality
3br 2 5 bath home in Oaks 1986 FORD Crown VicEstates Formal LR. DR, Iona. good clean cm one
owner, runs good nearly
den large eat in lutchen
Just reduced from new ores all power conve$124,9001° $110,000 Ca/ niences 753 3903 after
4 30pm
today for your showing
Kopperud Realty, 1987 CUTLASS Supreme
753-1222 AILS 04267
low miles, loaded, $5700
HOME with income Six Cal 753-6065
rooms, 3br 2 bath. 1988 NISSAN Maxima
screened and carpeted pa- loaded, excellent condition
tio all electric built-in Cal for details, 345-2744
kitten central ha Separate entrance to upstairs 4 1989 PONTIAC Bonneville
room and bath apt. newly LE, loaded, sharp, one
owner, 753-5135 after
decorated for rental 1,4
acre site, reduced to 6Prn
649.900 759-1122
1990 BUICK LeSabre Limited. 36xxx miles gray,
4-door. one-owner, excelJUST lead to attractive lent condition, 1 1.300
3br brick ranch home with 436-5683
attached garage on quiet
no outlet. street Lovely 1990 PONTIAC 6000
shaded backyard, offered loaded 46,000 miles
at $61,500 Kopperud Fie- $6200 435-4443
alty. MLS 84464,
CAR Stereo Installation
753-1222
753-0113. Sunset BouieLYNN Grove Area 3tx 3 yard Music Murray s Al
bath on 2 acres, gas heat, pine Car Audio Specialist
fireplace walk in closets 2 Dixieland Center, 1 Nock
car garage. 6 miles on 94 from 1ASU dorms
West on tie nt. JonesREDUCED 1985 Delta
Sparkman Rd. 5th house
Floysie Olds 4-door clean
on the left 435-4250,
tuned, and ready
753-5490
753-3193 after 5pm
MARTIN Heights Sub,
1550 Mockingbird, 1988
3br, 2ba, grealroorn, FOR
tram
2 car garage, timed back
1977 FORD Van, good moyard,large deck.2200sq ft
753-1392, 7594116 alter tor, drove train Best offer
5pm
750-1510
NEW custom built 3br 2
bath home Al amenities to
nooks being arid entertaining easy Must see to ap
precis* 753-3903 after
430
NEVI paint, 3br 2 bath
central heat(gas) and coot
✓ig Bob Perrin RE/MAX
Properties Ltd 753-7663
NICE 3br 2 bet iwcarport
screened deck, above
ground pool storage build
rigs nos dog kennel on
large lot in stele wee
$46 SOO
459 2964
evenings

1986 ASTRO vdln, LAD .
air, cruise. 4 3L, V-6,
power, excellent condition,
very clean, high miles
$4250 436-5610
1987 CHEVY cargo van
or, auto $2500 753-6769
tiler apon
1990 CHEVY Astro Von,
loaded, 44xxx Naas, nag
and solver 437-4002
FULL size 1963 Chevy
Conversion van a/c,
cruise. arnArn messes, ex
ceNent oondltion. WOO
753-9371 after 5pm Of
weekends

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30+ yews exBOBBY
perience
HOPPER, 436-5848

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING. For all your carpet and
upholstery call 753-5827
estimates
Free
Emergency water removal

BACKHOE SGIVICEI - ROY
HILL Sepbc system, driveways.hauling, foundations
etc 759-4664

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203

BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service All work guwanteed 753-1134
BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Free estimates
753-4591
BRYON'S Lawn Service is
taking orders for fall teat
pick up 753-4591
BULLDOZING, backhoe,
septic system Call Horace
Sholar, 354-8161 alter
4pm
CARPET and vinyl installation and repairs. Glen Bobber, 759-1247

I;ri(igc.

SOUTHERLAND AND
LONG Construction Home
repairs and remodeling,
roofing, room additions,
foundation work Free estimates. No jobs too big or
to small Cal S&L Construction 753-3870 day or
night

The proper play is to lead the queen
ofdiamonds at trick four.Ifthe queen
loses to the king, you have nine tricks
consisting of a spade, three hearth,
four diamonds and a club. If the

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with ful
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484
T.C. Dinh Repair and Maintenance Electrical- Cleaning Sewer 1210/1212 lAain
Street 753-6111 office,
753-0606 after 5pm.
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, insured Estimate available
759-4690
THWEATT'S Generator,
Alternator and Starter Service, Route 1, Alm°, KY,
753-8742
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35 New location: Route 1,
Almo Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fri 753-0530
ssn
Frio
Column
FREE kittens, short hair. I
male peach/wbite. I female
black/white tabby. Cute
and cuckney 753-3066.
FREE tame pet rabbit
753-9361
FREE to good home, adult
cat female, spayed, shots,
good pet for older couple or
single lady. 753-3410.
MIXED Doberman puppies, free to good home
753-2915.
PUPPIES, part Cocker
Spaniel, 8 wits., 2 black, 1
white. Call anytime,
759-4507

MOBILE home set-ups
Free estimates 759 2570
8am-5pm
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
Free estiPLUMBING
mates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 492 8816
REFINISHING, stripping,
custom woodworking
753-8056

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding
painting plumbing con
crete Free estimates Call
474 2307

queen holds the trick, you then switch
to the A-Q of clubs, forcing out the
king, in which case you have nine
tricks consisting of a spade, three
hearts,twodiamonds and three clubs.
If by any chance you started by
leading the A-Q of diamonds, you
could lose five tricks if the opponents
allowed the queen to win and you
later lost a club to the king. You could
likewise go down if you started by
playing the A-Q of clubs. Only the
queen of diamonds lead at trick four
renders the contract foolproof.
2.Whether you make six depends
Partly on how the opposing cards are
divided and partly on how you elect
to play the hand. All kinds of insuperable difficulties may arise if you
choose to cash the A-K of diamonds
and ruffa diamond.This may appear
to be the beat way to start the play,
but actually it is not.
The method of play most likely to
succeed is really quite simple. Win
the diamond lead, play a spade, and
duck in dummy!
Win any return, ruff a diamond
with the ten of hearts, and draw
trumps. This sequence of plays will
make the contract if the spades and
trumps are divided normally(either
3-3 or 4-2), yielding 12tricks consisting of four spades, four hearts, two
diamonds,a diamond ruff and a club.

Tomorrow: It's not a guessing game.

Horoscopes
SATURDAY,OCTOBER 10, 1992
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE involving a partner. You could say
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: the wrong thing at the wrong time if
Paying close attention to detail will you speak too forcefully. A doctor
help you snatch victory from the or therapist can help you develop
jaws of defeat. Your keen eye spots better habits.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) :
what everyone else has missed!
are in a good position to protect
You
finangreater
to
key
is
timing
Good
cial success. Realistic goals and your assets, or add to them. Keep in
consistent performance will make touch with longtime friends. A mix1993 a banner year. You gain a job up in travel arrangements could
advantage by relying on your prove frustrating.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): A
instincts and emphasizing your
experience. You are able to boost work deadline looms ahead. You
your income and enjoy a more com- could face a real dilemma. Do whatfortable lifestyle. Marital ties deep- ever you can to avoid rushing
around at the last minute. Getting
en.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON better organized will help relieve
THIS DATE: actress Helen Hayes, tension.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
rock singer David Lee Roth. country
singer-Tanya Tucker, actor Ben While you are trimming everyday
expenses,think about trimming your
Vereen.
ARIES (March 21-April 19): waistline, too. Paying attention to an
Trying to handle too many jobs at inside tip could help you open new
one time could be hazardous to your financial doors.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
health and career. Step back and
take inventory. A family problem 21): Try not to get boxed into a tight
will be solved when cash flow position. Maneuvering your way out
could prove difficult. Your commuimproves.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): nication skills are way above averFollow the advice of a loyal adviser age; use them to best advantage.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
who encourages you to be more posTake a low-key approach to
19):
a
gain
You
choices.
your
itive about
better understanding of technology social activities. You will get much
farther if you do not force issues.
that could help you.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20): A Act confident without being pushy.
strong physical attraction could Get several bids if remodeling your
become overwhelming if you let it house.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
dominate your feelings. Try to keep
postpone signing busipossible,
If
sibling
A
passions under control.
ness documents or a financial agreemay need to talk about the past.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): ment until another day. Seek out
Rely on your own instincts and people who have inspired your conjudgment. Although other people fidence in the past.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): A
may mean well, their advice could
be way off-base. Take time to make situation is not as bad as it seems.
certain your offspring are following You have options you have not even
considered. If you are both energetic
through on chores.
and a good student, find out more
Be
22):
LEO (July 23-Aug.
diplomatic in a delicate situation about a career in medicine.
TODAY'S CHILDREN are practical, charming and loyal. They like to
do one thing at a time and can become irritable if frequently interrupted.
Although these Libras sometimes seem too critical, you can bet that their
suggestions are constructive! They believe in applying themselves in a positive manner, making the most of every_opportunity. Although these hardworking Libras are careful to save some money for a rainy day, they also
like to spend freely.
i To order a revised and updated copy of June Dixon's best-selhng book "YesIerday. Today and Forevhandling
er Hos. Astrology Can Help You Find Your Place in God's MK"send 58.95 plus SI postage and
to
to Dixon. do Andress, and McMeel. P0 Box 419150, Kansas City, Mo. 64141. Make checks payable
Andres., and McMeel

YARD
SALE
7.,)SEASON

Remember the 10th
For City Newspaper Carriers
nos^ YOV
c_Coisat SAC le
01
,
11:3‘
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ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale 3 Times and SAVE
1 insertion
2 insertions
insertions

'7.50
'12.50
'15.00

3
Ads must be paid in advance

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:
FrIday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
10 a.m.
.Saturday
Edition
Tuesday
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
For assistance call, 75:3-1916 or come by

Mirrray Ledger ik Times
Classified Department

Oth of each month is a very important day to your city
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by
the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and
women. They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and
sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets
to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
month. They depend on you to write their pay checks
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your
carrier.
So. paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the bother of
monthly collection.

Wintry Ledger & Times
•
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THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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Tea years ago
Lisa Hale was crowned as Calloway County High School
Homecoming Football Queen at
the game with Calloway over
Reidland, 20 to 7. Her attendants
were Gerald McCuiston, Janet
Sims, Jill Childress, Jill Johnson
and Regina Morris.
Pat Latimer of the Bank of
Murray recently completed a
course at Kentucky Basic Trust
Institute at Western Kentucky
University, Bowling Green.
Mrs. John Livesay of J.N. Williams Chapter of the United
Daughters of the Confederacy,
Murray, was installed as president of the Kentucky Division of
the UDC at the 86th annual convention at Lexington, Oct. 8-9.
Murray High School Tigers
lost to Trigg County 27 to 7 in a
football game at Perdue Field,
Cadiz.

Today is Friday, Oct. 9, the 283rd day of 1992. There are 83 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 9, 1888, the public was first admitted to the Washington
Monument.
On this date:
In 1635, religious dissident Roger Williams was banished from the
Massachusetts Bay Colony.
In 1701, the Collegiate School of Connecticut — later Yale University — was chartered in New Haven.
In 1946, the Eugene O'Neill drams "The Iceman Cometh" opened
at the Martin Beck Theater in New York.
In 1958, Pope Pius XII died, 19 years after he was elevated to the
papacy.
In 1962, 30 years ago, Uganda won autonomy from British rule.
In 1967, 25 years ago, Latin American guerrilla leader Che Guevara
was executed while attempting to incite revolution in Bolivia.
In 1975, Soviet scientist Andrei Sakharov was awarded the Nobel
Peace Prize.
In 1983, President Reagan's controversial interior secretary, James
G. Watt, resigned.
In 1983, a bombing in Rangoon, Burma, blamed on North Korean
agents killed 17 visiting South Koreans.
In 1985, the hijackers of the Achille Lauro cruise liner surrendered
after the ship arrived in Port Said, Egypt.
Ten years ago: Responding to the Polish government's decision to
outlaw the Solidarity labor movement, President Reagan announced he
was suspending Poland's most-favored-nation trade status.
Five years ago: Supreme Court nominee Robert H. Bork, his rejection by the U.S. Senate a virtual certainty, angrily told reporters he
would not ask that his nomination be withdrawn. Author, politician
and diplomat Clare Boothe Luce died in Washington at age 84.
One year ago: President Bush declared "total confidence" in his
nominee to the U.S. Supreme Court, Clarence Thomas, who was
accused of sexual harassment by former aide Anita Hill.
Today's Birthdays: Former U.S. Sen. Gordon Humphrey, R-N.H., is
52. Singer Jackson Browne is 43. Football player Mike Singletary is
34.
Thought for Today: "All generalizations are dangerous, even this
one." — Attributed to Alexandre Dumas, fiX—French author
J
(1824-1895).

all on Oct. 1.
Thirty years ago
Pvt. Larry V. Jones, son of Mr.
and Mrs. L.V. Jones, and Pvt.
Thomas 0. Young, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Truman 0. Young, have
completed recruit training at Marine Corps Recruit Depot, Parris
Island, S.C..
Betty Outland Vinson was
named as Business Woman of the
Year 1962 by Murray Business
and Professional Women's Club.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Elias Williamson, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lee, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry W. Windsor, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Arnett and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Dickinson.
Murray High School Tigers
beat Bowling Green Purple Aces
20 to 12 in its homecoming football game.

Twenty years ago
Barbara Kemper, Douglas
Spencer, Lezlee Bartholomy,
Harrel Bramley and Debbie Shinners, speech students at Murray
High School, received superior
ratings at the Speech Tournament
at Maplewood High School,
Nashville, Tenn.
Murray High School Band
placed superior in the West Tennessee School Band Marching
Festival held at Dyersburg, Tenn.
New officers of Calloway
County 4-H Teen Club are Janet
Usrey, Alene Paschall, Renee
Sledd, Jimmy Burkeen, Donna
Heathcott, Lisa Rogers and Sandra Stark.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Anthony C.
Whybark, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Buster Ray Perry, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Gary Shelton and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Geary Colson,

Forty years ago
The popcorn market got off to
a fair start on Oct. 6 when local
popcorn markets opened to pay
fanners $5 per 100 pounds for
ear corn and $7.14 per 100
pounds for shelled corn.
A parade in celebration of
National Fire Prevention Week
was held yesterday. A special
program was presented in front of
Murray City Hall.
Another polio case has been
reported M the Puryear, Tenn.,
area by the Henry County Health
Department. It is John Brim Hart,
6, officials said.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert ROI&
$
g
girl to Mr. and Ma,
dall, Sept. 29; a girl to Mi. Iblx1 '
Mrs. J.R. Melton and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Dunn Jr.,
.01
30.

Dear Abby
DEAR ABBY: I am in love with a
man I have gone with for a year and
a half. He is 56 and I am 48. I was
married (no children) and so was
he. He has three grown children
(and six grandchildren) whom I
have never met because he had a
falling out with his family and
doesn't see any of them.
Abby, I am having problems with
his jealous nature and some of his
beliefs. For example: Women should
not wear shorts, two-piece bathing
suits or tight-fitting dresses. He
hates to see a woman in pants or
jeans. He thinks a woman should

iwn
95

dance only with her fiance or husband. He says all men have dirty
minds and all women (except me)
are "bitches" and cannot be trusted.
He says a married woman should
never have a repairman in the
house unless her husband is home.
He does not approve of makeup.
(I have toned mine down, but he
prefers that I wear none.) He does
not want me to work because of the
close contact I have with men.(I am
a physical therapist.)
I am by nature a friendly persoff,
but he has forbidden me to hug
even my male relatives. I have told

him all about my life, and now I'm
sorry I did because he keeps throwing it up to me. He has a terrible
temper. He got angry once and put
his fist through a wall.
I suppose he sounds like a monster, but at times he can be very
sweet and loving. Please help me
sort out my feelings. He is begging
me to marry him.
SERIOUS PROBLEM
DEAR SERIOUS: It's time to
face the facts that are abundantly clear. This man has all
the qualities that make for a
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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DEAR TICKLISH: Tell him
that anything a person does to
another without consent is
unwelcome and abusive.
deft 4,

CATHY
I CAN'T
8EUEVE IT,
CATIN!
IRVING'S
STILL IN THE
PICTURE ??

WELL...HE'S
STILL DECIDING
WEIMER OR
NOT HE WANTS
TO BE IN THE
PICTURE.

I MEAN, HE NEVER OfFICIALLV
MID HE, WAS IN THE PICTURE...
..81.11 01E/4 HE QUITS BEINfr
iN THE PICTURE HE CANT STA
TO BE OUT Of THE PICTURE.

I THINK HE ONO, WANTS TO
STAN IN THE PICTURE TO PREVENT SOMEONE ELSE FROM
BEING IN THE PICTURE.

Dr. Gott

MY SWEETHEART:
THE ROSS PEROT
Of ROMANC(.

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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DEAR ABBY: I just read your
booklet "What Every Teen Should
Know." I learned a lot, but there is
still a question in my mind about
something.
I am 17 and my boyfriend is 19.
(I will call him Bob, which is not his
real name.) We have been going
steady for two years. When we met,
I was a virgin but Bob was not. I
have never had sex with anybody
but Bob, so obviously,I do not have
any sexually transmitted diseases.
Bob went to a clinic two months
ago to be tested for everything —
including AIDS. He came up negative for everything. Abby, since Bob
does not have any diseases and neither do I, and we do not cheat on
each other, do you think we have to
use condoms?
ANONYMOUS IN VERMONT

DEAR ABBY: I am ticklish, and
my boyfriend thinks it is fun to tickle me. I have told him many times
to stop it, because it is aggravating.
Well, he seems to be offended
now, and won't touch me at all. I
think of this as a "punishment," and
I'm hoping if he sees this in print,
he'll realize that he's overreacting.
What do you think?
TICKLISH

CALVIN and HOBBES

Dec.
Light
, out
mulver-

18):

miserable marriage. He wants
to control you totally. Worse
yet, he is pathologically jealous,
suspicious and possessive.
Unless you want to live like a
prisoner the rest of your life,
say goodbye to this evil man. 5itr
And the sooner,the better!

DEAR ANONYMOUS: I recommend using a condom every
time you have sex — whether
you think you need to or not.
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1 Evaluates
6 Swift
11 "Streetcar'

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
FIN'tF fiLLYSCNSTNE.RE I
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GARFIELD
THE NEIGHBORS
TAKINGSLEDGE HAMM E RS
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ORNAMENTS

FULL MOON...
WARM BREEZE....

BEAUTIFUL
EVENING, GARFIELD
A

GET
AWAY
FROM
THERE!

12 Kite
14 "— tu,
Brute"
15 Frolicked
17 Astaire ID
18 Sn is its
symbol
20 List of
nominees
21 "Charlotte's
—"
22 Goddess of
discord
24 Alter —
25 Resound
26 Esteem
28 Tell
30 TV's Whitley
Gilbert
31 King —
32 Adorned
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PEANUTS
IF A PERSON WAS A
NICE SMILE CORMAC
NOTHING ELSE MATTERS

I LL I4AVE A NICE
'
SMILE AND VERY
TALL TEETH !
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Lifts
Mock
Fears
Expunges
Surgical
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I've been taking

Corgard and Dyazide for two years
trouble
10-9 ® 1992 United Feature Syndicate now, and I have been having
for half that time with concentration
university
and confusion. I also suffer from in13 — of
7 Away from
somnia. Are my medications causing
contents
the wind
these side effects?
16 Scold
8 Cushion
19 Miser
DEAR READER: Any medicine
9 Al home
21 "Stormy —'
cause side effects; fortunately,
can
10 Loss
23 Soy —
however, such side effects are rela11 Hinder
25 Thick pile
tively rare. In other words, most peofabric
ple can take most medicine most of
27 Type of bread
10
9
8
the time.
,
29 Schecl abbr
Nevertheless, doctors and patients
32 Particle of
13
must be alert to the possibility of adsand

laid uIid idill
42
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ILL BE REAL TALL,
AND YOU'LL HAVE it)
LOOK STRAIGHT UP
TO SEE MY EYE5 !

3

DOWN

UUUUU

22

I M SHORTER THAN YOU
'
NOUJ,BUT SOMEDAY I'LL
BE TALLER THAN YOU..

2

35 Sprints
38 Steak order
39 Hearing
organ
41 Roll-call
reply
42 Succor
43 Attempts
45 Filmdom's
Willard, for
one
46 Exists
47 Bishop
49 Therefore
50 Approached
52 Make
soundproof
54 Struck
55 Urges on

DEAR DR. GOTT: I've heard of a
weight-control clinic in Louisiana
that administers a weekly injection of
HCG(human cnoriooic gonadotropi*.
This estrogen hormone works to open
up fat cells. The clinic also dispenses
2grain thyroid pill. I'm
1
a diet pill and/
considering going to the clinic as I
want to lose 30 pounds, yet my doctor
doesn't have any information on this.
DEAR READER: I have a problem
with fat farms: You'll surely lose
weight but what happens after you
leave? You can't continue hormone
injections and thyroid pills the rest of
your life. So, if you spend a few hundred dollars to lose a measly 30
pounds and gain back the weight a
year later, you've wasted time and
money.
I suggest you go on a reasonable
diet (no sugar, sweets, alcohol), increase your exercising, shed a few
pounds — THEN go to Louisiana for
some well-deserved, down-home Creole or Cajun cooking. This is more fun
and it's more healthful. ton.

33
34
35
36
37

verse reactions when they arise.
You are taking two medications,
neither of which is a likely canoe of

your symptoms Corgard (nadoiol)is a
beta-blocker prescribed for hypertension and heart disease. According to
its manufacturer, the drug causes dizziness and fatigue in less than 2 percent of cases, sedation and behavioral
changes in less than 1 percent of patients. Dyazide, a diuretic used for hypertension. causes major drug reactions in less than a tenth of a percent
of patients however, weakness and
fatigue have been reported.

such as a thyroid
tory disturbance
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